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New Boat Coming

FOUR CENTS A COPT

Rockland, Maine, Friday, March 15,1946

WILL BEGIN PACKING SOON

S.S.S. RED JACKET

DANCE
COMMUNITY BUILDING
MARCH 19—9 TO 12
Adm. 60c Tax Incl.

DANCE

Pour smiling North Havenites left
Rockland on the afternoon train
Tuesday bound for New York to
take charge of The boat which the
town has just bought from the
Army Engineers’ Department, ano
*hich semetime in April will
be placed on the run between North
Haven and Rockland.
In the party making the New
York trip were Capt. Hugh Neal
Burgess, who will command the
boat; Elmer Carver, who will be
the engineer; and Lester Sherer
and Elston Beverage.
The craft will be brought direct
ly to North Haven, and then taken
to Stcnington, where certain alter
ations and improvements will be
made by the original bu lders,
Bllkngs Brothers. The main hatch
is to be enlarged and the doorways
between the engine room and cargo
space will be sealed.
The town of North Haven may
reasonably feel that it has made a
good buy, as it pays to the Supplies
and Commodities Division only
$18,000 for a craft which was built
only three years ago at a cost of
$80,000.
Capt. Neal, the future commander
knows every inch of Penobscot Bay,
so that the boat w.ll be well skip
pered. He has been running the
smack “J. O.” the past two years.

Oscar Emerson of Brunswick
21-23 tax consultant, was in the city
Tuesday completing plans for the
tax revaluation program with Tax
Assessor Richard Thomas.

Rockland Masonic Temple

Shipment of Bversharp pen and
pencil sets just received. See them
have a set, the perfect gift for any
occasion.
Daniels Jewelers, 399
Main St., Rockland.—adv.

MONDAY, MARCH 18

RUMMAGE SALE

Masonic Assembly

8.38 P. M.
AU Masons and friends cordially

G.A.R. HALL, ROCKLAND

Invited
AU who are not solicited, please
bring sandwiches

SATURDAY, MARCH 16
OPENS AT NOON
BETA SIGMA PHI, SPONSOR

PUBLIC SUPPER

merce-Schnurle’s Timely Address

Seafoods At Underwood Plant

Information was received this which will have a daily capacity
morning that the Rockland process of 125,000 pounds.
Prank Perry of Boston, for many
ing plant of the General Seafoods
Corporation, which is temporarily years an employe of General Sea
housed in the former William foods, will be plant manager w’ith
Underwood plant on Tillson avenue, Rodney Feyler of Thomaston as
will open packing activities within a production manager and his son,
Richard Feyler, as general plant
week or 10 days.
It is expected that a staff of 50 foreman.
Construction of a wharf and
persons will be employed at the
start with a growth to 150 as the buildings to house the new process
ing plant and freezers of General
fishing season progresses.
Ten draggers wlll discharge fares Seafoods are expected to start this
there, all of which will come from t :..g on the foimer Maine Central
communities in this area. Later, Railroad wharf property at the
out of State vessels are expected to Southend w’ith completion and the
shift operations to this port to | start of operations there hoped for
supply the demands of the plant by this time next year.

A Port Of Entry

Public Is Invited
An official opening of the Air
port will take place in the near
future, with the public invited as
guest of the managers. It will be
the aim of the operators to co
operate in every respect in mak
ing Rockland Municipal Akjxnt
one of the most successful on the
Eastern seaboard. The managers
are gratified at the promptness of
* City Government in procur
ing the lease from the Federal
government.
-vxaine Air Cargo Express.

Lessees Of Ash Point Station
Would Have It Available
For International
Flights
The lessees of the Rockland Municipal Airport, Jack Dodge, William
O'Dwyer and Alfred Oxton. owners
of Maine Air Cargo Express, this
morning Instituted proceedings to
have the airport named as an air
craft Port of Entry for international
flights.
They pointed out that present
conditions make international oper
ation from the field more than cost
ly as Presque Isle is now the only
Port of Entry in the State. A flight
leaving here for Yarmouth, N. S.,
would be forced to fly 200 miles to
Presque Isle, clear with customs and
then fly another 230 to Yarmouth;
all to cover w’hat amounts to 150
miles when flown in a direct line
from Rockland. Such travel would
make freight and passenger rates

in and out of the Maritime Province
prohibitive and lessen the possible
business of the local field. Return
trips, would have to follow the same
course, resulting in a total of 880
miles to cover 300.
Inasmuch as the Ash Point field
will accommodate the largest of land
planes, on its 4600 foot runways, it
can also serve as an emergency
field for transatlantic flights.
Freight flights to the Provinces
are a very definite possibility, to
gether with possible passenger serv
ice over the same routes for regular
travel and tourists.

21-22

ROCKLAND LODGE

AIR EXPRESS

NO. 79—A F. A A. M.

The Maine Air Cargo Express Company wishes

St. Peter’s Undercroft

to announce that they have set up a temporary office
in the Rockland Hotel, Rockland, Maine, pending
opening of the Rockland Airport. They are ready to
contact any and all parties interested in making ar
rangements for shipping air freight, or companies or
individuals interested in flying from the Rockland

SATURDAY, MARCH 16

5 to 7 O’clock
BAKED BEANS
SALAD
HOT ROLLS, COFFEE,
DESSERT
45 Cents
21-22

REGULAR MEETING
TUESDAY. MARCH 19

SUPPER
at 6.30 P. M.
MASTER MASON DEGREE
All Master Masons Cordially
Invited
22-23

Airport.
Rates and Prices on both air cargo and airport

operation will be published in the near future.

PILOT WANTED FOR SUMMER

22-23

“I want to employ from May 1 to October 15, 1946, a licensed
pilot familiar with Maine coast for 46* yacht powered with pair of
Gray gasoline motors. Prefer man who can look after motors
ind do necessary work to keep boat in first class condition. Man
selected can live aboard if necessary. Should be between 50 and
60 years of age. Must be free to travel with the boat when away
from home port which will be close to Pleasant Point, Maine.
Please do not apply in person. Write full information regarding
your experience, references, wages expected and any other in
formation you think I should have. Might consider year Tound

BASKETBALL AT ITS BEST
TONIGHT—FRIDAY, MARCH 15—TONIGHT
COMMUNITY BUILDING

employment to right man. JAMES FLETT, Pleasant Point, Knox

County, Maine.

ROCKLAND HIGH BOYS

14, 18&22

Fred C. Gatcombe. branch mana
ger for General Seafoods Corpora
tion, Shipyards Division, and one
time president of Snow Shipyards,
took over the helm of the Chamber
of Commerce at the annual meeting
Tuesday night in Masonic hall.
The retiring president, Roland S.
Ware, in his valedictory, as he
termed it, hit straight from the
shoulder as to what ailed the city
and its merchants and advocated a
full time, well paid executive secre
tary even if it meant increasing the
dues of the organization consider
ably. He stated that the members
and the city at large would get
much more for its money than un
der the present establishment,
w’hich lias done remarkably well,
considering the limitations imposed
by lack of funds and personnel.
He brough out, that in the past
year, the Chamber blocked the ef
fort of Portland alone to establish
a fish pier with State funds and
forced the inclusion of a $1,000,000
appropriation for Rockland for a
fish pier in the bill before it was
presented to the Legislature. The
fact finding group on the project
proved to the State officials that
Rockland was an even larger fish
port than Portland, which Iwas seek
ing a huge sum to build the pier
Mr. Ware introduced President
Gatcombe. who continued in the
same vein, and stated that the
Chamber’s directors were w’illing to
pull the load but expected every
member and business man to get
behind the program and push. He
invited suggestions from Rockland
citizens and asked that they pre
sent such plans and ideas to the
board of directors at their regular
monthly meetings.
He said that he felt that he owed
a debt to the Chamber of Commerce
for the efforts which a group from
that organization extended him
and the I L. Snow Co. when they
■were on the verge of closing several
years ago.
The result of their work and fi
nancial investments was the Snow
Shipyards Inc. which grew from a
staff of 75 employes at that time to
1,000 during the height of the war
and which, has paid a total of
$5,000,000 in wages into the city in
the intervening years.
The location of General Seafoods
here, although he did not mention
it, and is much too modest to do so,
as principally through his efforts
and the fact that he had built a
concern which was capable of
handling their entire fleet, both for
repairs and construction of new
fishermen.
H. P. Blodgett introduced the
principal speaker of the evening,
Harold Schnurle of the Maine De
velopment Commission who is wide
ly known as an industrial specia
list and one who is more familiar
with the recreational, industrial and
agricultural activities in the state
than any other man in the admini
strative department of the state.
He covered the industrial, recrea
tional and agricultural life of the
State, taking first the recreational
business, which he said we shouldn’t
brag too much about as we have
only taken advantage of what na
ture put here for our use. A total
of $100,000,000 came into the State
the last year that a check was made
according to him, from tourists
alone which in, one way or another
affects every person in the State,
either as employer or employe for

vs.

BAR HARBOR HIGH BOYS

ALL WEEK-WE’RE TALKING

HALF PRICE '
For The Reader’s Digest

Two Evenly Matched Teams

,

AND A PRELIMINARY GAME
Time 7.30—Adm. 28c and 50c Tax Incl.
Every Penny To The P.T.A Light Fund

BABY TALK” AT ACHORN’S

To all members of our Armed Forces
or to those Discharged and
Back Home

21-22

TWO YEARS $3.00
R. T. CREAMER
THOMASTON, ME. TEL. 113-2
v
22’lt

IT’S BABY WEEK!!

Maine's Finer Store
for Diamonds,
Watches and Silver

ments in any Maine store and scores of new and dif

ferent Baby Gift items—be sure and visit

Indoor Carnival

ACHORN’S DEPT. STORE
IN CAMDEN

Jack Welsh Requests That
His Term of Service
Expire May 1st

12 Walnut Pk., Roxbury, Mass

tastes ls a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

IF I W’ERE A VOICE
Tf I were a Voice—a persuasive Voice—
That could travel the wide world
through,
I would fly on the beams of the morn
ing light

VOTE FOR

For Over Fifty Years

Francis L. Dyer

Budget Terms Arranged

15-tf

ROCKPORT TOWN HALL

Candidate for First Select

man in Owl’s Head Town

THURS., FRI., SAT., March 21,22,23

A late, but not too late arrival of another

P. S.

scarce item

LADIES’ COTTON JERSEY SNUGGY PANTS
REG. AND EXTRA SIZES......................................... $1.00

Gala Program of Entertainment Every Afternoon

and Evening.

DOUBLE EXTRA............................................................ $1.15

,

LIMIT, 3 TO CUSTOMER

iiiiisii iiiiiiina

TEL. ROCKLAND 673

N. B. PLENTY OF EMPTY OASES

“The Drama of the New England Coast”

GILMORE W. SOULE, M. D.

WASHING MACHINE

Illustrated with Motion Pictures and

ANNOUNCES

Stereopticon Slides

That he is Resuming the Practice of

WEDNESDAY NIGHT, MARCH 20

GENERAL MEDICINE AND OBSTETRICS

AT

M-tt

IHIIIIIIIIIIIIIal

f

COME ONE!

Office At 463 Main Street

COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND
STARTING AT 8 O’CLOCK

ADMISSION 50c AND 25c T.AX INCL.

|

Famed Flier

PRIZES EVERY NIGHT

ELECTRIC MIXER
-

21*22

Will Present His Lecture

FLATIRON

SWIFT & CO.

LT. EDWARD ROWE SNOW

VETERAN OF WORLD WAR II

Four Big Prizes

RADIO

NATIVE EGGS WANTED

An Opportunity!

And speak to men with a gentle might.
And tell them to be tiue.
I'd fly. I'd fly o'er land and sea.
Wherever a human heart might be.
Telling a tale, or singing a song,
In praise of the Right—In blame of
the Wrong
II I were a Voice—a consoling Voice—
I'd fly on the wings of the air;
Th<- home of Sorrow and Quilt I'd seek,
And calm and truthful words I'd speak.
To save them from Despair
I ”d fly.. I'd fly o’er the crowded town,
.And drop, like the happy sunlight,
down
Into the hearts of suffering men.
And teach them to rejoice again.
—Charles Mackay

Explorer, Adventurer, Soldier, Sailor and

Grand Carnival Ball

Baby Show

Meeting March 18

An Invitation!

AFTERNOON AND EVENING

The Black Cat

Warden John H. Welch, of tlie
State Prison tendered his resigna
the money left here circulates tion to Commissioner Harrison C.
Greenleaf in a letter dated March
widely.
He pointed out that Maine is 7, he disclosed yesterday. The form
about to experience serious compe er Aroostook County sheriff asked
tition in the recreational field as
other States Provinces and even that his resignation take effect May
foreign nations bid for the tourist 1, the reason “I require my full time
traffic. At present, Maine is ap to attend to my personal affairs.'’
propriating $180,000 each two years
Mr. Welch has served as warden
for promotional work in this field of the Thomaston institution neaily
against a figure nearer one million
for the State of Florida and sums nine years, and is regarded as one
in between for other state;, and of the ablest and most efficient men
who has ever held that position.
provinces
He predicted that with the turn-'
resignation occasions much reing back to private owners of the I gret in this section.
ships which have been in war serv- I
ice and the growth of transoceanic
Last Night’s Caucus
plane service, that the average per
son can well afford a vacation in
Europe and not have it cost him
more in time or money than, a few Delegates To the Republican
(By The Roving Reporter)
weeks trip to Maine. From this, he
State Convention Chosen
said, will come serious competition
and Committees Elected
to our tourist business.
It looks natural to see the old
His prediction was, despite com
At a Republican caucus last Police Gazette in the local news
petition, that Maine would experi
ence an increase of 50 percent over night at the Ccurt House, the fol racks, but I can't help feeling that
tourist trade of the past as the peo lowing were elected as deegates its ’naughtiness’’ is anti-climaxed
ple of the nation are ready for one and alternates to the State Con
grand vacation, following long vention to be held at Bangor April by the more modern publications.
Time was when the sole repository
years of war work.
11 and 12.
Delegates, Francis Orne, chair of the Police Gazette was the
He stated that the farmers of
Maine have become good business man; A. C. MdLcon. Alan L. Bird, barber shop, but the former may
men, especially the potato growers Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood, Frederic have improved.
of Aroostook. This group, a few Bird, Frank Harding. Helena Col—o—
years ago, asked for a one cent tax tort, Alan A. Grossman, Frank A.
“There is a Bunker Hill in War
per barrel on potatoes for advertis Tirrell, Jerome Burrows, Stuart
ing purposes and were given the Burgess, Cleveland F. Sleeper, Mrs. ren,” writes Maurice Wellman of
grading law to go with it. The re Vanessa Cowan. Louis B. Cates, H. Warren. “In going to Sandy Shore
sult was that the Idaho potato ha? P. Blodgett, L. E. Clark and Mrs.
from Route 1, one goes down
slid into the background in a mar Doris Jordan.
ket in which the Maine product is
Alternates, headed by Edward R. Bunker Hill before reaching the
constantly advertised and kept at Veazie are Frank Winslow John M. raJroad track. As I understand it,
a high standard.
Richardson, Milton M. Griffin, A.
Flatly stating that Maine indus W. Gregory, Frank H. Ingraham, i years ago two men were fighting on
try had no reconversion problem Harry’ E. Wilbur, Frances Reardon, j the hill and that’s why they call it
after the war, he went on to prove Herbert R. Mullen, Jesse Bradstreet , Bunker Hill.”
it to his listeners. Citing instance Mrs. Beulah Tirrell, Mrs. Gertrude
where a change was made from Burrows, John W. Lane, Mrs. Dor i Has Wyoming become a rival to
government to civilian orders in as othy Bird, Augustus B. Huntley,
Florida as a sunshine State? Dr.
brief a period as 24 hours, he said
Doris Sleeper, Walter Green G. D. Humphrey, president of the
that it merely came from the fact Mrs.
law, Carl Benson, Mrs. Evelyn
that these mills and plants had Cates,
University of Wyoming was in
and Mrs. Helen Bean.
been manufacturing materials for
Francis Orne was elected chair Cheyenne and says that he had
the government on their standard
seen the sun every day since he had
equipment, which allowed them to man of the group and Frederic , been there. Which led Ralph H.
slip back into the civilian field, Bird as secretary.
The present County Committee, Smith, former Rockland resident,
merely by changing the type of ma
to remark:
terial they manufactured Also, he composed of Francis Orne, Frank
•While I do not question the au
Harding
and
Mrs.
Doris
Jordan
was
pointed out that Maine mills and
thenticity
of the University pres industrial plants are in the best re-elected.
dent,
he
no
doubt could report like
The City Committee was re-elect
condition ever as to machinery and
wise of the wind. As for snow, it
ed
in
full
and
has
the
following
buildings as they were brought up
has faded us almost completely in
to top condition to care for the huge ward representatives: Ward 1, Louis this corner of the State. SnowB.
Cates;
2,
Mrs.
Doris
Jordan;
3,
government contracts and kept that
Francis Orne; 4, LIE. Clark; 5. Os shovels have stood idle since last
way for civilian use.
May, but vze still have hopes.”
He believes that Maine will show good Gilbert; 6, Herbert Mullen; 7*
Augustus
B.
Huntley.
considerable industrial growth in
“Who says it has been a tough
the next few years, citing that the
Winter?"
asks Henrietta H. Ames
Guest
officers
night
will
be
ob

commission, of which he is a mem
ber, has had more bona fide in served by Claremont Commandery of Matinicus, adding the amazing
quiries for industrial locations in Monday night. Guest officers will news, “Friday, March 8, we picked
the past nine months than for many be present from Camden, Belfast enough cranberries for a bcwl of
years past. This stems from the and Vinalhaven,. The Order of the sauce and for a cranberry pudding
fact that many large manufacturers Temple will be conferred. Supper for our Sunday dinner; and in Ma
rion's field there’s plenty more.”
learned during the war that they at 6.30.
could sublet the manufacture of
From Henrietta H. Ames of Ma
parts for complicated machines, or definitely believed Rockland to Tie
for most any product, to smaller on the way up industrially; but its tinicus: Yes, we say going “down"
concerns in this State which could people could expect to get out of it j to the Rock; “up" to Monhegan;
make them better and for less than, only what they were willing to put “over” to Vinalhaven: “into" Port
they themselves could in a big in into it in, work and finances to pro Clyde, and “off” to Rockland.
When we just go to the mainland in
dustrial center.
mote it.
Responsible, largely for this situa
The first of the meeting, Mrs. general, we often say going to the
tion is the high quality of labor ob Lenore Savage, secretary to the | “earth.’’ When we start visiting
tainable in the State and the ab chamber, read the reports of the Mars, what shall we say—“going up'"
sence of transient workers
activities of the past year, together or will it be just “turning in?" Ma
Maine is fortunate in having ade with the financial report of treas tinicus is “out” surely, but many are
quate rail and truck transportation urer Joseph Robinson who was un fond of calling It “going home.’’
facilities to carry its products to the able to attend. The reports follow.
largest center of population in, the
One year ago: Thirteen went to
—By Sid Cullen.
nation which is within a 600 miles/
the induction center in Boston with
radius from us. Air freight, he
Ernest F. Robinson of Thomaston
stated is a very real thing, not
as leader.—Sidney Segal bought the
something to be dreamed of, but
Havener building at The (Brook —
here and ready to operate, as is the
| Among the deaths: North Haven,
Cottage Wanted
case with our own airport and the
Margaret S. Smith, 78; Lincolnville
firm which has leased it and expects
Beach, Lizzie May Pillsbury, 65,
to soon start operation.
To Rent June 15 to July 7. For
Waldoboro, Anna M. MdLaughlin.
New industry is desirable, but ex 4 adults, preferably on ocean, 82.
pansion of existing industries In any vicinity of Friendship but any
community when possible is even
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
more desirable, he pointed out, as desirable site within 20 miles of
they are known and their growth Rockland acceptable.
If I had my life to tlve again I
and results can be quite accurately
would have made a rule to read some
determined.
poetry and listen to some music at
JOHN H. SWIFT
He stated, in closing, that he
least once a week The loss of these

ROCKPORT HIGH’S

For one of the most complete Infants’ Wear depart

Number 22

The Warden Resigns

HAS A NEW PRESIDENT

But Cutter Argo Brought North Haven Men Go To New
Rudderless Fisherman
York For Craft the Town
Ten Draggers Will Land Fish For General Fred C. Gatcombe Heads Chamber of ComSafely To Port
Has Bought
The Coast Guard cutter, Argo, ar.
rived in port Wednesday night hav
ing in tow the Portland dragger,
Richard J. Noonan, which had been
disabled at sea by the loss of her
rudder.
Air-Sea Rescue at Brunswick
Naval Air Station intercepted the
distress call about 9.30 Tuesday
night and requested of the Rock
land base that a cutter be sent to
her aid Her position was reported
as about 46 miles East southeast of
Mt. Desert, riding at anchor. The
Argo under command of Lieut. Ed
ward W. Doten departed at 11
o'clock for that point.
Contact was made at 630 Wednes
day morning and the tow started
for Rockland in heavy seas which
held progress down to one knot
per hour for several hours before
the seas went down and regular
towing speed could be maintained.
Master of the Noonan, Capt.
Daniel C. Train of Portland, said
that the rudder, “just broke off.’’
The Noonan is one of the older
fishing craft on the coast.

Volume 101 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

COME ALL!

AUSPICES ROCKLAND KIWANIS CLUB
Proceeds Toward Furnishing A Room At Knox Hospital

21-22
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Tel. 1129
Office Hours, 1 to 4 P. M.
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THE COURIER-GAZETTE

The Courier-Gazette
,

TWICE-A-WEEK

TWICE-A-WEEK
Editor, FRANK A. WTNSbOW

Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
Come unto Me, all ye that labor
and are heavy laden, and I will give
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. *In 1874 the Courier
you rest.—Matthew 11:28.
was established and consolidated with the Gaaette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.

A Pair Of Pants
Wildly Waved By Stranded
Fisherman Brought Rescue
By the Thetis

Bert Simmons of Port Clyde
lobsterman, was rescued yesterday
from what promised to be a night
in the bay between Monhegan and
Burnt Island.
As the cutter, Thetis, returning
from Gloucester was midway be
tween Monhegan and Burnt Island,
Lieut. (jg) J. P. Weaver of the
Thetis sighted a small boat through
the fog. A man was frantically
waving a pair of pants to attract
their attention.
Swinging about, the Thetis ma
neuvered close to the lobster boat
and took him in tow. They notified
Burnt Island Lifeboat Station and
asked that they have a boat ready
to tow Simmons in to Port Clyde
Simmons’ craft had been broken
down since the middle of the morn .
ing and he was unable to attract
the attention of either Monhegan
or Burnt Island due to the fog.
The Burnt Island boat, with Chief
Boatswains Mate Aubrey Reynolds
in charge, towed Simmons into Port
Clyde, while the Thetis continued
to Rockland and the first sleep in
more than €0 hours for most of her
crew.

Selectmen of Newcastle and
(Nbbleboro, acting as a fish com
mittee for the two towns, have
awarded a three-year contract for
the alewive catch to the Green Bay
(Packing Company of Rockland,
represented by Edwin Witham, the
price being $3 a barrel. The Rock
land firm will process the fish at
Damariscotta Mills, bringing the
necessary machinery there and em
ploying local labor. The towns re
tain the privilege of selling alewives
to smokers and the Green Bay Com
pany will handle the sale of fish for
bait

CUSHING
Finnish residents of this town and
Friendship will hold a dance Sat
urday at Glover hall, Warren, for
the benefit of the needy in Fin
land. Music by Siili.
ORDINANCE NOTICE
The following ordinance had flnai
passage at a meeting at the City
Council held on March 11, 1946, and
will become effective twenty days after
date of this publication unless sus
pended from going Into operation by
valid referendum thereof.
TRAFFIC CODE
This ordinance being ln excess of
one thousand words ls published by
summary only.
Copies of the fuU
text may be obtained at the City
Clerk's office.
This ordinance provides for general
traffic control within the City of Rock
land and with the exception of a
few amendments lt Is practically the
same as published In this paper on
March 1. 1946. reference to which pub
lication Is hereby made. One way traf
fic on Main Street ls not provided for
In this ordinance and will not go Into
effect unless provided for later by sub
sequent ordinances or amendments.
GERALD U MARGESON,
22-lt
City Clerk.

ASSESSOR’S NOTICE
CITY OF ROCKLAND
The Subscriber. Assessor of Taxes,
of the City of Rockland, hereby gives
notice to the Inhabitants of said City
and other persons having Taxable Prop
erty within said City, to make and
bring ln to said Assessor true and per
fect lists of their polls and all their
estates, real and personal, ln writing
Including all property held ln trust
as Ouardlan. Executor. Administrator,
Trustee or otherwise (except aa la by
law exempt from taxation) which they
were possessor of on the first day of
AprU. 1946. and to be prepared to Make
Oatb to the truth of the same.
And they are particularly requested
to notify the Assessor of the names
of all persons of whom they have
bought or to whom they have sold tax
able property since the first day of
April. 1945.
And for the purpose of Receiving
said lists and making transfers of all
property bought or sold, the under
signed will be ln session at the Asses
sor’s Room. No. 7. City Building, from
nine to twelve o'clock in the forenoon,
and from two to five o'clock in the
afternoon of each day.
MONDAY. TUESDAY. WEDNESDAY,
THURSDAY
APRIL 1. 2. 3. 4. 1946
Special Notice to Executors. Ad
ministrators, Trustees or Ouardlan*
The statute provides that you
must bring ln to the Assessor a
true and perfect list of all taxable
property In your possession to date of
April 1. 1946. otherwise It will be taxed
as the statute provides, and any per
sonal examination of property by the
Assessor will not be considered as a
waiver of neglect of any person ln
bringing ln a true and perfect list as
required by law.
Any person who neglects to comply
with this notice will be doomed to a
tax according to tbe laws of the state
and be barred of the right to make application
either to the
Assessor.
Board
of Assessment
Review, or
County Commissioners for any Abate
ment of Taxes, unless such person off
ers such list with his application and
satisfies the Assessor that he was iinable to offer It at the time appointed.
RICHARD E. THOMAS.
Assessor of Rockland.
Rockland. Maine, March 11. 1946.
___________
22-24

[EDITORIAL]
The top-notch Presidential pcssibilities at the present time, so far as the ReSTBONG
publican ticket is concerned, appear to be
QUARTET
four in number, Gov. Thomas E. Dewey of
New York, former Gov. Harold E. Stassen
of Minnesota, former Gov. John W. Bricker of Ohio and
Senator Vandenberg of Michigan. The most conspicuous
statesman at the present moment is the brilliant Senator from
Michigan, who has had an opportunity to study the inter
national situation from both sides of the Atlantic and whose
views on political Questions are daily quoted in Washington.
Gov. Dewey’s defeat two years ago would have a tendency to
militate against him in 1948. There were many, after the
Presidential election of 1944 who felt that the outcome might
have been different if Gov. Bricker had headed the ticket in
stead of Dewey, because he demonstrated immense popularity
as a candidate for the Vice Presidency. And that may oper
ate in his favor when the convention of 1948 is held. Another
Ohioan looms as a possibility. Senator Taft, who, however,
has indicated no intention of becoming a candidate.

IT'S A

The possibility that Senator Wallace
MAY BE
H. White may retire from the upiper
OFFERED TO branch of Congress is seen in tlie report
WHITE
that he may be asked to head the Federal
Communications Commission. Senator
White wrote the first radio law ever compiled and is a member
of the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee which passes
on radio legislation. It would be an unprecedented act, for
the President to offer a Republican -this chairmanship, but
Mr. White's fitness for the position makes it seem altogether
likely that the Democratic Chief Executive might do so. And
W’hat does Wallace say about it? Simply that he has no com
ment, because he has not even been offered the position.

That was grand news which came out
(LONG STRIKE of Detroit Wednesday—the settlement of
FINALLY
the General Motors strike, costliest and
SETTLED
longest in the automobile industry. The
CIO Auto Workers’ Union accepted the
management's offer of L8% cents an hour wage increase, plus
adjustments of inequalities in wage rates in certain plants.
Hailing the settlement as a union victory, UAW-OTO top of
ficials said ‘‘other economic clauses,” including improved vaca
tion pay, improved overtime rates and equal pay for women
‘‘brings -the total average hourly increase well above 19% cents”
which the union had demanded. Regardless of where the
victory lies the end of the strike is a blessing for the country
at large, and the pity is that the settlement is for only two
years. What the next demand will be nobody knows.
President Truman has finally withPAULEY
drawn the nomination of Edwin W. Pauley
FINALLY
of California, who would have become
KNUCKLES
Undersecretary of the Navy but for the
storm of protest raised by some of the
Democratic Senators and the Republican members of the
Senate. President Truman says that he acted in compliance
with Pauley’s request, and continues to speak cf the Cali
fornia oil magnate In terms of highest praise. But the Senate
and an enlightened public evidently had a different viewpoint,
after the revelations made by one Mr. Ickes, late of the Presi
dent’s Cabinet.

The request of Japanese Christians for
more Bibles and New Testaments has led
the American Bible Society to seek a fund
cf $600,000 in order that 2,600,000 copies
of the Scriptures may be shipped immedi
ately. It is explained that the $600,000 needed for the 100,000
Bibles and New Testaments for Japan is in addition to the
American Bible Society's previous estimate of $2,932,600, made
in July, 1944, and raised to $3,089,570 after V-J Day, last
August, for Scripture distribution to members of the armed
forces, prisoners of war on both sides of the lines, and to people
living in the liberated areas. To date, $1,760,000 has been con
tributed. he said
THEY WANT
MORE
BIBLES

■What the Emergency Famine commitPREPARING tee proposes is a 39-step program so sweetFAMINE
ly reasonable, so tentative, so lacking in
MEASURES
definition, that if, by some miracle, wish
ful thinking brought instant adherence to
every one of the 39 points it is doubtful that a 40-20 per cent
saving of wheat and fats could result. To restaurants the com
mittee says: “A single roll or slice of bread should be served
with the entree and later as requested.” Probably not a
restaurant in tlie country expected less than a request that no
bread be served with entrees. To bakers: “Whenever prac
ticable bakers should feature smaller weight and analler
loaves.” When is that impracticable and what will make it
practicable? They are not told. To consumers: “Use less
bread each meal.’’ Why not—for four months—no bread with
a meat and potato meal? No bread saves butter. “Make bet
ter use of drippings . . . salvage all fats.” Every conscientious
housewife in the country is already doing these things. How
save more unless the unthrifty are convinced that they are
things all must dc?
No campaign is in sight for making waste abhorrent, mak
ing food-saving the popular rule in the four months while lives
of human beings are at stake. Can such a campaign succeed
now without rationing, without wheatless and fatless days,
with any actual strictures'to give it definition and immediacy?
It is a question the committee has not answered. Herbert
Hoover, director cf the successful hooverizing crusades of
World Waj-1, Ls going abroad. Rut he has ckitlined an organi
zation for nation-wide food conservation, with the Secretary
of Agriculture made Food Administrator, committees from the
food trades to work with department experts on ways and
means, and a mobilization of housewives organized and guided
by experts. Some such organization must be forthcoming.
It is imperative if anything like a 40-20 per cent saving of
wheat and fats is to go to a hungry world in the next four
months from the United States of America.—Herald Tribune.

Your Heating system Is No Bet
ter Than It Is Engineered

THE PEERLESS
ENGINEERING 00.
ROCKLAND, ME.
TELS. 744. <15
PLUMBING AND HEATING
OIL BURNERS
15tf

HIGHEST LEGAL

0. P. A. PRICES
PAID FOB

Clean Used Can
MILLER’S GARAGE
DE SOTO, PLYMOUTH
BOCKLAND. ME.

M-tT

RALPH P. CONANT
434 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.
FOR BOYS
SUITS
6 to 18
$7.75 to 915.00
SPORT COATS
6 to 18
$7.50, $8.95. $9.50
TOPCOAT WITH CAP
3 to 8
98.75, $0.75, $10.50
PANTS
.All Sizes
$3.00 to 95 00
'
SWEATERS
$1.00 to $345
FLANNEL PLAID SHIRTS
91.25
! DRESS SHIRTS
9L35 9L98

FOR MEN
DUNGAREES
$1.83 $196
SWEAT SHIRTS
9145
FLANNEL PLAID SHIRTS
$140 9148
BLUE CHAMBRAY SHIRTS
$149 $1.45
ATHLETIC SHIRTS
AND BRIEFS
100% Wool R ft B Shirts
9195
SHORT SLEEVE (
SPORT SHIRTS
1
$1.95, 9230. 9235
SLEEVELESS SWEATERS
100% Wool
93.75 9L50 _ ______

TALK

Off APPOINTMENTS ANNOUNCED

Coast Guard Cutter Thetis
Conducts Rescue Work
Carl 0. Nelson Becomes Tax Collector and
Amid Difficulties

These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
The Coast Guard Cutter Thetis
Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents. arrived in port last night from a

Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.

Withams Buy Fish

Had A Rough Trip

rescue trip off Seal Island, N. S,
and a tow of the dragger. Caroline
& Mary to Gloucester, with two of
her crew in the ship’s sick bay and
another in, ,th& Brighton Marine
Hospital, Boston.
Storekeeper flrse class John
Murphy of Taunton, Mass., is in the
hospital with a mangled hand, while
William ,Norman of (Buffalo has
fractured ribs and Wayne Fox of
Rye, N .Y., has an injured ankle.
Both are seamen first class. All
three were injured in deck duties
while making up the tow with the
dragger or in the heavy seas which
beset them most of the trip.
Lieut. Commander Gordon Ham
mond, commanding the Thetis,
stated that they encountered seas
up to 20 feet in height and winds
reaching 50 miles an hour for hours
on end,blowing first from the north- .
west and then shifting in the same
velocity to southwest.
On one occasion, they experienced
a 60-degree roU which flooded the
section of the deck house where the
officers quarters are located

VITAMIN RICH

Treasurer-C. H. Morey Purchasing Agent

City Manager Farnsworth. this
morning announced several appo ntments to important posts in
the administrative staff of the city.
First, was that of Charles JL
Morey, for several years city treas
urer, to the post of City Purchas
ing Agent. Salary is fixed at $2,040
per year.
Carl O. Nelson, who has served as
tax collector and established a new
high in collections, was appointed
Tax Collector and City Treasurer,
retaining his old job and adding the
duties formerly carried out by Mr.
Morey. The salary is the same as
he was paid formerly, $2,040 per
year.
,
Jerome C. Burrows was appointed
City Attorney at a salary of $600
per year.
Miss Ruth L. Rogerd was ap
pointed as City Librarian, a post
which she has held for some time,
at an annual salary of $1,313.
Captain John G. Snow was ap
pointed as Harbormaster.
Mr Farnsworth assumed the po

March 15
meets ln
3 p. m
March 17
March lfl
March 18ing.
March 20ward Rowe
Ing. benefit
March 21Carnival.
March 22
union at
March 22
ventlon ln

sition, of Director of Finance for the
city.
The appointments become effec
tive today, with all appointees beipg required to qualify according to
city ordinance.

HOPE

March 25
April 8 tol
Club
annul
Hotel lobt

The Farm Bureau will hold an
open meeting and supper Wednes
day. Topic will be “The Making
of a WUl.'”
Royce Wright has returned home
after two years in the Service.
Mrs. Margaret Robbins has been
spending a few days with her son
Robert in Lincolnville.
Gecrge Robinson returned from
Malden with his daughter. Mrs.
Mildred Dunton and will make his
home here, having retired from his
business in Massachusetts.
W.lfred HcLbs returned Tuesday
to his work in Boston, having been
called here by the illness of his
father.

AprU
ventlon
April
Grange.
Grange,
AprU
Aprtl

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE , ’'”7 as25c
GRAPEFRUIT JUICEss..7,V,."A.30c
ORANGE JUICE GOLDEN MIST CAN? 16c
ORANGE JUICE MADONNA 4 6 S 38
AND GRAPEFRUIT
N °
215C
ORANGE JUICE
— MADONNA
AND GRAPEFRUIT
46 OZ
ORANGE JUICE
— BESTEX
CAN 33®
c a

For Highest Prices

Carl Kingsbury Piper, storekeeper
2c, who served in the Navy 50 months
in the Philippines and South Pa
cific, has been discharged under
the point system and is at his home
in South Thomaston. He is a son
of Mr. and Mrs Carl F. Piper and
has a brother, John Harold, who is
in the service in China.
* * » *
Mr. and Mrs. Harry D. Allard, of i
80 Masonic street, Rcckland. Have
received a letter from their sen,
Theodore, saying he had been
promoted from Private to Private,
First Class. He is in the quarter
master office in Leghorn, Italy. His
address .s Pfc. Theodore H. Allard,
(31497699), Hqs. Co., 61st OMBD
APO 782, care Postmaster, New
York.
|

,

HILLCREST POULTRY CO.

P. O. BOX 276. CAMDEN
17*26

Arrived at San Francisco: T-5
Matthew C. ^mith of Rockland.
• * » #

Arrived at New York: T-4 Wilho
A. Lappinen of Rockland.
• * * *
Quartermaster 3c Carl Reed, Jr.,
of Owl’s Head has returned home
following discharge from the Navy.

CAULIFLOWER
FRESH

CITY OF ROCKLAND, MAINE

F. D. FARNSWORTH,
Purchasing Agent.

I

FRESH DAILY
DURING LENT
MARVEL-Whole Wheal

Bread ^711C
JANE PARKER - DROP

Cookies pkg 23c

147 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND
Formerly Known As Bird’s Service Station

TYDOL GAS AND PRODUCTS
Prompt, Courteous Efficient Service
Light Groceries, Cigars, Tobacco, Cigarettes,
Candy, Ice Cream, Soft Drinks
Mr. Knight will welcome ail old customers and new.

21-22

Cod Fillets
Smoked Fillets
Smelts
Mackerel

LB 1

LB

lb

LARGE

PLUMP

FANCY CAPE

Insi

Paintii

39'

Ceilings V
All V

lb24c

Tel 32:
75 Broad

LB

FANCY MEDIUM

BACKSpon17c

E

lb39‘

FRESH CUT

LB

SOUP STOCK

LB

17'

ST.
B

SUNNYBROOK

Ternpk

Native Grade A
ORANGE PEKOE
A PEKOE-lb 65c

Nectar Tea
TINE or
Ann Page Noodles BROAD
Baker’s Vanilla Extract
Peanut Crunch BUTTER

FRESH

EGGS
LARGE

DOZEN

EACH

Jeanette MacDonald
Peter And The Wolf
Basil Rathbonc inarrator)
Debussy’s Sacred and profane
Dances
Grandiany (harpist)
LATE 12” RECORDS

ONE OF
4 GRAND
PRIZES

$400

PRIZE

Al Goodman
Tlco Tlco
Softly As In a Morning Sunrise
Al Goodman

14H OZ

free-wheeling

"Mfe-Moc”

4

35c
35c

Libby’s Lunch Tongue
’can2 39c
B&M Tasty Fresh Lobster 6ca°n 64c
Bond’s Sour Mixed Pickles 3j°rz 12C
Beans WITH Franks PHILLIP'S CAN 18c
Skippy Peanut Butter
’JAR
jalr 39c
’? °
33c
Armour’s Treet

GET

If I Loved You

0

CANS

c a nz

NIBLETS
WHOLE KERNEL CORN

Z

CAN

FRESH CORN OFF THE COB

Bing Crosby

RE!
AM) PRIi

Chickens,

EVERY
South Wi

WOODC

c

YOUR
WHITE
HOUSE
ENTRY
BLANK
TODAY!

I’m Always Chasing Rainbows

2bo°tz

MarcJ

CC

B-V VEGETABLE
ZJA°RZ 15c
imGETABLE Extract
Nabisco SHREDDED Wheat 2 .k. 23c
NBC Premium Crackers
PKG 19c
Ivory Soap
T
2 CAKES 9C
Iona Cocoa
pkg 15®
Sultana Red Beans
'jar2 9c
Corn Flakessunnyfield8pkg 5C pkg 8
Rolled Oats QUICK or REGULAR PKG 23c

MEDIUM

WIN

34c
5 OZ
PKG

1 LB
JAR
HOLSUM—THE IMPROVED PEANUT BUTTER

DOZEN

CLASSICAL ALBUMS
Smilin' Through

Dartin’ What More Can I Do
A Little Bit of Everything In
Texas .
Ernest Tubb

TEL. 11(1
Write 38

. FISH SUGGESTIONS •

GIBLETS lb 33c

LATEST RECORDS NOW
IN STOCK

Dinah Shore

I

FOR STEW

MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND. ME.

Dowdy
Dinah Shore
Where Did You Learn to Love
Coax Me A Little Bit

Visit Clinl
trist, for a
Old Count;,
Hours 2 to
day, Wedr
Phone 590,

FRESH PORK

LIVERS
39‘

MAINE MUSIC CO.

Shu-Fly Pie and Apple Pan

Visit Luc
second flooi
Fellows Bio
Coats and
prices.

FRESH LEAN
PORK

WINGS

To Broil
or Saule

The Coa<
lifeboat, CC
issued to t
Jacket, is n
Station and
the Coast
to the Scoij
ment arrive

“EDD

GRADE A 4 TO 5 LBS

To Broil or Fry
8tolOOzs Ea-LB

Approx 2Oz: EaU

Townsent
K. P. hall ti
quested to
grab bag.

FANCY YOUNG PLUMP
10 TO 16 POUNDS

LEGS
67‘

THE MUSIC BOX

Dick Haymes

Large Fowl
Chickens
Turkeys
Sausage Meat
Skinless Frankforts
6 LB
Luncheon Meat TIN
Link Sausage
Cottage Cheese
FANCY ROASTING

ToBroilor Fry—LB

The me
sponsored
will be led
sens, at thi
Summer sti
p. m. next
special muj
vlted

APPLI

FANCY MILK-FED
4 TO 6 LBS.

BREASTS
70C
I0

Names qu
ted from
Rockland
meeting we
Mrs Mildr
on the com
ure;" Mr>
Sara Haski
ary Schedu
and Mrs. E
Absence.”

26 OZ.
LOAF

rtATert

Buy The Parts Your
Family Likes Best

City Clerk.

Here I Go Again

MARVEL
BREAD

ToBroil or Fiy—Ea
Leg54o6Oz-LB

GERALD U. MARGESON,

You Sang My Love Song to
Somebody Else
Bing Crosby
The Sweetest Dream
I’m Gonna Turn off the Tear
drops
Ink Spoti
Slowly
I Wish I Could Tell You

EACH

\

Twist hS'29=

CUT
CHICKENS

Notice is hereby given that Air
Lanes, Inc., has filed a petition to
build a .pier in the City of Rock
land between the Perry Marine
Railway, so called, and the
Thurston line to be constructed
of wood to be 200 feet in length,
50 feet of which will extend into
tide waters, and to be 30 feet in
width. A hearing on said peti
tion will be held on the premises
on March 20, 1946, at 5.15 P. M.,
at which time all persons inter
ested may appear to be heard.

Sioux City Sue

LARGE FRESH

ORANGE COCOANUT

STORE AND SERVICE STATION

BCHS

FRESH TEXAS

Pecan 13r,nSz29c

LEGAL NOTICE

POPULAR RECORDS
Easter Parade
How Deep Is The Ocean
Guy Lombardo
Personality
Would You?

TEXAS

Bread &8?1P

Pfc. Carl F. Jonasson son of Mr.
and Mrs. Theodore Jonasson. Long
Cove, who has been stationed at
Camp San Luis, Obispo, Calif., re
ceived his honorable discharge
March 11 at Port Devens. He has
been in the service 36 months.

Poet and Peasant Overture
Victor Sym. Orch.

CARROTS
3
25c
LETTUCE c“ hEad12c
TURNIPS c“ 3 m 10c
ORANGES fi0Kumdoz41c
CABBAGE
2 m 17‘
19'
CALAVOS

CARAMEL PECAN

FRED M. KNIGHT’S

25

TEXAS WHITE-MEDIUM SIZE 80s
Hot Cross
Buns PKG 2V GRAPEFRUIT 5 25c

Marvel-Cracked Wheal

Announcing The Opening Of

HEAD

CALIFORNIA

JANE PARKER

Scaled bids will be received by the purchasing agent up to
4 P. M., March 21, 1946. for one Gasoline Power Shovel, mounted
on crawler type tractor, f. o. b. Rockland.
Specifications can be secured at the office of the purchasing
agent.
Bids should be addressed to Purchasing Agent, City Hall,
Rockland, Maine, and marked “Bid for Power Shovel.”
The City of Rockland reserves the right to reject any or all
bids.
,

* * ♦ ,♦

♦ ♦ ♦ •

c

z

c an

On All Kinds of Poultry It Will Pay You
To Call or Write—

TEL. CAMDEN 404

11-1
ln
13
r
Sou
1921—

May 30-

LIVE POULTRY WANTED

Worked For Peace

George W. Ackley, Jr., of Brick
street, Rockland, has enlisted in the
U. S. Navy, and will be glad to hear
from his friends. His address is:
Co. 4433, Barracks 230 L, U.S.N.T C ,
Bainbridge, Md.
* * * *
Pfc. Vaughn Ingerson is home on
leave from Camp Robinson,, Ar
kansas, where he has completed the
Military Police School. Upon com
pletion of leave, he is to report to
Fort Devens, Mass., for duty.

Tues

Tuesday-Friday

Maroie
grape carve
pieces; Ls
shades; Ci
of boys am
leaf Table
drawers;
Bureaus;
Secretaries
Steepie-toi
Music Bo
4-Poster
(letter.

RIP!

38 olive;

pi

Hub of campus wardrobes . . .

cherished for soft, pliable, free ’n’ easy
Antique

brown

leather

with

CRISCO

feeling.

quality-plus

PANOLENE SOLES.

VEGETABLE SHORTENING

1 LB

$5.95
WE ALSO HAVE THIS LOAFER IN RED

QUALITY
SHOE
SHOP
310 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.

24‘ .68'
"When ,Kvailab!e”

CAMAY SOAP
3 0^20*
“When Available"

"DOES

Fun
TEI

DUZ EVERYTHING"

no-ii

RO

LARCE

LARCE

PKC

PKC

“When Avnllubt®’'

"Whrn Availabl*'

Amb

l-Friday

Tuesday-Friday

|WEET
.OZCAN

25®

Anr

IR MIST
jfiozcan OU
NO. ?
CAN

1 er

I 6C

46
07 QOc
CAN 00
can"

15®

46 oz oOr
CAN

uJC

25*
hs25c
ad12c

B 10'
>o/41c
IBS

17'

ICH

1 9°

IB

L4V
34c
AC
O
ho7 35®
|AlR8 35®
5 OZ
PKC

llTI.R

15®
<GS 23®
19®
|AKES

LB
► kg

9C

15®

pi 7 OZ
JAR

QC

|l 1 OZ QC
PKG O

23®
a°nz 39®
rA°NZ 64®
12C

.anz18c

^AR 39®
33®

Francis D. Orne was chairman of
the banquet served members of the
Congregational Church at Masonic
hall Wednesday night. The sound
film "We Too Receive,” covering
Pacific missions, was shown as a
part of the Lenten series.

Mailing Tax Forms

va

An Art Exhibit

Dr. Moss’ Song

The Sugar Stamp

Portland Display Features “Down Maine,” By Thomas Explaining When and How
Paintings By a Damari
ton Man Is On WRDO
It May Be Used By the
scotta Man
Saturday Afternoon
Applicant
Twenty-one Maine painters, and
35 frem out of State are represent
ed at the 63d annual exhibition
of o.ls and water colors now being
shewn at the L.D.M Sweat Memo
rial Museum, Ill High street, Port
land. The exhibit will continue
through Sunday, March 31.
L sted in the group cf Main?
artists included in this exbihit .s
Grev s Melville cf Damariscotta,
who is showing two paintings of
the region about Damar.scotta.
‘ISmelt Fishing” a colorful canvas
painted from a scene on Damari
scotta Bay, and “October Day,’’ a
strongly designed oil of the near-by
coast.
Recently returned from
more than three years of duty in
the Navy, he is resuming h.s paint
ing career iin Maine. Mr. Melville’s
design for the dust cover and end
papers />f Mary Ellen Chase's best
seller "Windswept” attracted at
tention throughout the country.
Without doubt one of the finest
exhibits at the local art center in
years the eighty-five paintings
hung were selected from three
hundred submitted, the largest
number to compete for hanging of
their work in the history of the an
nual exhibits. Selection was made
by a jury of three, Bartlett H.
Hayes, Jr., director Addison Gal
lery of American Art, Phillips
Academy, Andover. Mass.; Ph’lip
C. Beam, director Bowdoin College
Museum of Fine Arts. Samuel M.
Green. Department of Art, Colby
College.

County Get Together
Legion Posts Ate Beans and
Saw the Making of Car
toons Last Night
Winslow - Holbrook-Merritt Post
American Legion was host last night
to the Posts from Camden, Thom
aston, Union and Vinalhaven in a
County Get Together.
A baked bean supper was served
at 6.30 with Mrs. Percy Blaisdell as
chairman, assisted by Robert Sadler,
Percy Blaisdell, Lawrence Leach,
Philip Newbert. Supper was served
by the Auxiliary with Mrs. Percy
Dinsmore in charge of the kitchen.
She was assisted by Mrs. Hazel
Haskell, Mrs. Mary Wellman, Mrs.
Catherine Libby, Mrs. Virginia
Pietroski, Mrs. Minnie Smith, Mrs.
Sarah Sawyer and Mrs. Anna Varriccnio.
County Committeeman Everett
Libby of Vlnalhaven was present,
together with the Post Commanders
Clarence Leonard of Union, William
Williams of Camden and Albert
Welsh of Thomaston.
Everett Blethen entertained the
gathering with a series of cartoons
and Hector G. Staples spoke on the
national program of the American
Legion and the rapid advances it is
making in membership and activi
ties, both at the Indiana head
quarters and in the national capital.

Featured on "Smiling Ernie" Radio
Rodeo show, Saturday afternoon at
2.30, station WRDO, Augusta, will
be the song “Down Maine’’ written
by Dr. E. R. Moss of Thomaston,
and arranged by Stafford Congdon
of Rockland.
Song writing, according to Dr.
Moss, is his hobby and he has com
posed numerous others. Another
tune cf his with a Western trend,
“Riding Home To You” will soon
be heard on this program pending
the completion of arranging by Mr.
Congdon.
“Smiling Ernie” and his troupe
have made several theatrical ap
pearances here in Rockland where
■they are well known and enjoy a
large following. He hopes to place
both of Dr. Moss' songs in the hands
of a New York publisher. Copy
rights have been secured.
WRDO is 1400 on the radio dial
and "Smiling Ernie” is heard daily
at 12.45 to 1 p. m., and Saturdays,
2.30 to 3 p. m.

Baptist Men’s League
Will Hear of Carrier Frank
lin’s Experience Off Japan
As Told By Executive
Officer
Commander Joe Taylor who was
executive officer on the Carrier
Franklin in the battle off Japan,
will be guest speaker at next Thurs
day night’s meeting of the Baptist
Men's League, which ls certainly in
for a thrilling tale. Of his appear
ance before the Green Street
Methodist Men’s Club in Augusta,
the Kennebec Journal said:
"Com. Tqylor showed movies of
the battle off Japan in which the
Franklin was disabled.
As a member of the Navy for
nearly 20 years. Oom. Taylor said
he had wondered how they would
fight the war with the green young
sters that were called upon to man
the ships. When the test came the
young Navy men showed their
mettle and were a tribute to the
fortitude and character of the
nation’s youth, he declared.
" Every naval man in the Pacific
knows about Taylor’s two Navy
crosses, his Bronze Star and bis
Purple Heart and the green ribbon
he wears, sign of a commendation
from Admiral Nimitz.’ Ralph Saw
yer, president of the club, quoted
from an article by Quentin Reynolds
in introducing Com. Taylor.
“As a torpedo pilot. Taylor, a
graduate of the U. S. Naval Acad
emy in 1923, sank a carrier in the
Coral Sea and he was on the car
rier Yorktown when it went down.’’

D. U. V. beano at G AR. hall,
Monday, 2.15.—adv.

No applications are required to
be filed to use Spare Stamp Nq. 9
in Ration Book 4 to purchase su
gar for earning purposes, it wa.s
announced by H. S. Hopkins, chair
man of the Waterville Price Con
trol Board. The stamp is good for
five pounds of sugar to be used
solely for home canning and pre
serving foods for use. The stamp
is valid from March 111 through Oct.
31. 1946.
To secure an allowance of sugar
for home canning and preserving
foods for sale, applicants must se
cure applications from the distr.ct
office, 151 Water St., Augusta, Me.
The allowance will be granted only
to persons who received a similar
allowance in 1945 and ft will not
exceed the 1946 allowance. A fam
ily unit ln any event w.ll be limited
to 250 pounds of sugar for the 1946
canning season.
Any person receiving a 1946 al
lowance must keep a record of each
of Iks products, the amount of su
gar used in the product and the
dates on which such product is sold.
He may be required at a later date,
to file one or more reports wit h OPA,
accounting for the use of this
sugar.
Applicationsi for home canning
for institutional users will be made
to the District office, Augusta, cn
Form R-1340. The amount of sugar
allowed will be the same as for 1945
Group HI and IV users who did not
obtain sugar for home canning in
1946 will not be granted sugar for
this purpose m 1946 Further, the
amount of sugar granted such users
will not exceed the amount granted
for home canning in 1945 All in
stitutional users who obtain sugar
for home canning are required to
report the amount of food produced
from such sugar on or before Jan.
1, '1946.
,

Redfish and groundflsh catches
of local draggers are increasing no
ticeably with the advent of warm
weather. Catches have been light
during the past months due to
heavy seas and extremely cold
weather which made dragging a
hazardous, and at times, far from
lucrative means of livelihood. The
O'Hara plant and Feyler’s report
larger catches, but in keeping with
the usual %’arch fares of past years.
O’Hara has received slightly over
one-half million pounds to date
while Feyler is near 300,000.

ti
ARMA£I3T3

The Rexall Store

BOOTHS FOR SALE

DANCE

8:30 P. M. Adm. 35c and 50c tax incl.

18Ftf

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

BUILDERS OF

South Warren Orange Hall

MONUMENTS

BEANO

IN KNOX COUNTY

American Legion Rooma
Thomaston

WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA
21*22

GET THEM WHILE THEY LAST
Call Camden 609 or Camden 8215

WALDO

Antiques Wanted
Maroie top furniture, rose or
grape carved; Hair Cloth covered
pieces; Lamps, with flowered
shades; China, Vases or Statues
of boys and girls in pairs; Dropleaf Tables, with one or two
drawers;
What-Not
Shelves;
Bureaus; Slant-top Desks or
Secretaries; China or wooden
Steeple-topped Clocks; Dishes;
Music Boxes; Prints; Dolls or
4-Poster Beds, the taller the
better.

RIPLEY & JORDAN
38 OLIVER ST..
ROCKLAND
PHONE 767-W
9-tf

62 YEARS
AU kinds of Granite and Marble
finished by high class workmen.
Our Specialty—A Satisfied

76Ftf

DORNAN

’ WITH OR WITHOUT COSTUME AT DANCERS’ CHOICE

Matinees Saturday 2.30, Sunday
at 3.00 P. M.

FRIDAY, MARCH 15
Paramount, Pictures Presents

Watts Hall Thomaston, Monday, March 18
Music by “THE REVELERS’’

6-PIECE ORCHESTRA
Dancing 8.30 to 12.00
REFRESHMENTS
GENEROUS PRIZES
Adm. Dancers 55c Tax Incl —Spectators 25c
1
The Management Hopes All Who Can WUl Be Masked
22’ lt

EDDIE BRACKEN

VERONICA LAKE
in

“HOLD THAT BLONDE”
SATURDAY ONLY. MARCH 16
Two Full Length Features

A Re-Release Starring a Fopular
Favorite
VAN JOHNSON

FAYE EMERSON
in

Funeral Home
TELS. 890—1174-M
UO-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND. ME.

Ambulance Service

WHEN IN ROCKLAND

“BORN FOR TROUBLE”
Also On the Program

“THROW A SADDLE
QN A STAR”

DO

With

Ken Curtis and Adele Roberts
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
MARCH 17. 18, 19
•
We are privileged to present one
of the first showings in this area
of Columbia Pictures’ grand
scale production

TEL. 913

22* lt

ROCKLAND

LAST WEEK’S

The Electric Shop

Amazing Offer

E. K. Jones. Prop.
20 CAMDEN ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 639-J

ENAMEL

DISHPANS
33c
Friday and Saturday Only

“BANDIT OF SHERWOOD
FOREST”
(Filmed entirely in Technicolor)

DELICIOUS SANDWICHES

Starring
CORNEL WILDE

FOR A QUICK LUNCH—at the

ANITA LOUISE
JILL ESMOND

SPECIALS

Edgar Buchanan, Henry Daniell,
and George MaeReadv

FRIENDLY CAFE

ELECTRIC SHAVERS
ELECTRIC CLOCKS
ELECTRIC TOASTERS
r

8 PARK STREET,

ROCKLAND

PHONE 891

P. S. TRY OUR FAMOUS FRIED CLAMS

Limited Supply, Act At Once
22-23

16-F-tf

Wm. E. DORNAN & SON, INC.
Main Office, Thomaston

EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

TEL. 175, THOMASTON

temple hall

6-F-tf

LADY ASSISTANT

Ambulance Service
Tel. 701—702
• CLAREMONT ST.
ROCKLAND, MS.

8.15 O’CLOCK

With Wire Fack for Silver

$1.49
Better Than Pre War Values

40-F-tf

MONUMENTS

GIBSON
REFRIGERATORS

GIBSON
ELECTRIC RANGES
HARDER-FREEZERS
SONORA RADIOS
WHIRL POOL WASHERS
NEW HOME SEWING MACHINES
QUAKER CABINET HEATERS

Warner Brothers Presents
JOAN LESLIE
*

Camp, Dolores Moran

“TOO YOUNG TO KNOW”
4AT: oktY, March 23

In Best Quality Granite Or Marble
Spring Delivery Assured On Orders
Lettering and Cleaning
THIRTY YEARS PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE
PROMPT AND COURTEOUS SERVICE

As Fast As Equipment Is Available, We’ll Fill Orders According To Date of Order
Headquarters For International Harvester Farm Equipment

lOO'F-22

Two Full Length Features
BOB STEELE
STERLING HOLLOWAY
William Farnum, John Miljan
Wee WUlie DavLs

“WILDFIRE”

TRI - COUNTY FARM EQUIPMENT CO.

WARREN, ME.

ROBERT HUTTON

Harry Davenport, Rosemary Dc-

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW

116 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND

‘
HEIGHTS”

THURS.-FRI., MARCH 21, 22

AND MARKERS

TELEPHONE 8-5

LAWRENCE OLIVER

“WUTHERING

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED HOME AND FARM EQUIPMENT

CHESTER E. BROOKS

WED. ONLY. MARCH 20
Film Classics present a repeat
engagement of one of the finest
films ever produced

MERLE OBERON

DISH DRAINERS
BEANO

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

BURPEE

7.45 o’clock
TWO CENTS A OAMR
MERCHANDISE PRIZES
Values up to $5.00
WILUAMS-BRAZIER POST

Customer

410 MAIN ST.,

THEATRE

EVENING SHOWS 8 O’CLOCK
Saturday Night Shows at
6.30 and 8.45

DANCE
St. Patrick’s Masked Ball

REPEATING

MONDAY. JANUARY 7
And Every Monday Night
Thereafter

FOR

5c & 10c to $1 Store

22-23

Rockport Carnival

Going To The Match?

,K°cz

JAR

Page Three

Myron Cummings, Marine Corps
Lions Ladies’ Night
BROUGHT HOME THE BACON
veteran of the Pacific campaigns,
The P T.A. Light Fund Ball
was speaker at the Kiwanis dub
Monday night at Hotel Rockland.
Committee brought home the
Son of past president Donald Cum Rockland Club Has Happy
bacon, ears and all, at Wednes
mings. he told cf the intensive train Social Affair, With Camden
day n'ght's highly successful af
ing his unit was subjected to In
fair in Community Building.
preparation for the invasion oper
The huge structure was crowded
Club Sharing
ations and of the actual attacks on
BORN
to capacity with joyous wellJones—At Knox Hospital. March 14. Iwo Jima, Roi and Namur and the
Those who attended the “ladies’
wihers who vigorously applaud
March 15—Woman's Educational Club
meeta ln the Unlvereallst veatry at io Mr. and Mrs Wendell E. Jones, a Marshalls group. He was assigned night” ’at the Thorndike Hotel
ed program and dance orchestra
daughter—Patricia Anne.
3 p. m
to the 4th Marine Division as a
alike. Over $500 was netted ac
Wednesday night given under the
March 17—St. Patrick's Day.
Thompson—At
Vlnal
Maternity member of a mortar crew.
cording to the careful estimate
March IB- Oushtng town meeting
Home, March 14 to Mr and Mrs.
auspices of the Rockland Lions
March 18—Owl’s Head Town meet Ralph L. Thompson, a daughter—Ger
of President Oliver W. Holden of
ing.
The Rockland City Band will be Club, came away in the full con
aldine Mac.
the
Junior- Senior High P.T.A.
March 20—Illustrated lecture by Ed
Lufkin—At Llttletfalls, N J., March gin rehearsals Tuesday night at City viction that it was one of the most
and the “battle for the thousand"
ward Rowe Snow at Community Build 9, to Mr. and Mrs. Elmer “Tug" LuXkln,
hall.
ing. benefit Knox Hospital
to put modern lights in tho High
a son—Lawrence Leonard.
successful social events in the
March 21-23—Rockport High School
School auditorium-study hall
Cameron—At Knox Hospital, March
Carnival.
Club's
history.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Peterson
March 22 (7 p. m )—Vlnalhaven re 6, to Mr and Mrs Seymour Cameron,
It was certainly cne of the most roars into the home stretch with
have moved from Masonic street to
a daughter—Susan Harriet
union at Hotel Graymore. Portland.
tonight’s basketball battles.
enjoyable, and one of the princi
March 22-23—Democratic State Con
Union street.
Mrs. Marguerite Perry and
vention ln Portland.
pal contributing factors was the
MARRIED
Mrs.
Pauline McLoon. Rogers
March 25—Thomaston town meeting.
—At Warren. March
Members
of the Sea Scout Ship presence of so many Camden Lions
April 8 to 13 Knox County Camera 11.I^uikka-Ohtonen
wore
the
go-getter chairmen of
H< ary A. Laukka. and Miss Lilja M.
Club annual exhibit at Thorndike Ohtonen—by Rev. H. W. Flagg ai Red Jacket will hold a public dance and Lionesses. So many in fact
the
ball.
.Albert McCarty was
Hotel lobby.
at the Community Building next that it looked one spell as if they
Thomaston.
program chairmen; II. Laton
April 11-12—-Republican State Con
•might
have
the
controlling
vote
in
Croft-Williams—At Plainville. Conn., Tuesday night, Wayne Drinkwater’s
vention ln Bangor.
Jackson, t’ckets; Willard
P.
April 13—Limerock Valley Pomona Feb 28, Harold W Croft of Hartford. orchestra providing the music. The the happy assemblage.
Gray
publicity
and
advertting;
Conn.,
and
Ruth
M.
Williams
ot
Rock

Orange,
meets with Wessaweskeag
Nate Berliawsky, proprietor of
purpose is to raise funds for the
land.
Doris Coltart, decorations; Mrs.
Grange, South Thomaston.
repairing and outfitting ofthe boats the hotel and cne of the most ac
April 19—Patriots’ Day..
John E. Passon, refreshments;
which the ship maintains for Sum tive members of the Lions Club.,
April 21—Easter
DIED
Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Kelsey, music;
May 30—Memorial Day.
provided
a
baked
ham
(with
raisin
mer
activities.
The
36-foot
motor
Simmons—At Rcckland. March 14.
L. C. Jackson, Jr. box office and
Elden S Simmons, age 91 years, 5 lifeboat which the Coast Guard sauce) supper, and it was expedi
Carl O. Nelson, check room.
Names quite unintentionally omit months. 2 days.
Funeral Sunday at recently Issued to the ship, will ar tiously serve by a reinforced staff
ted from the report on the last 2.30 o'clock from Burpee Funeral Home rive in the near future. Members of waiters. Community singing,
In Achorn cemetery
Rockland Teachers' Association Interment
Izine—At South Hope. March 13, Mrs. of the Ship will canvas the business directed by the cub’s star song-lead
meeting were Mr.s. Diana Pitts and Alice Marian Lane of Rockport, age 82 area this week-end on ticket sales. er, Howard Crockett, with Duke
Mrs Mildred Blaisdell, who served years, 2 months, 14 days. Funeral Sat A refreshment booth will be Annis at the piano, enlivened the
at 2 o'clock from Russell funeral
on the committee on “Teacher Ten urday
Rockport Rev. Andrew Young operated by the Scouts during the feast
ure;” Mrs. Helen Perry and Mrs. Parlors.
and Rev C. Vaughn Overman officiat dance
King Lion Samr Savitt at an early Assessor Thomas Is Getting
Sara Haskell on “Salaries and Sal ing
stage
of proceedings introduced
In Touch With Business
ary Schedules;” Mrs. Ella Gatcomb Robinson—At South Portland. March
Lloyd B. Morton, chairman of the '(Lucky Frank” Winslow as master
13.
Walter
G
C'Dardy'
”
)
Robinson,
and Mrs. Diana Pitts on “Leaves of age 49 years. Funeral ln South Port Republican State Committee has Of ceremonies,
Houses
Absence.*’
land.
appointed Representative Ruth A.
The vocal portion of the enterEllingwood as a member of the reso- tainment was greatly augmened by
City Tax Assessor Richard Thom
IN MEMORIAM
«
The monthly prayer meeting,
lutions
committee
for
the
State
the
presence
of
the
Laite
brothers,
as
announced yesterday that a
loving memory of Clara D. Stan
sponsored by Ingraham Bible Class, ley.In who
passed away March 13, 1941. Convention which meets in Bangor Gilbert and Robert, from Camden,
will be led by Rev. Kenneth H. Cas Sadly missed by her sons, daughters next month. The committee ill The lat ter sang a solo, which was special form is being prepared for
sens, at the First Baptist vestry on and grandchildren.
•
meet in the near future to draw up followed bv a duet, “bring.ng down mailing to all business ar.d profes
Summer street, commencing at 7.30
suitable tentative resolutions to be ' the house'., to use a time honored sional persons in the city. This
CARD OF THANKS
p. m. next Monday. There will be
Later in the program form will give them an opportunity
F. Clark, Mr and Mrs. Albert presented to the Republican State expression.
special music, and all men are in W.Warren
Smith and family. West Somerville, Committee for discussion and con- Dr Gilmore Soule joined forces to list their saleable goods and
vited
store fixtures or equipment used in
Mass., and Mrs. Emma M. Torrey and firmation. Suggestions from any
family of Tenanf’s Harbor. Me. wish to group, or individuals, will be ap with the Laites in an effectively their profession for the purposes of
rendered trio selection.
their thanks to their friends
Townsend Club, No. 2, meets at express
assessment under the revaluation
The State Committee
and relatives ln Rockland and Ten preciated.
Busy meantime was Erskine York, system.
K. P. hall tonight. Members are re ant's Harbor for the kind expressions desires to present a platform to the
The law requires, that if a person
quested to take something for the of sympathy extended on the loss of voters that is sound, affirmative, live Wire of the Camden Club, who
grab bag. It will be a social evening. Arlene Smith Clark. Every kindness constructive, and above all, that amassed an impressive collection of is to have the right to request abate
-is appreciated and gratefully acknowl
bills and silver in his auctioneering
edged
22-lt demonstrates that the Republican and fine-collecting efforts, and who ment on taxes assessed, they must
have filed with the assessor by April
The Coast Guard 36 foot motor
Party is the party of the people.
was later sold down river when his 1, a list of taxable real and personal
lifeboat, CO 36356, which has been
CARD OF THANKS
I appreciate very much the kindness
Issued to the Sea Scout Ship Red
The ministers of the Lincoln necktie was bid .n at auction by property owned by them. Other
the Knox Hospital Staff, while a pa
A. Alan Grossman. The latter had wise. the assessment stands as made
Jacket, is now at Chatham Lifeboat of
tient there. I sincerely thank White Baptist Association will meet to been made the goat of York’s raiduntil the next year.
Station and will be brought here by Oak
.
Grange, and members, also neigh night at 720, in the vestry of the , .
At the same time that the forms
the Coast Guard and turned over bors and friends for the gift® and Littlefield Memorial Baptist Church, i _
“ut ® better matured goat
' never rambled through the Thorn- are mailed, the assessor will make
to the Scouts as soon as a replace cards, sent me while ill.
Mrs. A. Laukka.
personal contact wherever possible
ment arrives at its present station. North Warren.
Rockland lodge of Elks Tuesday
roc,m
„ ,
night, nominated the following slate formalities disposed to assist in the declarations.
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s,
CARD OF THANKS
of officers to serve for the ensuing °* ^‘ie toastmaster called for a few
Edward R. (Ted) Ladd has be
second floor, 18 School street, Odd We wish to express our thanks to year:
Exalted Ruler, Maynard jshort speeches, preced.ng each inpeople ln Washington who have
come associated with McDougallFellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur the
Marston;
Leading
Knight,
Clifford
tr
°ducticn
with
a
humorous
story.
been so kind and generous to us in
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate every
Loyal Knight, George Responses were made by Bill Kelley Ladd Company, insurance brokers,
way since the loss of our home Carroll;
prices.
iotl on Feb. 27. by fire.
Hamlin; Lecturing Knight, William of
Camden Club,.Wilbur senter. of which concern his father, Wal
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Cox and boys Cross; secretary, Joshua N. Soifth- A- Alan Grossman. Gerald Grant, ter C. Ladd, is proprietor.
The
young man is a graduate of Rock
Visit Clinton F. Thomas, optome
ard;
treasurer,
William
Sansom;
Ernest
O.
Kenyon,
Nate
BerCARD OF THANKS
trist, for a pair of good glasses, 492 We wish
to express our sincere tiler, Robert M. Packard; delegate liawsky, Dr. Gilmore Soule, and land High School and University of
Old County Road, Rockland, Me thanks and appreciation to friends and to Grand Lodge, Maynard Marston; Norman Fuller, King Lion of the Maine (*39), and has seen four years
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8p. m , Mon neighbors for the beautiful floral alternate, Sherwood Williams; trus- I Camden Club. Lion Grant and King of Army service, being last with the
tributes, also for the use of cars and
day, Wednesday and Saturday many
other deeds of kindness; with tee for three years, Sherwood Wil- Lion Savitt helped to keep the ball 11th Airborne Division In japan.
Phone 590, City. .
iotl special mention to the doctors, x ray liams
Mr. Ladd has bought and will occu
rolling.
service at Knox Hospital and Murray
py the Tibbetts house on Talbot
------The
drawing
of
door
pr.zes,
a
Nursing Home.
What will probably be the swan, Chinese auction and dancing avenue.
Blanche Vose. Lilia E. Ames. Mr. and
song of local basketball for this I rounded out an evening to be re
WIRING AND
Mrs. Edgar A. Ames.
season will be the double header membered.
George Ames of Rockland and
APPLIANCE SERVICE
CARD OF THANKS
tonight at Community Building
Prizes went to Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Stinson of Camden have
In appreciation for the many won
completed flight instruction with
“EDDIE” BARNARD
derful gifts and money donations by with Rockland High School boys' Charles D. j.llson Elmer Young
Arthur Harjula of the Penobscot
team
clashing
with
the
fast
stepMrs.
A.
W.
Gregory,
F.
A.
Winslow,
friends
and
relatives
of
Mr.
and
Mrs
TEL. 1102-M (New Number)
Henry Laukka, given at their wedding ping Bar Harbor quintet, and the Mrs. James A. Moore and Arthur Flying Service and have received
Write 38 Talbot Ave., Rockland
reception, held Monday night: many
girls will meet their ancient Jordan. President Sam Savitt pre their private pilot licenses.
3-tf thanks to Chester Wyllie. for his sing RHS.
ing at the wedding ceremony; to Mrs rivals (no pun intended) the R.H.S. sented membership drive awards
Commander Fred B Stewart, who
Chester Wyllie, the organist, for the Alumnae.
There is considerable i »n Grant, Almon Cooper, Dana
beautiful rendition cf the wedding interest in both games and quite Newman and Nathan Berliawsky motored io Rockland with his
march; the Penney Sisters who sang
____________
mother, Mrs. George T. Stewart, has
beautifully; Mr and Mrs. L. Martin. pointed rivalry In the girls’ contest.
DANIELS’
Dr and Mrs. Judson P. Lord. J Moore, All the net proceeds will be applied
Mrs. Thelma Stanley was chair returned to his home in Falmouth
and Mrs. Alena Starrett. all otf Warren. to the P.T.A. Light Fund.
man of the meeting of the Baraca Foreside, accompanied by his father,
DIAMONDS
Class
in the Methodist Church ves George T. Stewart.
CARD OF THANKS
Captain Thomas Sweeney. U. S. try Wednesday night.
We
wish
to
express
our
sincere
ap
Famous For More Than
Rockland Lodge, F A.M will work
preclatlon to all those who helped at Maritime Service, has purchased the
the fire, especially the High School barn on the Dr. Edwin Scarlott
Crushed stone and gravel for the third degree Tuesday night with
Fifty Years
Students, for their splendid co-opera property. Summer street, and will driveways. C. A. Dorman, phones supper at 6.30. All Master Masons
ii-tf tion.
22-23 are cordially invited.
Mrs Carrie A. Butler. Mr. and Mrs convert’it to a dwelling imme- 565-W, 560-W, 28 Warren st.
Robert Wotton.
diately.
____________
------Two boys’ bicycles In good condiDr. Gilmore Soule, former Captain
E. F. WITTY
CARD OF THANKS
Arrivals
at
the
O'Hara
fish
plant
tion
are
offered
for
sale
by
John
in
the Army Medical Corps, sta
Inside and Outside
I extend sincere thanks to the doc
tors and nurses for their kindness to the past two days have been: The and Roland Ware, phone 1341. tioned in the Aleutians for the
Painting & Decorating
me and the excellent care I received Jeanne D Arc, Capt. Carl Reed, 52,- Bikes may be seen at the Rockland greater part of the war, will speak
at Knox Hospital; also to friends who 155; St. George, Capt. Clyson Coffin Sunoco Station.—adv.
Ceilings Washed and Whitened
before Rotary this noon on that
called
or phoned and for cards, let 84,565 and the Dorothy M., Capt. ----------------------------------------------All Work Guaranteed
area.
ters, fruit, plants and flowers.
Tel 323-R after 6 p. m.
Clarence Bennett, 10,745.
Mrs. George W. Gay.
Thomaston.
*
75 Broad St.
Rockland
A good old fashioned masked ball
Shipment of Eversharp pen and
will be held at Watts Hall, Thomas
21-22
BENEFIT
With the avowed intention of pencil sets just received. See them,
ton, Monday night. You don’t have
helping conditions for the children have a set, the perfect gift for any
to be in costume but the manage
Chicken
Supper
at Tyler school, the Tyler P.T.A is occasion. Daniels Jewelers, 399
ment hopes all who can, will come
staging a rummage sale March 23 Main St., Rockland.—adv.
so arrayed.
ST. PATRICK’S
AT
at G.A.R. hall, with Mrs. Arthur
Jordan and Mrs. Sally Haskell as
White Oak Grange Hall
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
the committee in charge. Friendg
BEANO
NORTH WARREN
with articles to donate should leave
PRIVATE sale—I am leaving Rock
SATURDAY, MARCH 16
them at Tyler school or telephone land and am selltng out my household
Mrs. Haskell.
*
effects, stoves, refrigerator, linoleums,
Temple Hall, Rockland
From 6.30 P. M. Onward
and other miscellaneous articles These
are
bargains
you
do
not
want
to
miss.
March 16, Saturday
SOCIAL FOLLOWING
DANCING
Call at 18 Oak St or Tel. 73 J MRS
WUl run a car to the wrestling
8.15 O’clock
LULA SMITH.
22*23
Supper 75c, Social 10c and 25c
match,
Portland, Monday night.
REFRESHMENTS
EVERY SATURDAY NIOHT
Leave
Rockland
6 P. M.; match
AND PRIZES, WHAT PRIZES!
DANCE
COMMUNITY
HALL
starts
8.30.
Return
directly after
Chickens, Ham, Smoked Shoulder
SPRUCE
HEAD
Match.
For
information
Roast Beef
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
Good Music! Popular Prices!
E. B. CROCKETT
18Ftf
So. Cushing Orange Hall

TALK OF THE TOWN

5KETS

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Friday, March 15, 1946

(Filmed in Color)
Also on the program

19-tf

“NOTORIOUS LONE
WOLF”

(TtiSsday-Fri3ay

f* Rockland Courier-Gazette, Friday, March 15, 1546
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WALDOBORO
A « ««
MBS. ISABEL LABE
Correspondent

Telephone 78

Mr. and Mrs. Maurice M Benner
of Maple street, Randolph, are an
nouncing the engagement of their
daughter. Marjorie, to Linwood C.
Miller, son of Mr. and Mrs Claude
Miller of Waldoboro.* Miss Benner
who is a teacher at the Randolph
Grammar School, was graduated
from Gardiner .High School fn 1933
and from Gohram Normal School
in. 1935. She is now completing her
eleventh year as a teacher in Ran
dolph. Mr. Miller received his edu
cation in the schools at Waldoboro
and is a poultry raiser and fisher
man at Waldoboo No date has
'been set for the wedding.
I rank A. Winslow, editor of The
Courier-Gazette, was the speaker
Tuesday at the Woman’s Club. The
liost esses were Miss Clara Gay, Mrs.
Isabel Labe and Mrs. Dora Yorke,
assisted by Mrs. Frances Gross. The
next meeting will be the prize essay
contest by the High School senior
class.
Russell Hilton has received dis
charge from the Army and is at his
home on Main street.
Mrs. Lizzie Bowden and James
Bowden of Winterport were guests
Sunday of Mrs. Gladys Grant
Mrs. David Black returned Mon
day to her home in Providence.
Mrs. Harold Glidden of Green
field, Mass., has been a visitor this
week at the home of Mrs. K. K.
Weston.
Miss Dora Gay was guest Tuesday
of Mrs. Maude Clark Gay in
Portland.
Louis Bartlett of Waterville, em
ployed by the Depositors Trust Co.,
m o
farm service representative,
began his duties this week in the
Waldoboro area. He is a veteran
of World War II and is one of 25
taking training offered by ‘he gov
ernment under the GI Bill of
Rights. He has been training at
the Augusta office.
Maynard Wallace ls employed at
Roland Genthner’s Garage
The High School won both games
Tuesday with the Alumni.
Mr and Mrs. Edward Yorke are
occuDving the DePatsy apartment
on Church street recently vacated
by Robert Hanrahan.

The sermon at the Baptist Church
Sunday morning will be “Can a
Man Be Sure He is Saved?”; and in
the evening, “Which Comes First—
Christ or Self?”
A Youth for Christ rally will be
held March 22 at 7.20 p. m Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Bowler will be the
entertainers. Mr Bowler has a
pleasingly personality, a fine tenor
voice and a spiritual message. Mrs.
Bowler is a talented pianist and also a singer.
... .

was held at Glover Hall. The wed
ding had been attended by immedi
WARREN
ate families and close relatives of
the bride and groom, and the re
/\
z\
z\ zs z> z\
ception by nearly 200 friends from
ALENA L. STARRETT
over the county, and Waldoboro.
|
Mrs Ohtonen, mother of the
Correspondent
z\ z\ z\ z\
bride wore navy blue crepe, and j
zs zs zs zs
matching hat with veil, her corsage ’
Tel 46
! bouquet of pink roses. Mrs. Laukka
mother of the groom, wore a formal
A. .he meeting of the Womans' !
Club of the Field and Garden Unit bodice, her corsage bouquet of pink
held last Friday afternoon at the carnations.
Edward Latva of Cushing, as mas
home of Mrs. Everett Cunningham,
ter
of ceremonies, presented a pro
this committee was appointed for
the Summer flower show: Mrs. Ed gram'at the reception, with speech
win K Boggs, Sr., Mrs Fred Webel, by Theodore Olson of Union; song
Mrs. Jefferson Kimball, Mrs Leroy with guitar accompaniment by the
McCluskey, and Mrs; Frank D. J Penney Sisters, Irene. Momca and
Rowe. Program included the paJ™™ by Mrs. Kaarlo
Nurmi
of
Waldoboro; song by Mrs.
per, “Raising Seedlings and Flats,” Nestor Salomaki:
two songs by Ed
prepared by Miss Martha. Studley, ward Latva of Cushing,
two songs
and read by Mrs. Cornelius Over- b Anselm Lampinen of Thomaston.
lock. There was some discussion At the___
m.™ service, tables were
coffee
on the matter of entering an exmb- decorated with flowers, and there
it at Union Fair, next August, but was a huge, three-tier bride's cake.
no definite action was taken. The serving were Mrs. Oscar Johnson
next meeting will be April 12, at,of Easf Waldoboro, Mrs. Henry
the home of Mrs. Willis Vinal.
I lives of Waldoboro, Mrs. John
Over $17<* was netted Saturday Heikkinen, Mrs Alfred Wuori, Miss
from the chicken pie supper, au- : Gladys Wuori, and Marjorie Wuori
spices of the Mystic Rebekah Lodge' Of East Waldoboro, Mrs. Edward
and Warren Lodge, IOOF , this to Latva of Cushing, and Mrs. Anselm
be placed with the building repair Lampinen of Thomaston, and Mrs.
fund. A baked bean supper is Walter Williamson of Warren.
tentatively planned by both orders Decorations at the reception were
of pink and white crepe paper. Mu
for next month.
Ivy Chapter, O.E5. has accepted sic was furnished during the danc
an invitation to visit Forget-Me-Not ing by the Georges River Boys.
Mrs. Laukka attended the schools
Chapter O.ES., at South Tliomastvn. Monday, supuc- tc be served here and has been in business with
her parents the past few years.
a. K’9.
Theme of the second Lenten ser Mr. Laukka received his honorable
mon to be delivered Sunday morning discharge Jan. 11, 1£>18. from the
in which he served as signal
at the Congregational Church bv navy,
man
in the Atlantic and Pacific
Rev. Lynn V. Farnsworth, will be,
areas
He enlisted Jan. 7, 1942.
"The Spirit of God Calling to the
The
young
couple received many
Spirit cf Man.''
nice
gifts,
among
them, a purse of
A St. Patrick’s masked ball will money from friends,
the presenta
be held Monday night at Watts tion made by Anselm Lampinen of
hall, Thomaston by Irving Sawyer, Thomaston.
the proceeds to benefit Warren
Town Meeting Preparations
Lodge, I O.O.F., and Mystic Re
Three veterans of World War II
bekah Lodge. Music will be fur
nished by the Revelers and those were named to the Republican
who attend may be with or with Town Committee at the Caucus
out costume.
Prizes will be held at the Town House Wednesday.
I They were, Josef S. Vinal, David
awarded.
Miss Virginia Underwood, whose I w White and Leroy M. McCluskey,
name was left out by error for the Lt. Cmdr. UJS.C.G (Ret.),
list of Red Cross Workers, is solici- | Officers chosen, in the Town Cornting for the Red Cross Drive, which mittee are, chairman, William H.
Robinson vice chairman, Mrs. Ar
has just opened.
Thp Dorcas Circle of Kings thur Starrett secretary, Willis R.
Daughters will meet Monday af- Vinal; treasurer, Mrs. Willis R.
ternoon at the home of Mrs. Laura Vinal.
Delegates chosen to attend the
Starrett
Ann Norwood, a senior at Colby State and District Convention in
College has been named on the Bangor, April 11 and 12, are, Willis
Dean’s list of honor students for ft- Vinal, Elbert L. Starrett, Ernest
the Fall term.
Miss Norwood, B- Lamb, and Mrs. Ernest B. Lamb;
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy N. alternates, Mrs. Arthur Starrett,
Norwood, is a graduate of Warren Mrs. Emma Norwood, William H.
High School. This is her fourth Robinson, and Leroy M. McCluskey.
consecutive semester on the Dean’s Recommended for the county Reijs.
publican Committee were Mr. Vinal,
list
Mrs Silas A. Watts.
_
Rev. Helen Overman of Rockport and
Members of the new Republican
win Dreach Sunday at”both services
at ,he Baptist church 10 30 a m I Town Committee, are, George W.
and 7 p m Sunday school win meet’ Starrett, Charles E. Starrett, George
Walker, Ralph Miller, Harold A
at 12. Special music is planned W.
Boggs. Maurice E. Davis, Clifford N.
for morning and evening services. Spear. Ansel M. Hilt, Herbert A.
Laukka-Ohtonen
Emmons, Mrs. Herbert A. Emmons,
Kilja
Miriam Ohtonen
only Charles Kigel, Mrs. Emma Nor
daughter of Mr. and Mrs ’ Joseph wood, Mrs. Chester Wallace, and
ohtonen of West Warren, and Hen- Mrs. Cornelius Overlock
Chairman of the Caucus was Wil
ry Arno Laukka, oldest son of Mr.
and Mrs. Arne Laukka of North liam H. Robinson, and clerk of the
Warren, married Feb. 11, at a civil Caucus, Willis R. Vinal.
ceremony at Freeport, were remar
ried Monday at a religious ceremony
ROCKVILLE
performed at the Baptist Church
Marilyn.
Judith (Judy)uorionH
Gray,
at
double ring
ring service
service
«.i 7.30.
«.ov. The
xiic uuuuie
was used by Rev. H. W. Flagg of daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Har.and
Thomaston. The wedding marches Gray' celebrated her fourthi bir iwere played by Mrs.
Chester day- We^nesd.ayl
of young friends. Games
Wvllie. the church organist, and ! 8were
TOUP played
then refreshments of
.fust before the ceremony, Mr. birthday
cake, cup cakes, animal

Fann Bureau Notes
UNION
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MRS CHARLOTTE HAWES
Correspondent
ZS ZS

Telephone 2-21
A tuberculosis clinic will be held
March 22 at the High School. Dr.
Irving Tuttle and publ.c State
health nurse, Mrs. McConnell will
be in charge.
Stanley • Carleton went to Port
land for an eye check-up today.
The fire department was called
out Wednesday when the gas pump
at Grevis Payson garage in East
Union caught fire.
Woman’s Community Club met
Tuesday with Past President Mrs.
Herbert Bowes presiding. It was
voted to give $10 to the Red Cross.
State public health nurse, Mrs.
McConnell, gave an interesting -and
instructive account of her work in
the schools. Mrs. Irving Tuttle
served as hostess. The next meet
ing will be March 26 at the club
rooms Past President Mrs. Clintor
Cramer will conduct the meeting. A
musical program will be presented
by Mrs. Irving Tuttle.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Lucas, on a
three weeks’ ’honeymoon trip
through Connecticut, New Hamp
shire and Maine, are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Maynard Lucas.
Lt. Stuart French, s£at.oned at
the Brunswick Air Base, was guest
at the Lucas home over the week
end.
A parish supper will be served
Wednesday at the Methodist ves
try.
Mrs.Reverdy Bums recently visi
ted her husband, who is employed
in Gardner Mass. Soon after re
turning home she was called back
to Gardner, as Mr. Burns was seri
ously ill with pneumonia. He w.ll
be brought home today.
L. S. McElwee left Sunday by
plane to join Mrs. McElwee at
Clearwater, Fla.
Mrs. John Ungvary will leave
Monday for Boston to attend the
Flower Show.
A St. Patrick’s Day dance will be
held Saturday night at the Town
Hall, auspices OES circle. The
committee has added attractions—
pr.zes, a confetti dance and grab
bag.
WEST ROCKPORT

Soil Conservation meetings will be
held next week in Jefferson and
Warren Movies will be shown on
soil conservation. The Jefferson
, meeting will be held Tuesday night
at Willow Grange Hall; and the
Warren meeting at H. A. Emmons’
farm, Wednesday afternoon.
Two blueberry meetings will be
held Rcckland. Thursday afternoon,
at the Court House, and Friday af
ternoon at Erskine Hall, Aina. There
will be a discussion on use of DDT
for dusting to control insects and
also other information on blueberry
land management.
"Blueberries in New Hampshire"
will be one of the subjects discussed
at the blueberry meeting to be held
Wednesday afternoon March 27, at
Farm and Home Week at the Uni
versity of Mftine. Orono. The
speaker will be W. W. Smith, Pro
fessor of Horticulture in New
Hampshire.
Our neighboring State produces
berries principally for the fresh
market and their methods are some
what different than those followed
by the Maine growers They have,
however, carried on, extensive fer
tilizers demonstrations that have
proved very helpful to the blueberry
men of that State. The results of
the work will be shown by colored
movies. As fertilizing of blueberry
fields have not been done to any
extent in this area it should be of
interest to all growers.
Other speakers will be Frederic
Bird of the Medomak Canning Co.,
Rockland; and Cole Bridges of
Calais, one of he largest blueberry
lands in both Maine and Canada;
C D. Stevens, Agricultural Sta
tistician for the New England States
and Ray Atherton of the Maine Ex
tension Service.
With The Homes

Tlie Damariscotta Farm Bureau
met March 7. The subject was "One
Meal for All" under the direction
of Mrs. Helen, Ripley assisted by
Mrs. Lily Waltz, » Three groups of
the women present prepared the
dinner as part of the meeting. Ma.
terial for menu planning was dis
cussed and the menus read and dis
cussed further. Mrs. Ripley dis
cussed the recipes for a hot dish for
a school lunch, use of homemade
mixes and uses of home canned
foods. Mrs. Waltz gave a demon
stration on the uses of frozen foods.
Fifteen, members were present.
Two important Extension meet
ings are being held in, the near fu
ture. The first Food Forum is to be
held March 19 at the Central Maine
Power Room at 10.30. Farm Bureau
chairmen and foods leaders will be
attending with delegates from all lo
cal organizations who have been in
vited The purpose of this meeting
is to tell of the nutritional condi
tions in the State, in our counties
and how individuals and communi
ties can build healthy citizens. A
similar meeting is being held Narch
20 in Damariscotta at the Recrea
tional Room at 10 30. Dr. Kathryn
Briwa, Extension foods specialist,
from Orono will attend both meet
ings.
Extension meetings being held
next week include: March 21, Booth,
bay, Remodeling Maine Homes;
Montsweag. Square Meal Refresh
er; Rockport, One Meal for AH;
March 22, West Rockport, Buying
Guides.

Miss Hazel Nutt, a student at the
U. of M„ Mrs. Roberta Martin and
daughter Patricia of Augusta were
week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon Packard.
Miss Grace Parker of Salem, Mass,
came last week to be with her
mother, Mrs Nellie Parker who is
ill. Mrs. Parker is able to sit up and
move about, but remains weak.
Mrs. Nora Heald and Robert
Heald attended the funeral of Mrs.
Heald's sister, Grace Young m
WASHINGTON
Camden, Wednesday.
The Tuesday club met this week
Mrs. Nellie Crooker attended the
witn Mrs. Philip Davis. A chicken
50th anniversary of Good Luck Repie supper was served.
bekah Lodge held Tuesday. Miss
Following supper was a social chat
Frances Crooker gave an original
for
those who prepared supper while
reading especially composed for the
the others “did dishes.’’ Later
occasion
came "Magic Photography.” After
a double exposure “picture” of the
two honor guests each was presented
with the finished photo in attractive
package. When these were opened
4-H Club Notes I
each contained a dainty blanket
Jolly
Hustlers
Club of Burkettdestined to keep some future mem
ber of the Tuesday club or Lion’s ville, Miss Louise Collins, leader,
SAVINGS BONDS
club warm Mesdames Kcntio and
Billings were the surprised recipi ment by other members. The one
Wvllie sang. “O Promise Me,” Mrs.
crackers and ice cream were served. ents of the gifts. The remaining discordant note was the absence of
’He. his accompanist
Helps build up resistance WvThe
bride wore a street length Judy received many nice gifts. Just time was spent in singing old songs one member, May Fogler, who is
gown of pink net over pink satin before leaving each guest drew a with Mrs. Henry Keller at the piano spending the Winter in Philadel
against MONTHLY
' ' short
’
puffed sleeves, shirred gift from a &rab box. Those who and orchestral motion accompani- phia.
with
bodice, and gathered skirt She attended- the party were, Marjorie
wore a bit of blue veil in her hair, 11 un»er. Sally Crockett, Arthur Kart,
fastened with a pink and white “Buddy” Gray, Jean, Florence and
When taken regularlyl
carnations, and her slippers were Laurence Frye and Martha Hallo
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com*
THE LOSS IS INCREDIBLE!
pound does mori than relieve of blue Her arm bouquet consisted well.
Mr. and Mrs William O'Jala an
monthly pain when due to func of calla lilies. She was given in
tional periodic disturbances. H also
marriage by her father.
nounce the engagement of their
relieves accompanying weak, tired,
Every year, ten thousand people lose their lives by fire. Can
Her onlv attendant was her daughter, M. Helen to Perley Leroy
nervous. Jittery feelings—of such
you imagine anything more terrible? FYR-FYTER will help cut
Miss
Irene Heikkinen, Grant son of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
nature. Taken regularly—Pinkham’s cousin.
down this appalling waste of life. The small investment of a fire
Compound helps build up resistance daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Emil Grant of Waltham. The wedding
against such monthly distress. Pink
gun Ls good insurance. I am representative for
ham's Compound ls worth truing I Heikkinen of West Paris, who as win be Sunday, March 24 in Wal
maid of honor, was gowned in a ■ tham Mass
light blue silk jersey dress of floor
PYRENE AND FYR-FYTER EQUIPMENT
Edwin Lofman has received his
Now Many Wear
length, the pleated skirt caught In discharge from the army and re
place at the waist by a pink satin turned home Tuesday.
Sheldon’s Sunoco Station, Warren
FALSE TEETH
sash. She wore a blue band in her
Mrs. J. S Ranlett and Mrs. Callie
hair, and carried an arm bouquet of Lee who have been confined to the
With Little Worry mixed carnations.
house, by illness are considerably
Eat, talk laugh or sneeze without
The best man
was
Elnart improved.
Tear of Insecure false teeth dropping, Kyllonen
of West Waldoboro,
dipping or wabbling FASTEETH holds
The Meetagain Club attended the
plates firmer and more comfortably. cousin of the bride. Ushers were movie at the Strand last Friday,
This pleasant powder has no gummy, Allan
Laukka, brother of the
WAITING FOR THESE?
gocey. pasty taste or feeling. Doesn't groom, and Waino Waisanen, cousin then had a social evening with re
cause nausea. It's alkaline (non-acid).
freshments at Mrs Agatha" Frye’s.
Just Received a shipment of Oil. Phil, and City Gas Combi
Checks 'plate odor" (denture breath). of the bride
week’s gathering will be with
nations, Coal and Wood, Combinations, with either Phil or City
Oet FASTEETH at any drug store
After the ceremony, a reception This
Mrs. Jane Hallowell.
Gas, Kitchen Ranges for wood or coal. Cabinet Phil or City Gas
Miss Vivian O’Jala went to Wal
Stoves, Cabinet Electric Stoves. White Sinks Porcelain Tops,
tham Wednesday morning to join
with the water spray, Norge Pot Burning Oil Heaters, large and
her twin sister.
medium sizes. Plenty of Chromium or Nickle Stove Pipe, Collars,
A CASH BONUS
Miss Louise C. Sherer is spending
and Elbows. New Fluorescent Lamps and new Four-Cover Camp
this week with her sister, Mrs.
Stoves. White Enamel Hot Plates, three heats. Bath Tubs.
Carolyn Clough, ln East Dedham,
White Porcelain, built to sit on the floor, latest designs. New
FOR EVERY VETERAN
Mass.
Floor Lamps with three-way switches. New Seagar White
Three flocks of wild geese flew
Enamel Electric Commercial Refrigerators, 32-ft. capacity.
over this section Wednesday and
Repulse Electric Oil Pumps, place your oil barrel anywhere, and
WHO
on the same day the writer saw a
the pump does the rest, and plenty of those Etna Oil Burners for
blue bird and heard meadow larks.
your Kitchen Ranges for $28.95, sent anywhere on receipt of
PURCHASES A NEW
It would seem that Spring is really
check.

FEMALE PAIN

MERCURY - FORD - LINCOLN
—AUTOMOBILE OR TRUCK—
—AT THE—

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
WALDOBORO—and—ROCKLAND
JOHN H. MILLER, OWNER
—SAYS—
"$50.00 cash off tfce regular retail price of any new car or
truck purchased by a veteran who has been overseas, and
honorably discharged.
$25.00 cash off to the veteran who has not been overseas,
and honorably discharged. This is one way I can help to
show my appreciation for the sacrifices you have made. We
have already delivered a number of new cars to veterans.
Every one received his bonus.”
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW!

TIRES!

NO DEPOSIT REQUIRED

TIRES!

ALMOST EVERY SIZE OF
PASSENGER and TRUCK TIRE
We Carry one of the Largest Stocks in New England
16-F-tf

home remedy for
relieving miseries of
children’s colds.

In the near future I will have a new and complete line of
Stewart-Warner Radios, Vacuum Cleaners, Electric Mixers, Apex
Washing Machines, Electric Refrigerators and many other things
that you have been waiting for.

H. B. KALER
WASHINGTON, MAINE, TEX. 5-25, HOME SUNDAYS

VJSKS
ROW
SHE SHOPS
CASH AND CARRY"
Without Painful Backache
Many sufferers relieve nagging backache
quickly, once they discover that the real
cause of their trouble may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature’s chief way of tak
ing the excess acids and waste out of the
blood. They help most people pass about 8
pints a day.
When disorder of kidney function permits
poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it
may cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains,
leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up
nights, swelling, puffiness under the eyes,
headaches and dizziness. Frequent or scanty
passages with smarting and burning some,
times shows there is something wrong with
vour kidneys or bladder.
Don’t waitl Ask your druggist for Doan’s
Pills, a stimulant diuretic, used successfully
by millions for over 40 years. Doan’s give
happy relief and will help the 16 miles of
kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste from

poor Wood. Got Doan’s Tills.

22-tf

COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
Industrial, Insurance, Real Estate, Marine, Weddings

photographed whenever and wherever you wish.
Group Photos of Clubs and Schools

A completely equipped Photographic Servicb
that guarantees every job.

SIDNEY L CULLEN
TEL. 907-W OR 770, THE COURIER-GAZETTE

M.
held a meeting Saturday on “4-H’er
Selects a Pattern.” Louise Collins
Janice Miller and Faustina Pease
had their measurements taken and
patterns were studied and altered.
Janice plans to cut her dress at the
next meeing. The members are
planning a box social soon to earn
some money for club expenses.
The Unity Guild in North Haven
entertained the Jolly Sea Bees with
a supper and social evening. A
regular business meeting was held
at which it was voted to give $1 to
the Red Cross, also to attend church
in a body Sunday morning. The
president of the club, Harriet Stone,
presented Mrs Chester Dyer, leader
of the Guild, with a gift in apprecia
tion of the evening s entertainment.
The Best Maids 4-H of Whitefield. Mrs. Lucina Tarr, leader,
learned to make a hemmed patch at
the last meeting, also to name the
parts of the sewing machine. For
recreation the girls held a George
Washington Birthday party.
The new sewing club in Vinalha
ven has chosen “Needle Jabbers”.as
their nam& so reports the secretary

HOUSEKEEPER wanted. $12 a week
hours at 8 a. m to 2 p. m. Sunday
off; 64 MASONIC ST.______________22tf

TO LET

VICTROLA wanted for use at Tim
ber Hill School, Owl s Head CLARA T.
KELSEY teacher TEL 1583
22*23

FURNISHED apa’tment to sub let,
five rooms and flush. TEL 125-M.
______________________ ____ ________ 22*23
FOUR-ROOM apartment with flush
to let. Adults preferred; 172 Camden
St
TEL 758-J, City.____________ 21-22

ROOMS to let with bath. TEL.
90S M.
20 23
ROOMS to let at
Webber’s Inn,
Thomaston also two rooms for light
house Weeping
THL.THOMASTON,
8080
19*22

LOST AND FOUND
BLACK and tan hound found Apply
CHARLTON DAUCETT. West street.
Rockport.
22*23
NOTICE ls hereby given of the loss
of deposit book number 7302, and the
owner of said book asks for duplicate
In accordance with the provisions of
the State law KNOX COUNTY TRUST
CO., Union Branch, by Lendon Jackson,
Treat. Rockland. Me . Match 15. 1940.
22 F-26
RATldN Books Na4 lost'
MRS.
BERNARD KALER. BERNARD KAI.ER.
BERNARD KALER, JR, ADDIE F.
LURVEY. 56 Pleasant St
21-23

FOR SALE
UPRIGHT piano in good condition
for sale. TEL. 632, City.
(22 23
BLACK Clement-Cross Pullets ; 6
weeks old. for sale. C. B. TOIMAN,
Warren. Tel. 44-5.
22-23
KITCHEN range (black Iron); for
sale; black Iron, good heater; oak
dining room table and four chairs; 2
oil stoves, one table model; antique
secretary; 2-wheel trailer. MRS. C. B.
CARROLL. Warren
Tel, 6-L2.
22-23
YOUNG stock for sale, also one pair
bay horses, wgt
300;
one saddle
horse, one-horse McCormick mowing
machine large band saw. eight-horse
stationary engine; late 29 model A Se
dan, 1937 Dodge sedan. L. C. PEABODY,
Warren
Tel. 26-3.
22*23
MALE dog, spaniel and hound, 5
mos. old; female rat terrier, 5 mos. old.
$10 ea. HARRY S. CROCKETT. Cu-tls
Ave., Camden. Tel. 2549.
12*23

USE

OUR

1934

CHEVROLET

truck

WANTED

TEL.
wanted
CHILD'S stroller
22 24
THOMASTON 105 4
CARPENTER or contractor wanted
to remodel the Crocke t house. North
End. HAROLD B KALER Washington.
Tel 5-25.______________________
23 26
WOMAN wanted days, to go home
nights No drinking or smoking, age 30
to 55. Call be ween 9 a. m to 9 p. m.
MRS PHILIP FLAGG, 778 Main St
22 23
____________________________
POSITION wanted as housekeeper,
with girl 10; references. MRS HAW
LEY. 750 High, Bath. Tel. 725.
22*lt
TWO WHEEL trailer wanted, ln good
condition. TEL 342-W after 6 p. m.
___________________________________ 22*23
ELDERLY man wants a middle-aged
housekeeper.
Write JAMES E AN
DREWS, Vinalhaven. ______ 22*24
LIGHT power-tools for woodworking
wanted.
Cash payment.
GORDON
REED 169 Main St, Thomaston. Tel.
74.
_______________ 21*24
CEILINGS washed, and other odd
Jobs wanted
HERBERT WILLTAMS.
30 Prescott St. Tel 509-W
21*22
SAILING-sloop, 25~to~30'. wanted.
Write J. G., care The Courler-Gazet:e.
21*22
SMALL adding machine wanted ALMOND C HALL, St. George______ 21 *22
TRAILER wanted for or rear end of
car, suitable to make Into trailer.
TEI, 371 B
21-22
MOTORCYCLE wanted ln good con
dition
Write FRANK REYNOLDS,
C O C. Le Gare. Coast Guard. ,
___________________________________ 20*23
HOUSE wanted 5 or 6 rooms, with
bath, garage; vicinity of Rocklnad.
TEL BATH 363 W.__________________ 20 22
WILL swap for hay, stock, either
Guernsey or Guernsey-Jersey heifers 3
to 12 months old. A Guernsey bull 6
to 10 months! Hereford heifers 3 to
10 months old or Hereford bull, 6 to
10 months old.
Some good young
Hampshire sheep. ROSE HILL FARM,
Owl’s Head. Tel. 292-R.
20-23

ESTATES

BOUGHT

OUTRIGHT
FOR

FOR SALE
MODERN home and modern barn on
17 acres of land within the city limits;
8- room house; modern bath; hot water
heat; hardwood floors; insulated. New
ba:n 45'x6O' having floor space area (2
floors of about 5000 sq. ft. Running
water and electricity. Would lend It
self well for factory bunding or v.a.thouse for commercial purposes where
home and business could be combined
At present lt ls used for the raising
of poultry and ls offered for sale all
stocked and equipped
Modern home, near central location;
9- rooms (part sub-let at $40 per
month). Owner occupies 5 rooms on
first floor. Hot water heat; modern
bath: excellent repair and very nice
location. First class home.
If you cannot find a rent why not
buy a cottage at Crescent Beach
which you may soon occupy; 5 rooms;
fireplace, running water. Partly fur
nished and in real good repair. Ex
cellent water view.
For those who wlll build I have a
few nicely placed building lots.
F H WOOD.
Top floor of Court House,
Rockland, Me
________________________
22 23
WALL s&fe for sale, $10, 6 NORTH
ST, Thomaston
22*lt
HAY for $15 a ton for sale, also
American harrow. Eclipse corn plant
er. other Tarm machinery and some
registered Hereford stock.
WTLBERT
A MANK. Waldoboro.
22*lt

WHITE asbestos siding shingles for
sale, also five rolls green slate-surfaced

•oflng. three rolls sheathing paper.
one keg nails TEL. 1017 W
22*23

ELECTRIC motor 1 h. p. 110-220 v.
60 cycle; 2 h.p electric motor 110 v. 60c
c. HYLAND MACHINE CO. Spear's
'Wharf, City.
22 23
THIRTY-FOOT Cabin Boat 7 foot
10-lnch beam for sale, 40-50 Red Wing
mo'.or; less than 100 hours operation.
Suitable for lobstering. Apply "W".
care The Courier-Gazette.
22-23
BOY'S camel hair coat, size 4, for
sale; also boy's all wool blue coat, size
3. boy’s all wool suit, 6lze 3; all in
good condition. TEL. 1198-M
21-22
FOUR-ROOM house, hen house, bam,
and small lot of land for sale
Cali
after 6 p. m. TEL. 218 RK.
21‘22
OUTBOARD motor ln excellent con
dition for sale; 11 FREDERICK 8T.
City.____________________ __
21 -22
LARGE lot of standing pine timber
for sale In Warren VllLage. MAYNARD
C. WALTZ. 60 Russell St.. Keene, J*. H
___________________________ 21 22
AN extension table for dining room
for sale. TEL. 875-M or call at 196
Umerock—St., Rockland.
21*22
FARM for sale. 50 acres on black
road. House, barn, two brooder houses
electricity; water ln the house and
bam.

1

WILL

BUY

1st and 2d Mortgages
on Real Estate

BENJ. A. GLOYSKY

1 0 Grace St., Rockland

Tel. 603-W
______________________________________ 7tf
OLD marble top furniture wanted,
antiques of all kinds ln any quantity.
Write or phone W J. FRENCH, 10 High
St.. Camden.
lOtf
ANTIQUES wanted will pay highest
prices.
RIPLEY and JORDAN, 38
Oliver St
Tel 767-W
104tf

I PAY CASH
for real eztate
located or in
If priced right
bid and pa«s

no matter where
what condition.
will make ca»h
papers at once.

BENJ. A. GLOVSKY
10 GRACE ST.. ROCKLAND

TEL 603-W

7tf
WILL buy antiques, marble top
tables and stands, haircloth furniture,
plain or with grapes and roses, old pic
ture frames, old lamps of all kinds,
odd bases and shades, old glass and
china, old books, old postage stamps,
old bureaus and commodes.
Almost
anything old Oet my prices before
you sell
CARL SIMMONS. Rockland.
Maine Tel. Res 1240 Tel Bhop 1403.
53tf
U8ED Furniture and Stoves wanted.
We wlll pay cash or trade for new.
Call 1154, V. F. 8TUDLEY, INC., 283
Main St.. Rockland
53tf

MISCELLANEOUS
SMART-FORM foundation garments
for sale, also surgical supports and
corsets.

FRANCES

PHTNNEY

Regis

The old mill stands ln slle
Where once was bustle an
The bushes grow In ahuncl
While over all Is a somber
No more do we see the ml
With logs piled high, large
N >r the fragrant piles of 1
That came from trees state-

JAMES E. KINNEY. Thomaston,

more do we hear the •'
Rushing from the dam ont
Where just below ls a troir:
With the water covered wi:
No more do the logs ride
Nor do we hear the saw's w.
As lt cuts Its way through
And sawdust floats out on
The mill Is old and batter
The slip Ls rotted away.
The wheel ls just a relic
Of a bygone happy day.

. CUSHING

Mrs. Maude E. Barnes
the Winter in, Savannah
her daughter. Mrs. Van
reopened her house for 1
Mrs. Hattie Klein of
cisco is guest of her dau
Beverly C. Geyer, for an
time.
Town meeting will be
VJr. an.d Mrs William F
5*nt the Winter with
William, in Quincy, Mawith their other son,
Portland.
Jeannette Wales is at 9
Thomaston, where she h
waitress.
R. E. Stevens hascompl
tage for Capt. Earl
Thomaston., at Stevens
is now occupied.
David Keil suffered an
his ribs and is recuperai

The Wi
w. rm a crockery teapot
Add fresh, bubblinq, B'

Only Fine

*

GRANITE PRODUCTS LIVE FOREVER

Granite For

Walks, Curbing. Paving, Out-Door
Fireplaces. Colored Flagging, Property
markers. Boat Mooring Culvert Stone.
Brook Covers. Honor Rolls. Steps,
Monumental Stone and Bases, Crushed
Stone for Dock
Fill and Driveway Filling and Surf ictna
JOHN MEEHAN & SON
Clark Island, Me ..............Rockland 21-IJ
Alfred C. Hocking Tenant's Harbor 56-13

103tf

OFFICE Equipment—We “handle a
complete line of office equipment and
supplies, steel fireproof safes, all sizes.
Corona Portable typewriters.
L. O.
Smith Standard Business typewriter.
Drop us a card or phone Belfast 130
and our representative will call nn vou-

Ann Webster. Anrtete Burgess has
been appointed the new treasurer.
PUBLISHING CO, journal
The Judging ribbon was presented JOURNAL
gstf
to Doris Philbrook who won the Building. Belfast. Me.
MY
ANTIQUE
glass
for
sale,
at
homa
judging contest on holders. Miss Tuesdays. Wednesdays and Saturdays.
Edith Grimes, leader, is teaching 1.30 to 6 p m. and evenings. Appropri
these first year sewing girls to do ate gifts for showers, weddings etc No
hand sewing this year.

THF, OLD Mill

(Written by Iza M

D. 1, Tel. Warren 40-4.
21-22
HOUSE Trail or lTft. for sale, all
equipped.
VALLEY
GARAGE,
St.
George Rd . Thomaston.
21*22
GOOD hay for sale. 15 tons. F O
SUKEFORTH, Burkettvllle.
Tel. 926.
______________________ ____________ 21*31
BLACK combination oil and gas
range for sale.
Price right.
Good
condition.
Tel. 66-W.
TED. LAW
RENCE, 106 Beech St.
21*22
I OFFICE safe for sale, ln good condition, 29*2x42x27'’ outside; 24x19x13
Inside.
MAINE COAST SEAFOOD
CORP., Rockport. Tel. Camden 496
21-23
NO doubt celling prices wlll be ad
vanced on farm equipment and there
will be the smallest supply in many
years, lt is good business to buy what
you need for this season now, if you
set it. We have In stock for sale:
Wilson milk coolers; DeLaval milkers
and separators: lighting plants; three
kinds cattle water bowls $3 10 up; steel
and wood stanchions: steel stalls; roof
ventilators; bull staffs; hammer mills;
electric and engine water pumps' 22
I h. p. engines; manure loaders; tractor
weeders; concrete mixers; hand and
sulky plows; one-horse cultivatorsdouble harpon and grapple hay forks;
grindstones; drag heads; steel and
garden wheelbarrows; team harness;
double reins: collars; horse and cow
halters; martingales; and harness fit
tings. W. S. PILLSBURY & SON Watervllle, Maine.
21 22
TEN tons hay, dry soft wood Junks.
PETER W EDWARDS. Tel. 806-J
I_____________ ______________________ 21 23
SEVEN lambs and a buck, 5 new
milch cows. 10 heifers, ready to freshen.
PETkk. EDWARDS Tel 806-J,
21-23
POWER PLANTS
'
Serviceable, easy and economical to
operate CATERPILLAR Diesel power
plants
for
mils—factories—logging
operations.
etc
Exclusive Maine
Distributors. SOUTHWORTH. Maine's
Finest Machine Shop. 30 Warren Ave .
Portland. Maine. Tel. 4-1424.
(E)
SELL or trade Bulck Coupe. TEL 570
°r cal1 Owl Club, ask for NATE SAUNDERS________________
17-22
BRUNEk air compressor for sale-'
used very little. EARL McCLATNE Tel.
Rockland. 44-12
20*22
POTATOES at Howard Gerald's farm.
Union, $1.75 bu ; hay. and '35 Chevw>let coupe. TEL UNION, 14-5.
20*22
McCRAY electric refrigerator for sale.
suitable for restaurant or store. DUNN
<k ELLIOT. TTiomaston, Me. Tel 5
POtf
ONE pure bred Cocker Spaniel, seven
ol<1 wlth papers, for sale.
WALTER POWERS. Cushing. Telephone 189-12,_________________ 19*22
BOAT for sale, 36 ft. long and 9 ft.
wide, with a Chrysler engine, with 2
to 1 reduction gear. All equipped for
lobstering Wlll sell April 1.
HAROLD BUNKER Matlnlcus.
RANGE oil burners Just arrived. Ex
pert Installation and service. New fur
naces available, tailored to your home
needs by a trained heating engineer.
H E OSBORNE, phone 574. P. O Box
596. Rockland_____
iotf
SWISS stop watch ln good condition,
for sale. R-lce $15 00. TEL 793-W
_______________ ______________________ 7t£

R

CASH

COUGHS

COBNEB DBUG STOBB
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Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines in
serted once for 25 cents, two times for 50 cents. Additional
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for two times. Five
small words to a line.
Special Notice: All “blind ads” so called 1. e. advertise
ments which require the answers to be sent to The CourierGazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

BRONCHIAL

GOODNOW’S PHARMACY

MRS. EMMA WINS
Correspondent

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS

tered corsetlere. 11 Fulton St. Tel.
1017W_________________
22*23
TIRES replaced on baby carriages,
________ '__________________ 22*23
and tricycles; also repaired, and
HAY for sale: loose, ln bam; no de carts
painted. RAYES CRAFT SHOP 14
liveries
DEWEY
R
CALL. West Prescott
St., City.
20*Ft!6
Meadow Rd.. City. Tel. 33 M
22*23
AFTER this date I will be respon
DELTA bench saw and planer, com sible
for those bills which I con
plete with motor. TEL. 271-J.
22*23 tract only
personally. ELMER JOHNSON.
Feb. 6, 1946
20*22
FREE! If excess acid causes you
pains of Stomach Ulcers. Indigestion,
Heartburn. Belching, Bloating, Nausea,
Gas Pains, get free sample UDQA, at
CORNER DRUG STORE
16*30
FIREWOOD may be had for Its cut
ting
ALBERT TOLMAN West RockPort.
15*26
IF you want to make an appoint
ment for Tuesdays or Saturdays, tele
Resulting from Colds
phone ln advance during noon hour
or after 5 p. m My specialty ls plate
When nothing seems to do that
work DR J H. DAMON, dentist. 153
irritating bothersome cough any good
Limerock St. Tel. 1357 .
5tf
just go to any good drug store and
get a bottle of good old Bron-chuLOUIS A WALKER. Life Insurance
llne Emulsion.
Take It as directed and notice how and Annuities: 79 Summer street, ner.
5*24
easily lt takes hold—gives you relief 577. Rcckland Me
and helps you get a restful night’s
sleep.

Often one-half bottle Is enough and
you are better before you know It. The
very first dose takes right bold,
loosening phlegm, soothing and
quieting irritation. So get a bottle
of Bron-chu-llne Emulsion today and
get relief as quick as you can. Money
hack if dissatisfied la say way.

ADS

for Selling-Buying-Renting-Services

radiator.

1935 Chevrolet master radiator. 1933
Chevrolet truck* cylinder head. 1936
Chevrolet master block with good
crankshaft and pistons, 1936 hydraulic
master front, 1936 Chevrolet master
block and head, sold only together,
1936 Chevrolet master transmission for
sale, glso complete rear ends for 19345-6 Chevrolet master cars. R. S. JOR
DAN, 6 Kelley Lane.
22*lt
WAITING FOR THESE?
Just received a shipment cf OU. Phil,
and City Gas Combinations. Coal and
Wood. Combinations, with either Phil
or City Gas. Kitchen Ranges for wood
or coal. Cabinet Phil or City Oas
Stoves, Cabinet Electric Stoves. White
Sinks. Porcelain Tops, with the water
spray. Norge Pot Burning Oil Heaters,
large and medium sizes.
Plenty of
Chromium or
Nickle Stove
Pipe,
Collars, and Elbows. New Fluorescent
Lamps and new Four-Cover Camp
Stoves.
White Enamel Hot Plates, three
heats.
Bath ;ubs. white porcelain,
built to sit on the floor, latest de
signs.
New floor lamps with threeway switches. New Seegar white ena
mel electric commercial refrigerators,
32-ft capacity.
Repulse Electric OU Pumps, place
your oU barrel anywhere, and the
pump does the rest, and plenty of
those Etna Oil Bume-s for your
Kitchen Ranges for fl28.95, sent any
where on receipt of check
In the near future I wlll have a new
and complete line of Stewart-Warner
radios, vacuum cleaners, electric mix
ers. Apex: washing machines, electric
refrigerators and many other things
that you have' been waiting for.
H. B KALER,
Washington. Me
Tel. 5-25,
Home Sundays
22tf
HOUSEHOLD odds and ends for sale.
Can be seen week-ends only.
Near
Bessey Bridge, white house with red
shutters. UNION.
22*F-26
LOOSE hav for sale, good quality.
CUTTING FARM Rt. 1, South War
ren
Tel. Union 33 3.
22*25
TWO-HORSE Jigger for sale: also
one horse ’ruck wagon. Trade or sell.
TEL
45-3.
Thomaston,
or write
GEORGE WINSLOW, Thomaston

VINALKA1

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE

MILK can 20 qt unmarked, lost be
tween Warren and Rockland
Return
to 427 Old County Rd . city.
TEL.
645 M. Reward
22 23

PAIR of heavy horses six years old
for sale. C. J. TURFFS, Washington,
Tel. 5-21.
22-23
RADIO for sale, also vacuum clean
er. chiffonier, spring and mattress; 41
No. Main St. TEL. 422 W.
22-23
ROUND dining table, 5 oak chairs,
leatherette seats; heavy oak side
board; 27 WATER ST. City.
22«C5
MOTORS for boats—1931 Ford model
A; 1935 Chevrolet master for sale.
These motors have been completely
overhauled, including new rings. R.
S JORDAN. 6 Kelley Lane.

CLASSIFIED

TuFsaay-FriaHY

dealerra

B. O NEWMAN, 4« Maaonio

delight in leisurely
private solarium,
who demand the bt

PALM
PAL

.JAMES J. FARRELL, Mp

Page
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INTIMATE VIEWS OF VINALHAVEN
ADS
MRS. EMMA WINSLOW
Correspondent
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Many Reservations Have
Been Made For Portland
Gathering March 22

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Dyer and son
A Vinalhaven reunion and dinner
Charles, who have been residing in will be held at 7 p. m. Friday, March
Springfield, Mass., for several years,- 22, in the Graymore Hotel, Port
returned Saturday to their home
land. The group is resuming its an
here.
Sgt. Edward White, who has been nual reunions, omitted during the
on duty in the 'Pacific area for 10 war years.
months, arrived las; Friday for an
The committee consists of W. A
indefinite furlough at hLs home Smith, chairman, William Bissett,
here. Sgt. White flew from Manila
with brief stops at Guam Kanja- Walter Black, Fred Morong, Colon
l<jy Johnston Island, and (Honolulu L. Mills, Mrs. Nellie Noyes and Mrs.
^Hamilton Field, Calif., and con Allie Lane.
tinued his journey by plane to
Reservations have been made to
Washington, D. C.
'■
date by Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ames,
News has been received here of
the death of Mrs. Colin Wood, Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. Buck, Mr.
March 9. at her home in Quincy, and Mrs. George L Bunker, Mr. and
Mass. Mr. and Mrs. Wood and Mrs. Black, Mr. and Mrs. Bissett,
lamily were formerly residents of | Mr and Mrs. Charles Corliss, George
this town, and had many friends I. Calderwood, Joseph H. Doane,
here Mrs. Wood is survived by her Miss Helen Doane, Mrs. Joseph J.
husband and daughter, Mrs. Min Doane, Mr. and Mrs. James Gray,
nie LaFrance.
Mr and Mrs. Edward Gibson, Mr.
Andy Gilchrist visited Tuesday In and Mrs. Kendall Hatch, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Hanson, Mr. and Mrs.
Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Ames have Clarence Kneeland, Mr. and Mrs.
returned to their home here from James L. Murray, Mr. and Mrs.
Whitinsville. Mass., where Mr Ames Morong, Mr. and Mrs. Everett
has been employed for several years Morong, Mr and Mrs. Benjamin
Tlie Antique Club met March 5 Morong.
Charles Morong, Frederick Mor
n- the home of Mrs. Clyde Mac
intosh, honoring the birthday an- ong, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Marr,
rsary of Mrs. Elsie Calderwood Mrs. Fannie McMasters, Mrs. Louise
lAtiner was served and a social af C. Murch.Mr.and Mrs. Mills, Mrs.
ternoon, enjoyed. This week Mrs. Effle Noyes, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Flossie Williams was hostess to the W. Noyes, Mr and Mrs. C. R.
Club, Tuesday at her home at Preb!e, Mrs. Hollis Pettengill, Mrs.
Granite Island. Lunch was served Maud L. Pillsbury, Mr. and Mrs.
and the afternoon passed with Walter Polk, Miss Natalie Smith,
Mr. and Mrs. W A. Smith, Mr. and
sewing.
The 4-H Clubs will meet tonight, Mi’s. Elmer Simmers, Mr and Mrs.
Fiank Sholes.
at Union Church vestry.
Mr. and Mrs. Parker Williams,
The Farm Bureau was enter
tained Tuesday by Mrs Morra Mrs. BTyan Wilson, Mr. and Mrs
Thomas, with Miss Elizabeth Ross Augustus Young, Mr. and Mrs.
ns assistant hostess. Supper was Nathan Young, Mr. and Mrs. May
served, followed by the usual meet nard Young, Mr. and Mrs Emile
ing. Tlie topic considered was Coombs, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
"One Meal For All.” Demonstra- Coombs, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
ions were given, of homo canned Adams, Mis. Gladys Adams, Mrs.
Olive Murphy, Mrs. N. B. Ames, Mr.
foods and frozen foods
Mrs. Margie Chilles was hostess and Mrs. Freeman T Ames. Mr.
to the Mother and Daughter Club and Mrs. Richard Rhodes and Miss
Wednesday at her home on Atlan Sylvia Rhodes of Greater Portland;
tic street. The afternoon was de- Mr. and Mrs. O. V. Drew and Mrs.
ed to sewing. Supper was served Christina Christy of Vinalhaven;
nd the evening passed with cards. Walter and Hiram Ingerson of
At Uuion Church Sunday, the Rockland; and Charles J. Hopkins
church school will meet at 10 a. m. of Seabrook, N. H.
Morning worship at 11 o’cock. When
the pastor, Dr C. S. Mitchell, will
MARTINSVILLE
have as the subject of his sermon
The Farm Bureau met last Fri
-Curiosiy Rewarded.” Evening serv
ice will be at 7 o’clock, at which T>r. day at the home of Mrs. Gertrude
Mitchell will take as the subject of Hupper. Miss Priscilla Moore, home
the third in the series of talks on demonstration agent, was present.
The Life of Christ, “Jesus’ Life Mrs. Charlotte Cleaves Smith ol
Orono, clothing specialist, was the
Among Men.”
speaker, her subject, "Buying
THE OLD MILL
Guides.” Supper was served, with
(Wrttten by Iza M Mank)
Mrs. Hupper and Mrs. Mabel Wil
son as hostesses. The next meeting
The old mill stands ln silence,
Where once was bustle and rush,
will be April 12.
The bushes grow ln abundance.
Mrs. Hatton Wilson has been ill
While over all ls a somber hush.
the past week. Her sons. Fred of
No more do we see the mill yard
Rockport, and Leslie of Massachu
With logs piled high, large and small.
setts, have visited her, also her
N ,r the fragrant plies of lumber
That came from trees stately and tall. grandson, Lieut Leslie Hupper, re
fi^inore do we hear the water
cently returned from the Pacific.
Clayton. Pease as received dis
Ruihlng from the dam onto the rock
Where just below is a trout hole
charge from the Army and has-been
With the water covered with froth.
Mis’ting his grandmother, Mrs. Wil
No more do the logs ride the carriage liam Pease.
Nor do we hear the saw’s weird scream
Mr sHerbert Pierson who is
As it cuts Its way through the monster
And sawdust floats out on the stream spending the Winter in Seattle,
Wash., where her son, Lieut. Mal
The mill ts old and battered
colm Pierson is stationed, writes
The slip Ls rotted away.
The wheel 1s Just a relic
that she is enjoying the change and
Of a bygone happy day.
•
an interesting Winter, but that she
prefers Maine.
Joyce, the three-year old daugh
.CUSHING
Mrs. Maude E. Barnes, who spent ter of Mr. and Mrs. Dwinal Stanley,
the Winter in, Savannah, Ga., with is improving after a week s illness.
Robert Hupper has employment
her daughter. Mrs. Van Pierce, has
at
Tibbetts’ Mill in Waldoboro.
reopened her house for ’he season.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Pryor have
Mrs. Hattie Klein of San Fran
cisco is guest of her daughter, Mrs. opened their house after spending
Beverly C. Geyer, for an indefinite the Winter in Massachusetts.
Mrs. Albert Robinson, a Summer
time.
resident, is ill at her home in War
Town meeting will be Monday
lr. and Mrs William Rivers, who ren, Mass.
The Earnest Grangers met re
nt the Winter with their son,
William, in Quincy, Mass., are now cently at the home of Mrs. Harold
with their other son, Wendall in Small.
Portland.
Jeannette Wales is at Knox Hotel, home here before returning to his
Thomaston, where she is serving as work in New York.
Mrs Donald Crute is at home.
waitress.
R. E. Stevens has completed a cot Her husband has returned from
tage for Capt. Earl Starrett of Service.
Thomaston, at Stevens’ shore. I
Japanese prisoners on New Brit
is now occupied.
David Keil suffered an injury to ain, Austria, work 12 hours a day
his ribs and is recuperating at his except Sundays.

»

The Water Must Be Boiling
Warm a crockery teapot. Put in one teaspoonful of tea for each person.
Add fresh, bubblinq, BOILING water. Steep five minutes and serve.

SALADA
TEA
Only Fine Quality Gives Fine Flavor

History, Home Life and Personal Recollections
By SIDNEY L. WINSLOW

Gala Programs In Prospect Warren Man Scores With His
Painting, “Flight Of Two
For High School Carnival
Souls”
Next Week

Rockland 21-13
mant’s Harbor 56-13
_____________ 103tf
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remembered for the play he presented by the Warren Players for
Charity, “Feathers in a Gale,”
which was one of the most profit able affairs for charity ever held
in Knox County, being a complete
sell-out.
He will appear as “Henry’' in the
play “Springtime for Henry" which
will be given the first week of April
at the Little Theatre for the new
building fund.

War was a strange sensation to gone a long way toward arming
At the Clearwater Art Museum
Teachers and pupils of the Rock- March 7, George Carr received
many of us w’ho had lived so long every man, woman and child in
and so smugly in a land whose peo Vinalhaven, barring babes, invalids , port schools are busily engaged in honors with his abstract picture,
and the old and infirm, neverthe
ple wanted war less “One thousand rifles and a preparing a gala progam to be pre "Flight of Two Souls." His paint
with no other na suitable amount of ammunition” sented at the High School Carnival
tion, and where, was the order that was sent to the at Rockpori Town Hall next Thurs
since birth, wc officials of the State Arsenal.
day and Friday afternoons. Both
had been tcld
Peter Campbell, a pre mine nt the East Side and Hoboken schools
that the world citizen of that era, made a remark will participate in var’ed „musical
was now too high some days later which was as fol- j numbers, including sketches folk
ly civilized for lows, “I’ve been thinking over this .dances, and songs of many nations,
any two nations, matter of the l.OCO rifles. Suppos- and featuring colorful costumes of
ever again, to be- ing, for instance, that a German ; various countries and periods The
come erpbroiled in ship should send a contingent of preparation of the program is un
armed conflict.
marines ashore to sack our village der the direction of the department
It is true that and they were met with a volley of teachers in the schools concerned
we had passed through the Spanish- gunffire from this company of home and Mrs Winola Cooper, music di
American War, but we at home had guards. It seems to be that the rector of the Rockport schools.
felt but little effect from the con Germans would look upon them as
The firsi part of the entertain
flict. Everybody, of course, was in nothing more or less than snipers. ment will be given Thursday after
tensely patriotic, but by the time In such an event it appears to me noon at 3 by the lower grades of
we got well underway with the that on some fine morning we’d find the Hoboken and East Side Schools.
shouting and waving of flags the our selectmen standing near a store Pupils of the subprimary and
war was over.
Grades I-III. IHoboken School, un
wall facing a firing squad.”
But the World War was different
However an answer from the der the direction of their teacher.
and from the time of the firing of State Arsenal dispelled all chances Miss Hortense Bohndell, will pre
the first gun the people of this towm, of the fulfillment of Mr. Campbell's sent their rythm band as well as a
and I suppose every other town, city dire prophecy for the message read, program of songs and dances. Mrs.
and hamlet in the country, was very “No guns nor ammunition avail Susie Ausplund’s room, Grades I
and TI, is preparing a sketch which
much concerned in the struggle able.”
will be entitled ’Going to the Cir- I
w-hich, all too soon, was destined to
Funny? Wes. But before we nnc
ino
oil
all tbn
the pvpitinCT
exciting '
whirl our goed old Yankee troops laugh ,to heartily let’s take a brief cus."’• depicting
into its cauldron.
glance around and see what seme sights and sounds of the big show,
Scarcely had the United States of the great minds of the nation as interpreted in the minds of chil
declared war against Germany and were doing, and “big shots” the dren. The third section of Thurs
its allies when patriotic organiza- super-intelligencia whose yeas and days program is a Dutch Scene, in
tions, such as the Public Safety nays controlled the vital affairs of which pupils of Grades III and IV.
Committee, came into being in the this great and noble land of ours diected by Mrs. Veda Achorn. will
different towns and cities and Vinal- and we find them fitting out a sing songs and perform typical folk
_________
____ _______
_ -peace
_________
_ ” _____
_
dances which have been traditionhaven folk____
were_prompt
in so doing,
Ship
whose hu"'”'1 car^o
ThLs committee had no real authorl- of war busters and pacifists were ally associated wiih Holland Colty but its rulings and suggestions promising a listening world that orful Dutchcostumes.—including
shoes
—will lend an air
were taken under consideration by they would have the fighting real’ wooden
1
u
authenticity
to
this
portion, of the
town authorities and many of them nations out of the trenches within
FOR INFANT FEEDING
made into town ordinances. •
24 hours after the arrival of the entertainment.
400 U.S.P. units of Vitamin D in every
Many precautions were taken for peace Ship ln France. All of which Friday s program, to be presented
pint. Doctors recommend this ideal
the protection of the local water goes to substantiate the remark by Grades V through VIII, will be
Part 1 entitled
supply and guarding of the nu which I previously made in this in two parts
source of sunshine Vitamin D for your
merous powder houses about town article and to the effect “that it all “Italian Si reel Fair" features popubaby.
goes to show that people do not ^r Italian folk dances and songs
that contained high explosives.
- crises
including many favorites. Music
From a list of names in the hands sthink normally during such
of America, staged by Grades VII
ot the secretary cf the Public Safety as war.
andVITI, will consist of a condensed
PLUMP MILK FED
Committee, men were chosen by
musical
history of America in song.
ROOKSIDE - GRADE A
twos to watch over the places where
NORTH HAVEN
Such favorite American songs as
the committee thought it expedient
“Land of the Sky Blue Water,”
LB
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
Patrick
are
to place a guard Two men were
Aum Dinah’s Qnilting Party?’
sent each night to the Leopold visiting this week at the home of ““Old
Black Joe.” will be illustrated
Quarries; two were also stationed at her sister, Mrs Jasper Beverage, in and sung in appropriate costumes,
the Roberts Harbor quarries; two Belin. N. H. On their return they by soloists and a choral group. Of
LARCE SIZE - STRICTLY FRESH
PLUMP TENDER ROASTINC
at the Sands quarry to guard tbe will visit friends in Portland.
interest is a Gay Nineties
TSgt. LaForrest Beverage was special
powder houses Others were sent
skii featuring “There’s a Tavern in
DOZ
to tbe standpipe and the steamboat guest last week-end of Mr. and Mrs. the Town." The teachers responsi
wharf. There is but little question Harlan Gregory at Plainfield, N. J. ble, apart from those already men
FRESH PLUMP NORTHERN - UP TO 20 POUNDS
but that the whole program was j The unity Guild served supper tioned are Miss Mildred Graffam,
MEDIUM SIZE - STRICTLY FRESH
inadequate and absurd, which all ]^st Friday to the girls of the 4-H Mrs. Lutie Barr, and Earle Achorn.
goes to show that people do not Club and their leaders, Mrs Carl
think normally during such crises Bunker and Mrs. Owen Grant.
DOZ
as war.
“St. Pete” Gossip
BONED, ROLLED IF DESIRED
Rev. J. Chesley Rice is in Hallo
The guards at the powder houses well, this week to attend an anni
made their headquarters in a build versary meeting of the Masons.
As It Is Related By Our Veraing nearby; at the Sands Quarry,
Mr. and Mrs. William Gregory are
EVERYDAY SAVINGS
however, they stayed in the powder
SKINLESS - VERY BEST QUALITY
home
from
Vinalhaven
for
a
few
cious
Correspondent,
house itself. Or.ce every hour
KETCHUP
'
JoV 15*
days
and
are
guests
of
her
sister,
they’d take a look around and
Freeman Young
8C
JAR
GERBER'S
about the premises to see if all was Mrs. Jesse Brown.
JUNIOR FOODS
Neil
Burgess,
Elmer
Carver,
Les

well, then back they’d go to shelter,
St. Petersburg, Fla. March 3.
COUNTRY STYLE - MILDLY SEASONED
DEVIL1D MEAT
LIBBY'S
14c
leaving the powder house entirely ter Sherer, and Elston Beverage Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
unprotected for another hour when went Tuesday to New York to bring
SEEDLESS
RAISINS
Belting Alvin Foss, the 160-pound
,Se?oZ 12*
MEAT lb
they would again sally forth on an back the boat which will soon be terror 'Of the golf links of Knox
LARGE
put on the North Haven-Rockland
WALNUTS CALIFORNIA
$?« 47€
other tour ol inspection.
County, Maine, Ls reported in prac
FAT BACK
The guards received no pay for route
218 7«
STERLING SALT
tice for the champ.onship of the
PKG /
their services and had to serve but
world. He is now try.ng the courses
t Cl 10c
one night until their turn came
MAKER'S COCOA
GROSS
NECK
CAN
in
St. Pete.
again. This program of protection
Ralph Genthner of Medomak was
Another is a vice president of the
HORSERADISH cain s 6,o°f13c
WaS
Hhe Pe°Ple S°°n here on business last Friday,
State of Maine Society, and a dissaw the futility of it.
1
However, as the war cloud deepMrs. Alice Genthner and Mrs. peoiser of tickets for the State of
ened the excitement increased and ’Eldora Gross visited Tuesday with Maine banquet put cn by the Shrine
IIHIBI FISK VtUgS
there were whisperings that a con Mrs. Emily Winchenbach of West Club of St. Petersburg. The fact
FANCY CAPE
is. he sold so many tickets, the
tingent of enemy marines might at Waldoboro.
Mrs. Arthur Poland and son management of the Shrine Club
some future date be set ashore here
t*19*
MACKEREL
Florida Babijuice - Medium Size
California Nave! - Mediur
to ransack and pillage the town for Robert were guests Tuesday at was obliged to ask h.m to stop sale
FRESH
CAUCHT
needed supplies. There were prob Irvine Genthner's in West Waldo of any more. You know him in
Rockland as Lefcrest A. Thurston.
.18*
ably but few cf cur people who be boro.
HADDOCK
Mr. and Mrs. Elroy H. Gross of Here in St. Pete, he Ls known as
lieved that such a thing would hapFRESH CLEAR MEAT
pen nor do I believe that there were Belfast were dinner guests Sunday Vice President Thurston.
I see Ed Brown 'and his wife
too many pecple in the nation who of Mrs. Hdora Gross
HADDOCK Fillets i. 39'
FANCY WESTERN - TABLE OR COOKING
could be convinced, at that time,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Poland, son are fine and apparently enjoying
FRESH - NO WASTE
that Germany would be bold enough Robert, John Simmons and Harry themselves.
to send a submarine to this side of Creamer were Rockland visitors
Will 'we have some picnics on the
FLOUNDER Fillets i»45‘
the Atlantic to harass American Monday
beaches when Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
FANCY NO. 1
shipping.
Mr and Mrs- Trussell Wentworth Crockett arr.ve? You bet we will.
No contingent of German marinas a^d
and Mrs. Walter McLeod
SMELTS
LB 45*
The ball games are In order this
was probably within hundreds of
Camden were guests Saturday at week so that will hold Elmer and
miles of Vinalhaven, but it is a mat- Melvin Genthner s.
me quite often.
Frank Simmons visited Tuesday
ter of history that Germany sub
Household Savings
The Yankees, Cardinals, Detroit,
tenoT^xas
marines gave American shipping in Damariscotta.
and
Red
Sox
will
play
each
Other
Mrs. Melvin Genthner was ln all this month.
and American Coast dwellers a fine
STALEY CUBE STARCH
9*
CROP TEXAS
attack of the jitters for a short Waldoboro Saturday. Mr. and
(Free Young.
Mrs. Cyrus Delano and family of
OLD DUTCH
2
15*
period during 1918.
Friendship
visited
Sunday
ai
the
Foolish or not, the possibility of
During the gold rush period
BRILLO CLEANS ALUMINUM
PKG 8*
fresh tender pascal bch
this town undergoing an attack Genthner home.
Wells-Fargo sent east as high as a
CELLO
WOOLFOAM WOOLENS
25«
seemed to take root and the matter
SOLID RED RIPE
PKC
//
million dollars worth of gold daffy.
was brought before the lccal Public
WASHINGTON
OAKITE SUDSLESS CLEANER PKG
Safety Committee where it was
CELLO
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
Town meeting will be Monday.
taken under consideration and dis
SUFFOLK FARMS
Mrs. Marion Clark, Harriette
S3.00 a vear
PKC
cussed pro and con with the result Jones and Alice Ware attended a
Kirkman's Products
that the selectmen were petitioned recent meeting of the Rebekah
WHIN AVAILABLE
FRESH CALIFORNIA ICEBERC
LG
by the committee to ascertain if Lodge held in Waldoboro.
23c
SOAP FLAKES
PKG
“one thousand rifles and a suitable
Mr. and Mrs Herbert Cunning
LG
amount of ammunition” might be ham were recent business visitors in
SOAP POWDER
PKG 18C
procured from the State Arsenal for East Washington.
BORAX SOAP
3 BARS 14C
the protection of this village.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Marston of
Now when you come to think of Boothbay Harbor were guests Sun
it, one thousand rifles would have day of Mrs. Clara Overlock. Mrs.
Etta Barnes of North Washington
7ied^ C^ovm
visited Mrs. Overlock last Friday.
Norman Boynton and Lois Boyn
ton were home from Augusta for
WASHES ALL TYPES OF LAUNDRY
Don’t bo
the week-end.
Irville Bartlett is at the home of
discouraged
LARGE
his mother, Mrs. Hodgkins in Jef
PKG.
ferson for a two weeks' visit.
—tomorrow
WHEN AVAILABLE
Mr. and Mrs H. B. Cunningham
/
were business visitors in Rockland
your grocer
the past week.
The beano game held last Friday
may have
at the Hodge Schoolhouse was a
success and netted $13.50 to be ad
Fight head colds and grippe in nature**
LCE
QC
ded to the fund for electric lights
healthful way. Drink pfen"
»nty of juices for
Thor
breakfast, lunch and dinner. There**
a
in the school. This is one of sev
BARS
juice for every ta*te, and it’* ‘low-co»t*
eral projects by the Hictory Girls
protection!
Club.
WHEW AVAILABLE
FRESH-NEW PACK-FLORIDA JUICE
★ MAYONNAISE
Australia has invited the 20.000
★ POTATO CHIPS
CRAPEFRUIT c^z25*
Poles in the Royal Air Force to
SOFT PRESSED FROM FLORIDA ORANCES
★ SANDWICH SPREAD
immigrate there.

Fresh Native
EGGS
47

41

FOWL

42

CHICKENS

»45

TURKEYS

■ 52'

LAMB FORES

»28‘

FRANKFORTS ■ 37'

SAUSAGE

371

SALT PORK

18

ORANGES
39'
° 35

APPLES

2 > 29

GRAPEFRUIT.

5foi!25‘

CARROTS
CABBAGE

2.^15*

2 -17‘

25c

CELERY
TOMATOES

SPINACH

FIRST NATIONAL

SUPERMARKETS

19’

LETTUCE 2» 23

RINSO

23e

IVORY SOAP

3

CAINS

LIFEBOUY

★ HORSE RADISH
★ SWEET RELISH

TOILET SOAP

"Jungle juice hooch”’ recently
killed 24 Allied servicemen in Sing
apore, Malaya.

3

»ARS

2lOC

WHEN AVAILABLE

and Bases. Crushed

ling and Surf tclna
IAN & SON

ing was selected as a.-. outstanding
and new art exhibit. The judges
from out of town purchased the
picture for the permanent coffeetlon of the Art Museum.
•
Mr. Carr's civic activities are an
inspiration in the South. He is
not only vice president of the Clearwater Little Theatre, but also chairman of the Concert Association,
and trustee of the Art Museum.
A resident of Warren he will be

RvV

Enjoy your favorite sport at its best...

/WOVE /IU-

RAINDROPS

delight in leisurely hours on sun-drenched beaches or in our

SOFTENS WATER-EXTENDS SOAP

ORANGE
There’# Dlenty of delicioui

K Y BO

coffee

available

now,—scientifically

roast

new-crop

coffee

ed

from

bean# and ground fresh at

private solarium. This distinguished hotel caters to guest*

the time of your purchase.

who demand the best in appointments—service and cuisine.

It’s the most delicious cof

fee you have ever tasted.

PALM BEACH HOTEL
PALM BEACH. FLORIDA

JAM£$ j FARRELL, Mgr. • WRITE FOR BOOKLET AND RATES

I

UJINSLOUJS
POTATO CHIPS

stic

41*

CALIFORNIA RICH TASTINC

ORANGE

BLENDED
TOMATO

46-OZ
CAN

39'

18OZ
CANS 10'
46-OZ
CAN 22'

TOMATO
HERE'S Health 2^129'

331 MAIN STREET
PKEB PARKING SPACE FOB CUSTOMERS

20'

ORANCE AND CRAPEFRUIT

Beechwoods street, Henry’s to Willis
Corner, Mrs. Oscar Crie; Gleason
THOMASTON
street, Knox to end, including
Laurence
Avenue, Miss Alice
George; Knox street including
Fluker and Thatcher, Miss Anna
GLADYS O OONDON
Dillingham; Dunn. Elliot and Ga>
Correspondent
streets, Mrs. Ethel Newcombe;
a a a a
/•
k
Water street, Mrs. Rose Morse;
Tel. 113-3
Brooklyn Heights, Miss Ruth
Butler; Wadsworth stieet. Mrs.
Ruby
Hall; Georges, North and
The Baptist junior choir will give
musicale Wednesday at 7 o’clock, Booker streets. Miss Mildred Dcm-

a
following the ladies’ Circle supper.
A silver collection will be taken to

rnons; J. B. Pearson Factory, Mrs.

Fannie Howard; Maine State Pri
benefit the Circle and choir. All son, Mrs. Theodore Rowell; West
Main street, Mrs. Catherine Carinterested friends are invited.
roll;
Hyler and Lowell streets, Mrs.
Mrs. Rena Robinson, Curtis Charlotte
Melquist; Green, Me
Robinson and son, Wayne of Booth- chanic and Ludwig streets, Miss
bay Harbor were recent visitors at
Ella K. Gillchrest.
the home of their aunt, Mr.s. Hollis
Church News
Gilchrest.
There will be no mass Sunday at
Peter Barton S2c has returned to
Bainbridge, Md., having spent nine St. James Catholic Church.
Services at St. John’s Episcopal
days’ leave with his mother, Mrs.
Church will be at 430 p. m.
Mildred Barton.
Sunday School will be at 9.45 a. m.
Mayflower Temple P. S. will meet
at
the Federated Church. Morning
tonight, degrees will be worked on
two candidates. Officers and degree services, 11 o’clock, subject, “Helps
In Temptation.” Anthem, “He
staff are to wear white.
Leadeth Me,” (Hines). Evening
Sandra Jeanne Comery celebrated services at 5 o'clock, subject, “The
her second birthday Thursday Power of 'A Good Life.’’ Epworth
afternoon by entertaining a group ) League, 7 o'clock. Union services
•of friends and their mothers at her will be held Thursday night at the
home on Dwight street. Those in- . Federated Church with Rev. A. G.
vited were, Doris Draper of South j Hempstead of the Pratt Memorial
Warren, David Saastamcinen of i Church. Rockland, as the speaker.
Cushing, Rodney Cook, Eddie
Baptist Sunday School meets at
Maloney, Patty Wadsworth, Muriel 9.45 a. m., Walter Chapman, super
Abbott, John Melquist, Lawreston intendent. The Junior Choir will
Crute, Sandra Richards.
The give a musical program of tradi
decorations .were green and. yellow, tional hymns of all nations. Morn
also yellow and green favors in keep ing service at 11 o’clock, subject,
ing with Easter and each child was “Jeremiah The Strong Petrel of the
(presented a balloon. Refreshments Ages." Music solo by the boys
were served. Mrs. Walter Henry as soprano, Wlarren WH tney. “My
sisted Mrs. Comery in serving the Task’” (Ashfcrd); Christian En
refreshments. The hostess received deavor at 6 p. m., evening subject,
many nice gifts.
“Followers of Gcd.” Wednesday.
Irving Sawyer Ls holding a dance Ladies Circle will meet at 2 p. m„
(St. Patrick's Masked Ball with or business meeting at 5 p. m, and sup
without costume, at dancers choice, per at 6 o'clock followed by a pro
Monday at Watts hall from 8.30 to gram by the Junior Choir TTiursday,
12, to benefit the Warren Lodge of boy’s handcraft class. Union lenten
Odd Fellows and Rebekahs. There prayer meeting at the Federated
■will be a six-piece orchestra, The Church.
Revelers.
Mr. and Mrs. Weston Young en
STONINGTON
tertained the Rook Club Wednesday
Mrs.
Edward
Ahearn and Mar
at their home on Fluker street.
Ahearn. went recently to Con
Prizes were won by Mrs. Warren garet
Knight, Mr. Knight, Mrs. Theodore cord. N. H.
Capt. and Mrs. William Billings
Rowell and William J. Maloney.
Mrs. Alfred Bliven and Mrs. Edgar are visiting their son in Elizabeth,
Winchenbach of South Waldoboro N. J. Capt. Billings will thepjso to
were dinner guests Thursday of Mrs New York to take up his former
yachting position.
Leland Winchenbach.
Mrs. Wendell 'Barlow who has
Norman Snow and Walter Snow
been a patient at Thayer Memorial have been visiting their grand
Hospital Waterville, has returned father in, East Holden.
home.
Mrs. Josephine Sellers has re
Democratic Caucus will be held turned to Portland after a visit with
tonight at 7.30 at Watts hall.
her daughter here.
Mrs. Ray Spear was hostess to
Gray, Jr., RM2c is home
the Dessert-Bridge Club Monday at onMaynard
a
20-day
leave.
her home on Gleason street. Prizes
Mrs.
Leon
Hart has returned to
went to Mrs. Karl Stetson first,
Hewey Montgomery second, Mrs. Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Betts (Jeanie
(Edward Elliot, consolation and
traveling. Others present were Mrs. Hutchinson) are occupying one of
Bowdoin Grafton, Mrs. Alexander the Harold Small rents.
Merle Powers was home from
Donaldson, Mrs. Robert Libby and
Connecticut for the weekend.
Mrs. Rodney Brazier.
Cora Robbins is a patient at BlueThe We Two Club was entertained
at supper Monday by Mr. andi Mrs. hill Hospital.
Jessie Warren has returned to
Edgar Ames at their home in South
Warren with Mr. and Mr.s. Walter Ellsworth after visiting Betty Gross.
John Davis of Mountainville was
Henry assisting. Games were played.
Others present were, Mr. and Mrs. recent guest of his daughter, Mrs.
Walter Abbott, Mr. and Mrs. War Valmore Greenlaw.
Marie Buckminster was home
ren Knights, Mr. and Mrs. Law
rence Carroll, Mr. and Mrs. Forest from Bangor over the weekend.
Mrs. Howard Greenlaw is home
Stone, Mr. and Mr.s. Horace Keizer
and Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Grafton. after visiting Mr. Greenlaw in FairA house-to-house canvass is be field.
Clayton Weed is home from Bos
ing conducted by solicitors to obtain
the quota of $1,000 in the annual ton and is visiting his mother, Mrs.
Red Cross Drive during all this Otis Shephard.
Mr. and Mrs. Vinton Beal were
month: Main street, Wadsworth to
Green, Miss Jane IR. Miller; Main recent guests of the Riley Beals.
The Latter Day Saints junior
street, Knox to Erin, Miss Anna
Donahue; Main street. Elm to choir met last Friday night at the
Broadway Chambers, Mrs. Agnes home of Mrs. Leona Gross.
McAuliff; Eastern Meadow road
Mrs. Annie Richards entertained
Mrs. Alfred Starr; High street, Mrs. recently at a dinner party, honor
Lucy Hoffses; Erin to Elm including , ing her grandson, Monty Small of
Dwight, Mrs. Geraldine Marks; the Maritime Academy who has just

TOWN MEETINGS
APPLETON
The annual town meeting was
held on Monday, March 11, and the
following officers were elected:
Moderator. O. T. Keene of Appleton; town clerk, Alice Wadsworth;
selectmen, Austin Towle, Frankie
Sukeforth and O. T. Keene; treas
urer, Leslie J. Hall; school commit
tee, El win Mank and Albert Leigher;
road commissioners, Roland Oushee,

Mrs. Montgomery will be the reader
also.
CAMDEN
The Friends-in-Council will meet
✓X
next week with Mrs. Winifred
XV XV /A A
Dickens at her home on Chestnut
MISS HELBN M RICH
street. Mrs. Florence Millington
Correspondent
will be the reader.
ft ft ft ft
The Parent-Teacher Assoc:ation
Tel, 2314
meets Monday night at 8 at St.
Thomas Episcopal Parish House,
with Commissioner Harry Gilson of
A public supper will be served at the State Department of Education

'SHORTS’ ONCE MORE

In Good Supply!
WHITE OR COLORS
SANFORIZED

Sizes to and incl. 44

55c
to
$1.75

CHAMBRAY WORK SHIRTS
Sizes 14 to 17

$1.39
GRAY SHIRTS, ALL SIZES

x\

X*N
XV

XV

xs

XV
x«V

XV

FURNISHINGS, SHOtS AND uMrOrvM>
389 MAIN ST ROCKiano > -

Diane Oamerl

tomy patient at

ject. “Faith To Make Wise Choices.”

xs

DIONNE QUINTS'

GREATior COLDS

Mr. and, Mrs
returned to thei
after being gn<
sister, Mrs. Ardi
street.
The 48th
48tl Stat
vill be 1:
wi
Tuesday aand Wi

tlA.R

I
I

ing event will be
for the past St)
p. m. Tuesday ii
The opening se:
tnce will be he]
Representative:
Hildreth will exi
nesday at 10 a
elected Wed.ne.si
at the Blaine
Banquet at th>
6.30 p. m„ Pi
Bates College gi]
at Maine's 48t
will be: Mrs. Jo;
President Gent
Smith, Libraii
Herbert McQue:
State Regent.
Alger. Massachu
|frcn PilgrimCollege.
Friends gathe
Captain Charles
West Palm Beat
Rcckland, to cel]
day, March 7.
Iwo sons, Capt
Wakefield, Mas
Rich of this cit;
the John Truml
Those present al
and Mrs. Gsca
Hampshire an
Mrs. Charles 11
Clifford Nortkul
Dorothy Hollins
Nora Brennan
and Mrs. Marg
Boston, now in)
and Mrs. Rich c
.wedding annive
HAVE YOU)
• Send Five Qd
Stamped

REV. RU’’
12 Third St..

FRIDAY aj

MUSTEROLE

GRANGE CORNER

INNERSPRING MATTRESSES
SIZES 3x3 AND 4x6

•fl

tta

•< HMtendt7
her%

The Granges hall at Martinsville
is being shingled.
• ♦ • ♦

Hope Grange meets Monday. The
Sewing Circle will hold a card party
Friday for the members and their
families. Mrs. Helen Wentworth
and Mrs. Elsie Wilson are in charge
of the party and Mrs. Mildred Dun
ton and Mrs. Florence Browne are
on the refreshment committee.

White Oak Grange members will
sponsor a benefit chicken supper
with all the fixings, Saturday at
6.30, at thti. Grange Hall, North
Warren. Following the supper a so
cial will be held. Irven Gammon is
chairman of the supper and will be
assisted by Benjamin Perry, and
Walter Feyler. Music committee
for the social includes Mrs. Benja
min Barbour, and William Gracic.

Weymouth Grange of Thomaston
worked the third and fourth de
grees Monday on Marilyn Maxey,
Dorothy Bisbee and Harold Cush
man. The ladies’ degree team of
Lincolnville performed the work.
The program consisted of remarks
by Maud Gray, Cora Robinson,
Alden Wade, Irving Sawyer: song,
“Auld Lang Syne’ played by Dr.
Benson, violin, Earl Maxey, drums,
Frank Crute, Jr., guitar, Mrs. Jean,
ette Orff, pianist, of Achorn Grange.
Cushing; reading, Mrs. Dora Max-||
cy; question, “Would You Want to
Return, to those Old Days?” Clifford
Allen and Ella Flye; orchestra se
lection; stunts, Dora Maxey, Maud
Gray. Mr. Ames. Clifford Allen in
old fashioned costumes; reading,
Minnie iNeWbert orchestra selec
tion.

PRICED FROM $19.00 UP
V. F. STUDLEY. INC.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

COMPLETE HOME FURNISHINGS
22-23

SPRING
IS BURSTING
BURSTINC WITH
I,

It's S-P-R-I-N-G, folks—a truly joyous season with war clouds
fast disappearing and NEW IDEAS for home and garden beauty
fairly bursting out with every breath we take. New merchandise
is coming in rapidly and while quantities are still limited, if you
get to MAIN STREET HARDWARE CO. early, you are bound to
find what you want!

NO DRIP SERVERS

KURLY KATE
STAINLESS METAL

POT CLEANER

Cleans, Scours, Polishes

returned from a three months’
cruise in southern waters. Those
present were: Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Smalt Miss Barbara Weed and Al
vin Lord.
Mrs. Rebecca Knight and family
have moved tfl Little Deer Isle.
Brooksie Thompson is employed
at the home of Mrs. Lyman Stinson.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert IWilliams are
making improvement on their hofne
on Sea Breeze avenue.

Serving the Town of Rockport
For Twenty Years As

1413

UNION
Services Sunday at The Church of
the Nazarene will be Bible School
at 9.45; lesson study, “Religion in
Everyday Life." Worship will be at
11 with special music and sermon by
Mr Wolf on “Faithful Friendship.’’
The Young People’s Society will
meet at the church at 6 under the
leadership of Mrs. Helen Cramer.
Evangelistic service at 7 with special
music and sermon by (Mr. Wolf; sub

COUGHS

Chester P. Wentworth

MENSAND BO\S CL?IH \|i

against Eaton.

Tuesday-

XS

Use the large size for fruit and
vegetable juices, or as a batter
server, and the small size for
honey, syrupy etc.

10c

RUBBER BATH MATS

Small Size 25c

Large Size 69c

FIN-GRIP

Large Size 14”x2S’’
Colors.

Assorted

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

OFFINS

Maynard Gardner, Port Clyde
truckman and holder of the U. S.
Mail contract from there to Thom
aston, was Wednesday found guilty
of drunken driving. State Police
officers Ashmore and Foley were the
complainants, stating that they had
arrested him on the road running
between St. George and Spruce
Head. Upon bringing him to the

side on a lawn, by them. At this
time, the faher, who testified he had
been to the store and was on his way
to his home, which was only 100
yards distant, saw the unconscious
boy, later discovering it to be his
son.
A discussion ensued over the
manner in which the boy should]
have ben cared for and the boys1
testified that Eaton struck one of j
the boys. This action resulted in
that boy’s father bringing oemplamt

play.
WARREN
test presented in court showed an
cial prizes as well as the regular
Robert Gushee, LawTence Moody and
•Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
Poor are alcoholic content of 0.221 percent.
TONIGHT
Juvenile Musicals
Richard Linscott; tax collector, beano prizes will be awarded.
guests of Dr. and Mrs. Paul Mil
Recorder Strout imposed a fine
TOMORROW ALRI6MT
Mrs. Helen Montgomery will en- lington. Mr Poor was released from
Rehearsals are being held in the
Earl Sprowi; constables, Floyd
of $100 and costs of court of $6.82
CepeoJoW.
teriain
the
Monday
Club
March
18.
Gushee and Leland Briggs, consta
the service recently at Ft. Lewis, or 30 days In Jail. Gardner paid schools for two operettas to be.givcn
4//-VKOITABLB
bles, Percy Winchester and Lorenzo
Tacoma, Wash. Formerly residents and surrendered his driver's permit April 12 under the direction of Mrs.
LAXATIVI
Linscott.
of Townsend, Mass., the Poors plan to the court
Mildred
Berry,
teacher
of
music
in
The following appropriations were
to make their future home here.
♦ ♦ ♦ *
the schools, and with Mrs. Pauline GET A 25' BOX
ROCKPORT
made: Common and High Schools,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dwinal and
Russell
R.
Pratt
was
charged
with
$5000; repairs and insurance, $500;
Pellicani,
the accompanist.
X*x
family of Augusta are spending the
leaving
the
scene
of
an
accident
in
roads and bridges, $2500; support of
The
third
and fourth grades will
month in Rockport.
his car had collided with present ’The Button- Tree,’’ tlte
E. A. CHAMPNEY
poor, $1600; maintenance cf third
Probate Notices
Rev. William Berger is a patient which
one owned by Winston Pease, on leading roles to be taken by Violet
class roads, $400; maintenance of
Correspondent
STATE OF MAINE
at
Community
Hospital.
zv
the St. George road. Found guilty,
State aid road, $500; snow removal,
Mrs. Warren Feyler of Augusta is he was fined $10 and costs of court Mitchell, James Durrell, Kenneth To all persons Interested ln either of
$1000; town expenses, $350; tewn
estates hereinafter named:
Starrett, Joseph Pellicani, Philip 'the
guest of Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth amounting to $4.
Tel 2220
| At a Probate Court held at Rockland,
officers, $1200; Memorial Day, $20;
Pease,
William
Kalloch,
Edwin
Greene.
t
I II
ln and for the County of Knox, on the
• * * •
street lights, $240; Maine Municipal
Howard, and supported by a group nineteenth day of February, ln the year
Mrs. Karl Thompson has been,
Association. $30; construction of
Lord one thousand nine hun
Harbor L ght Chapter, O. E. S. confined to her home by illness the
Two brothers, Lawrenoe A. Gray of Button Tree Fairies, a chorus of of ourand
forty-six, and by adjourn
State aid roads, $799.
meets Tuesday for practice of the past ten days.
of Rockport and Clarence Gray of brown elves, and a chorus of button dred
ment
from
day to day from the nine
A good crowd attended the meet work following the regulr session.
Portland, brought counter charges less boys and girls. The filth and teenth day of said February. The fol
The
annual
meeting
of
the
Meth

ing. A baked bean dinner was
The Republican caucus chose as
of assault and battery. The charges sixth grades will present the op lowing matters having been presented
served by the Willing Workers of delegates to the State Convention odist Church will be held Wednes arose from a fight in Rockport fol eretta, “A Day in Flowerdom,’’ by (for the action thereupon hereinafter
day night at 7.30
j Indicated It is hereby ORDERED:
Appleton.
E. Stewart Orbeton, Charles Sim
Marshall and Bill Foxwell are lowing which first one then the Dorothy Rawley, Neil Wiley. Sadie That notice thereof be given to all
mons and Charles A. Cavanaugh. spending the Spring vacation from other brought the charges against Gammon, Elaine (Payson, Ptyyllis persons Interested, by causing a copy
this order to be published three
The alternates are Mrs. Louise Phillips Academy, Andover, Mass., his brother.
Pease. Mary Berry, Robert McKel- of
HOPE
weeks successively ln THE COURIER •
*
•
•
Orbeton,
Arthur
K.
Walker
and
lar, Morgan Barbour, Rae Cogan, GAZETTE, a newspaper published at
Hope Town Meeting was held at
with their mother/Mrs. Betty Foxin said County, that they *
Hope Grange Hall Monday, these Mrs. Hazel Daucette.
Both cases were filed on payment Doroty Carroll, Olga Gammon, Rockland,
well.
may appear at a Probate Court to be<
Carolyn
Payson,
Freda
Wiley,
as

Recent guests at the Baptist
officers being elected:
of
costs.
Mrs. Albert Means has returned
held at said Rockland *on the nine
sisted by a chorus of flowers, spe teenth day of March, A. D. 1946 at nine
• ♦ ♦ ♦
Moderator—Thomas R. Winston. parsonage have been Mrs, Charles to her teaching position in Brook
cialties by Marianne Pellicani and o'clock ln the forenoon, and be heard
Town Clerk—(Mrs.) Elsie Wilson R. Sims and Miss Harriet Furber ville, Pa., after spending her vaca
Alphonso Eaton of Rockport was Dennis Moody.
thereon lf they see cause.
who replaced (Mrs.) Ellen Ludw.g cf Bath, Floyd M. Carter of Maple tion with her husband, YM.C.A. found
guilty of assault and battery
ELLA F. BROWN, late of Vlnalhaven,
Grades one and two will do sev deceased.
declined after serving in this office ton and Bath, Leonard Merrill of secretary here.
Will and Petition for Pro
on
his
boys
playmate
and
fined
$25
eral
songs
from
Mother
Goose
and
Gardiner and Clive Hall of Melrose,
bate thereof asking that the same may
the past 10 years.
Mrs. Henry Beukelman. Mrs. Cora and coss of $8.96. The fine was sus
Friends. In addition there will be be proved and allowed and that Let
Selectmen, Assessors and Over Mass.
Ordway and Mrs. Ida Redmond pended and he was placed on six chorus numbers by the seventh and ters Testamentary issue to Herbert A
seers of Poor—Raymond E. Ludwig,
The Try to Help Club will meet spent Thursday in Portland.
Lawry of Vlnalhaven. he being the ex
months 'probation.
eighth grades and the High School. ecutor
named therein without bond.
William R. Hardy and Maynard H. at the vestry Monday and a covered
Mrs. Inez Crosby and Mrs. Mabel The arrest arose from an inci
EDWIN B HOLT, late of St Oeorge.
Bowley.
dish supper w.ll be served. The Withee are spending the week-end dent involving his son. in which the
Will and Petition for Pro
School Committee — Raymond evening will be spent in tacking a in Winterport as guests of Rev. and child, according to his playmates' Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette deceased.
bate thereof asking that the same may
$3.00
a
year
Crabtree.
quilt.
testimony, fell from the Rockport
be proved and allowed and that Let
Mrs. G. L. Pressey.
ters Testamentary Issue to Oeorge X.
Sexton—Hcward Coose.
Knox and Lincoln Past Grands bridge and was rendered uncon
Visitors in Banger Saturday were
Bernier of St George, he being the
Road Commissioners — Richard
Mrs. Elizabeth Quimby and sons and Past Noble Grands will meet at scious, and later placed at the roadexecutor named therein, without bond.
Hart, Frank Grassow and Fred Frederick and Gerald and Mrs. C. Odd Felows hall Wednesday night.
HOWARD H. BROWN, late of Rock
Merrifield.
land, deceased. Will and Petition for
Vaughn Overman.
Supper will be served at 6.30. Visit
Probate thereof asking that the same
Tax Collector — (Mfs.) Anna
—BrsMhial Irritations
Hainer Pendleton, recently dis ing members are requested to take
may be proved and allowed and that
Hardy.
charged from the U. S. Navy, came sweets.
Letters Testamentary Issue to Emerson
Due To Colfe
Treasurer—Thcmas R. Winston. home to Rockport to find his home
Sadler of Rockland, he being the ex
Plans are materializing for a fire
Almost
Instantly
you
get
the
sur

ecutor named therein, without bond.
Constables—Thomas R. Winston under quarantine for scarlet fever escape on the Fraye street sire of
prise of your life with Buckleys
JOHN M PUSHAW. late of Hope, de
and Wallace Robb.ns.
Canadlol Mixture—coughing ' eases
and so has been a guest at the Bap the YMCA., (Secretary Albert
C R.K| Ttafn'ti
M
—right away lt loosens up thick ceased. Will and Petition for Probate
The town voted to pay State tist parsonage until the quaran Means reported ftt the directors
choking phlegm—opens up clogged thereof asking that the same may be $$
wages per day for labor on high tine was lifted.
bronchial tubes — makes breathing proved and allowed and that Letters
meeting last Wednesday. An at
Testamentary issue to Harry L. Pushaw
easier.
ways.
Rev C. V. Overman attended tractive reading room is also be
There’s real economy in Buckley’s of South Hope, he being the executor
always use it—bast proof It’s
The following appropriations were Tuesday a meeting of the Chris ing equipped.
—all medication—no syrup. Half to named therein, without bond.
made: Schools, $5600; repair of tian Education Committee chair
one teaspoonful will convince the
The death of Mrs. Elizabeth T.
FLORA E. LUDWIG, late of Thom
most skeptical.
school buildings, $400; poor. $400 men for the associations of the Alexander occurred March 10 in
aston, deceased Will and Petition for
Get Buckley's “Canadlol” made In
Probate thereof asking that the same
roads and bridges, $2000; town ex Maine Baptist Convention held ;n Bangor. Mrs. Alexander, whose age
U.S.A., the Cough Mixture that out
» To Promptly Relieve Coughs and <
may be proved and allowed and that
sells all others ln cold wintry Can
penses, $700. third class road main Waterville.
Aching Muscles sf Chest Colds!
was 87, had been a resident of this
Letters Testamentary Issue to Alfred
ada. 45c and 85c—all good druggists.
tenance, $367; town officers, $1200;
The Thimble Club will meet Wed section fcr 40 years. She was the A wise mother will certainly buy Corner Drug Store—Goodnow Phcy. W Ludwig, of Thomaston, he being
street lights, $144; snow removal, nesday with Mrs. Blanche Carver. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Karl Y. Musterole for her child. All thru the —Carroll Cut Rate—Thomaston agt. the executor named therein, without
bond.
—Musterole is always used when
S2C00; purchase cf snow fence,
Services at the Baptist Church Hansen and was born in Sweden. yearsthe
McDonald’s Drug.
t EVr SEAVEY. late of Thomaston,
Quintuplets catch cold.
$200; State Aid construction, $799 50; will be: Morning worship at 11 Her only survivor is a niece, Miss ever
deceased. WlU and Petition for Pro
Just rub Musterole on throat, chest
public health nursing, $50; Ma.ne o'clock; Sunday school at 12 o'clock Helen Coombs of Rockland. Serv- and back. It instantly begins to relieve
bate thereof asking that the same may
be proved and allowed and that Let
Notices of Appointment
Publicity Bureau, $25; permanent and evening service at 7 o’clock. ices were held Thursday from the coughing and aching muscles. It actually
ters Testamentary Issue to Frank D.
break up painful local congestion.
Honor Roll, $100.
I, Willis R Vlnal. Register of Probate Elliot of Thomaston, he being the ex
The pastor will continue with the G. lbert C. Laite funeral home. Rev. helps
Makes
breathing
easier.
Wonderful
for
for
the
County
of
Knox
In
the
State
The town voted to buy a power pre-Easter services on the meaning H. I. Helt officiating. Interment grown-ups, too! In 3 strengths.
ecutor named therein, without bond.
of Maine, heieby certify that ln the
road grader,appropriating $1000 and of Easter.
MARY C. DAVIS, late of Camden,
will be in Ducktrap cemetery.
following estates the persons were ap
taking the balance of cost from
pointed
Administrators.
Executors, deceased. Will and Petition for Pro
Guardians and Conservators and on bate thereof asking that the same may
oash balance in treasury.
?JzrgJHJZJ2Jgjararej2rarafajzrafgfgjzrzjararajgj2jajzjgjgfZjzjzfzjzra
be proved and allowed and that Let
the dates hereinafter named:
A committee was appointed to
ters Testamentary Issue to Josephine
ALFRED W MATHEWS cf Thomas Forhan Harmon of Portland, she being
investigate types of heat for both
ton. February 5, 1946 Mary Lane of the. executrix named therein, without
JUST RECEIVED
schools and report at a special town
Cambridge. Massachusetts was appoint bond.
Conservator, and qualified by filing
meeting.
COMMERCE INSURANCE COMPANY ed
ESTATE CASSIE N HEWETT. lateaf
bond on same date. Stuart C. Burgess
Glens Falls, New York
Appropriations totaled $15,623.50
Petition for
of Rockland was appointed Agent ln of Rockland, deceased.
FULL
LINE
OF
Administration asking that Jerome C
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1945
wh.ch was $1675 more than 1945.
Maine.

* ♦ • •

COTTON SHORTS

In Municipal Court

the Megunticook Grange hall next as speaker. Mrs. Kluge’s Little The Rockland police station, he wax
Tuesday, from 5.30 to 7 o'clock. atre Group will present a one-act given a blood test by Dr. Freeman
F. Brown, Jr. The results of the
Beano will be played at 7.30. Spe

• » • *

EUPHONY

Tuesday-Friday
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TREASURER AND
TAX COLLECTOR
Announces His Candidacy
For Re-election

At Town Meeting Jlext
Monday

Tempered steel blade. Fits the
right hand.
Unquestionably
the World's finest paring knife.

FLOOR SANDER
TO LET

MHiN ST HHRDUJRREa
o PAINTS-STOVES* KITCHENWARE
"FORMERLY VEAUE'S"
j
441 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

Real Estate.
Mortgage Loans.
Stocks and Bonds.
Cash ln Office and Bank,
Agents’ Balances,
Bills Receivable,
Ipterest
Rents.
3 1 otherand
Assets,

$10,959.76
MARY K. EATON, late of Rockland,
45.540.22 deceased. January 9, 1946 Helen M.
5.32Q.896.76 Moran of Hyde Park. Massachusetts,
206.226 57 was appointed administratrix.
and
264.680.22 qualified by filing bond on February 8.
4.217.83 1946. Christopher S Roberts of Rock
9.828.16 land was appointed Agent In Maine.
1,205,575.33
SANFORD CARGILL, late ‘of Wash
ington. deceased. February 19, 1946,
Gross Assets,
$7,068,926.85 Herbert
B. Cunningham of Washington
Deduct Items not admitted. 51,626.17 was appointed
administrator,
and
Admitted.
$7,017,300.68 qualified by filing bond on same date.
AUSTIN S. CALDERWOOD. late of
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31. 1945
Vlnalhaven, deceased. June 5. 1944,
Net Unpaid Losses.
$932,030.43
Joseph Headley of Vlnalhaven was ap
Unearned Premiums,
2.076.000 08 pointed administrator, and qualified
All other Liabilities,
134.18326 by filing bond on February 19. 1946.
Cash Capital.
1.000.000.00
HAROLD L KENNISON. late of Rock
Surplus over all Liabilities, 2.875.086.91 land.
deceased.
February 19, 1946.
Florence W. Kennlson of Rockland was
Total Liabilities and Sur
administratrix and qualified
plus.
$7,017,300.68 appointed
by filing bond on same date.
CLARENCE F. JOY.
DAVID ANDERSON, late of Vlnalha
Insurance
ven. deceased. February 19. 1946, Hen
105 Main St. Rockland,
Phone 388 ry
Anderson of Vlnalhaven was appoint
________________________________ 22-F-26 ed administrator without bond.
COLBY A MOORE, late of Rockland,
ST. PAUL FIRE & MARINE INS. CO.
deceased February 19, 1946, Arlene D
Ill W. 5th St„
Fickett
of Rockland was appointed
St. Paul. Minnesota
executrix, and qualified by filing bond
ASSETS, DEC. 31. 1945
on same date.
Real Estate.
$1,014.923 78
EDGAR J. SMITH, late of Rockport,
Mortgage Loans,
195.437 70
February 19, 1946. Herman
Stocks and Bonds,
56.993.169.75 deceased.
Smith of Brockton. Massachusetts,
Cash ln Office and Bank. 3.857.207.60 A.
appointed administrator, without
Agents' Balances,
4.350,93758 was
bond
Frank H Ingraham of Rock
Bills Receivable,
190.920 Z8 land
was appointed Agent in Maine.
Interest and Rents,
332124754
OREN WILLIAM CURRIER, late of
All other Assets,
266.723.13
Appleton, deceased February 19, 1946.
Groas Assets,
$67,201.56736Julia A. Currier of Appleton was ap
Deduct Items not admitted,
155.412.50 pointed executrix, without bond.
FRANCIS M SNOW, late of Rockland,
February 19, 1946. Israel
Admitted
$67,046,154.86 deceased.
Snow of Kittery was appointed admini
liabilities. dec. 31. 1945
strator. without bond.
Net Unpaid Losses.
$6,466,919.57
MARY HARRIET STAPLES of Rock
Unearned Premiums,
15.646.608 72
February 20. 1946. Walter J.
All other Liabilities,
3.244 648 36 land.
Cash Capital,
10 000 000.00 Staples of Somerville, Massachusetts,
Surplus over all Liabilities. 31.687,978 21 was appointed Guardian and qualified
by filing bond on same date. Frank
H. Ingraham of Rockland was appoint
Total Liabilities and Sur
plus.
$67,046,154.86 ed Agent ln Maine.
LIZZIE N. ROBINSON, late of Rock
CLARENCE F. JOY.
land, deceased. February 26. 1946. John
,
Insurance
105 Main St.
Rockland.
Tel. 882 Alton Perry of Rockland was appointed
22-F-B6 executor, without bond.
Attest:
WILLIS R. VINAL. Register
BERKSHIRE MUTUAL FIRE INS. CO.
Pittsfield. Mass.
13F22
ASSETS DEC 31. 1945
Real Estate.
$54 000.00
Probate Notices
Mortgage Loans.
4.381 04
STATE OF MAINE
Stocks and Bonds.
1,177.985.88 Lincoln, SS.
Cash In Office and Bank.
199.434 08
To all persons Interested in either of
Agents" balances.
131,003.73 the
estates hereinafter named:
Interest and Rents,
6.773 40
At a Probate Court held at Wiscas
All other Assets,
13,646.74 set.
ln and for the County of Lincoln,
..... i ■
on the twenty-seventh day of Febru
Gross Assets.
$1,587.224 87 ary,
the year of our Lord one thou
Deduct Items not admitted,
606 98 sand Innine
hundred and forty-six. and ,
by
adjournment
day to day from
Admitted
’ $1,58631839 the fifth day offrom
said February. The
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31, 1945
following matters having been pre
Net Unpaid Losses,
$100,000.00 sented for the action thereupon here
Unearned Premiums.
947.286 74 inafter Indicated, it Is hereby ORAll other Liabilities.
51.231.94 DentuD:
Surplus over all Liabilities.
488.10021
That notice thereof be given to all
persons Interested, by causing a copy
oof this order to be published three
Total Liabilities and Sur
plus.
$1,586,618.89 weeks successively ln The Courier Ga
zette. a newspaper published at Rock
CLARENCE F. JOY
land. In the County of Knox, that they
Insurance
105 Main St.
(Rockland.
Tel. 882 may appear at a Probate Court to be
22-F-26 held at said Wiscasset on the second
day of April. A. D 1946. at ten o’clock
ln the forenoon, and be heard thereon
BOSTON C ASUALTY COMPANY
tf they see cause.
52 Province St., Boston, Mass.
Joseph N. Vlnal, late of Warren, de
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1945
ceased. Docket No 29-1946. Will and
Bonds (amortized value).
$202,304.98 Petition
for Probate thereof and that
Cash ln Office and Bank.
14,7265 Letters Testamentary
Issue to Willis
Agents' Balances.
213.72
Vlnal. the Bxecu'or named therein,
Bills Receivable. Credit,
(17358) R.
bond, (said Willis R Vlnal be
Interest and Rents.
2.818.55 without
Ail other Assets.
4 50000 ing the Register of Probate of the
County of Knox). Presented by tall
WUlls R Vlnal
Gross Assets.
$223,986 32
Niven C. Crawford. late of Warren,
Docket No. 73-1943
First
Deduct Items not admitted.
4.500.00 deceased
Admitted.
$319.48633 and Final Account and Petition for
Distribution presented for allowance
/• LIABILITIES DEC 31, 1945
by WUlls R VlnaJ. Execu’or. (said
Net Unpaid Losses.
$19,104.96 Will's R. Vlnal being the Register of
Unearned Premiums.
7.941.61 Probate of the County of Knox)
All other LlabMltlcs.
6.612.03
WITNESS JOHN W
BRACKETT.
Cash Capital. __
100.000.00 Judge of said Court, at Wiscasset, this
Surplus over all Liabilities,
85.837 73 twenty-seventh day of February, ln
the year of our Lord one thousand nine
Total Liabilities afxl Rurhundred and forty-six.
pius,
$219,486.32
HARVEY R. PEARS, Register
3OP34
18F22

Burrows of Rockland, or some other
suitable person, bp appointed admini
strator, without bond.
ESTATE FRANK M SIDELINGER.
late of Union, deceased. Petition for
Administration asking that Sadie M.
Feyler of Waldoboro, or some other
suitable person, be appointed admini
stratrix, without bond.
ESTATE GEORGE L OBRIEN, late
of Warren, deceased Petition for Ad
ministration asking that Mildred E
Chatfield of Penobscot, or some other
suitable person, be appointed admini
stratrix. without bond
ESTATE JOHN E. BRADBURY, late
of Owl's Head, deceased. Petition for
Administration asking that Myra A.
Bradbury of Owl’s Head, or some other
suitable person, be appointed admini
stratrix. without bond.
ESTATE ALVIN C. RAMSDELL. late
of Rockland, deceased.
Petition fbr
Administration asking that Winfield
A. Ramsdell of Portland, or some other
sultbale person, be appointed admlnl-#
strator, without bond.
"
ESTATE PERLEY E. MILLER, late of
Tenant's Harbor. St. George, deceased.
Petition for Administration asking that
Flora H MUler of South Portland, or
some other suitable person, be ap
pointed administratrix, with bond.
ESTATE ROBERT L. BROWN, late
of Vlnalhaven, deceased. Petition for
License to sell certain real estate situ
ated ln Vlnalhaven and fully de
scribed In said petition, presented by
A Everett Libby, Administrator.
ESTATE MARGARET CRANDON, late
of Thomaston, deceased. Petition for
License to sell certain real estate situ
ated In Thomaston and fully described
tn said petition, presented by Sylves
ter P. Barrows, of Rockport. Admini
strator.
ESTATE EMELfNE HILLMAN AB
BOTT. late of Matinicus, deceased.
First and final account presented for
allowance by Carrie E. Ripley, Ex
ecutrix.
ESTATE ELLEN H. YOUNG, late of
Matinicus, deceased.
First Account
presented for allowance by Gladys E. i*
Mitchell. Executrix.
w
ESTATE DELBERT E. WOTTON, late
of Thomaston, deceased
First and
Final Account presented for allowance
by Rodney E. Jordan. Administrator
ESTATE MAE R. CUSHMAN, late of
Friendship, deceased.
First Account.
Including private claim of executor,
presented for allowance by Albert D.
Cushman. Executor.
ESTATE WILLIAM G. LOUCKS, late
of Thomaston, deceased.
First and
Final Account presented for allowance
by Rodney E. Jordan, Administrator.
ESTATE FRANCES E COOK LEE. of
Friendship. Fourth and Final Account
presented for allowance by Alan L.
Bird, Guardian.
SUSAN W. STEWENS. late of War
ren. deceased
Will and Petition for
Probate thereof asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary Issue to Stuart
C. Burgess of Rockland, he being the
executor named therein, without bond.
ESTATE HARRIET P STEVENS, late
of Warren, deceased Petition for Ad ministration, de bonis non, with the “
will annexed, asking that Stuart C.
Burgess of Rockland, or some other
suitable person, be appointed Admini
strator, d.b.n., c|t.a., with bond.
ESTATE CLIFFORD B CARROLL,
late of Warren, deceased. Petition for
Administration asking that Thelma O.
Carroll of Warren, or some other suit
able person, be appointed administra
trix. without bond.
FRANK W FULLER, late of Rock
land. deceased. Will and Petition for
Probate thereof asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary Issue to R. Wy
man Poster of Portland, he being the
executor named therein, without bond
E3BTATE ERNEST R OLrDDBN late
of Vlnalhaven. deceased.
First and
Final Account presented for allowance
by Margaret V Glidden. Administra
trix
WITNESS,
HARRY
E
WILBUR.
Esquire. Judge of Probate Court for
Knox County. Rockland. Maine
Attest:

WILLIS R. VINAL, Register.
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Tuesday-Friday
UNION

This And That

Social Matters

TONIGHT
TOMORROW ALRIGHT
Dtpendablt

_

J//-VEOKTABLI
LAXATIVE

<

cautiom. ram omit al eiaictiv

pate Notices
III OT MAINE
ns Interested ln either of
Ireinafter named:
Court held at Rockland,
County of Knox, on tho
' of February, ln the year
Jne thousand nine hunty-six. and by adjourn,y to day from the ninesaid February. The foi
ls having been presented
■ii thereupon hereinafter
[s hereby ORDERED:
thereof be given to all
sted, by causing a copy
to be published three
[vely ln THE COURIER
newspaper published at
| said County, thkt thev .
a Probate Court to b
[Rockland ’on the nlne|March, A. D 1946. at nine
forenoon, and be heard
by see cause.
OWN. late of VlnaJhaven.
Jl and Petition for Prosklng that the same may
I allowed and that Lettary issue to Herbert A
lhaven. he being the exj therein without bond.
IOI.T. late of St. George.
II and Petition for ProIking that the same may
|l allowed and that Lettary issue to George X.
L George, he being the
Id therein, without bond.
| BROWN, late of Rock. Will and Petition for
J«f asking that the same
fe and allowed and that
lientary issue to Emerson
|tland. he being the extherein. without bond.
iTSHAW, late of Hope, de
land Petition for Probate
that the same may be jfe
flowed and that letters T
[issue to Harry L. Pushaw
le. he being the executor
", without bond.
LUDWIG. late of ThomIl Will and Petition for
pf asking that the same
Id and allotted and that
[nentary Issue to Alfred
If Thomas'on. he being
lnamed therein, without

f

EY late of Thomaston,
11 and Petition for Profeklng that the same may
allowed and that LetItary issue to Frank D.
feaston. he being the exthereln. without bond.
[)AVIS. late of Camden.
Jl and Petition for Profekinj that the same may
b allowed and that LetItary Issue to Josephln-’
In of Portland, she being
I named therein, without

Lt. and Mrs. Charles E. Bicknell,
Diane Cameron is an appendec
II. daughter Carol Ann, and son
tomy patient at Knox Hospital.
Cl. tries. III, of Rye Beach. N. H„
Mr. and. Mrs. Guy S. ILcrd have arrive today for a visit with Mr.
[ returned to their home in Portland, Bicknell’s mother, Mrs. Frances
after being guests of Mrs. Lord’s Bicknell, Main street.
sister, Mrs. Ardie M. Johnson, Otis
street.
Gerald LeBlanc was the week-end
1 Rue-jt of Mr and Mrs Louis©. Cook
, , The 48th State Conference of the Mr. LeBlanc was fomerlv stationed
fcj WiA.R will be held in Augusta noxt ai the (Rockland Coast Guard Base
Tuesday and Wednesday. The open but is now discharged.
ing
event will be a luncheon meeting
«
for the past State officers at 12.30
I'oy Danielson was called yester
p. m. Tuesday in the Augusta House.
Tlie opening session of the Confer- day to Monson by the serious illness
>
I
tnce will be held in the House of of his mother.
Representatives at 7 ip. m. Gov.
Mrs. A. D. Morey entertained
Hildreth will extend greetings Wed
nesday at 10 a. m. Officers will be Mite Club Monday with a chicken
elected Wednesday afternoon Tea dinner at the Copper Kettle. The
at the Blaine Mansion at 4 p. m table was very attractive, the cen
Banquet at the Augusta House at ter piece being a bouquet of Eucaly
6.30 p. m., President Phillips of ! ter piece being a bouquet of Eucaly
Bates College guest speaker. Guests ptus flowers. High scores in conat Maine’s 48th State Conference and Mrs. Rae Eaton. It was voted
will be: Mrs. John T. Gardner, Vice to send a box of canned goods to
President General; Mrs. Frederick the under-nourished Jewish chil
Smith, Librarian General; Mrs. dren. The club meets next Monday
Herbert McQuesten, Massachusetts with Mrs. Seabrook Gregory.
State Regent, and Miss Georgina
Mrs. Helen Smith of Springfield.
Alger, Massachusetts 1045 Good CitiMass
. is making a fortnight's visit
Pilgrim—a student at Colby with her
daughter, Mrs. William Vi
College.
nal in Thomaston and with Mr. and
Friends gathered at the home of Mrs. Hervey C. Allen in this city.
Captain Charles Rich, 418 43d street.
Miss Dorothy Sherman left today
West Palm Beach, Fla., formerly of by plane for Washington, D. C..
Rcckland, to celebrate his 82d birth where she will visit friends over the
day, March 7. Captain Rich has week-end and Saturday night wfli
two sons, Capt. Clarence S. Rich of
Wakefield, Mass., and Edward S. attend a hop at the U. S. Naval
Rich of this city, chief engineer on Academy, Annapolis.
the John Trumbull, now in Greece.
Donald and Shiela Simpson, son
Those present at the par ty were Mr.
and Mrs. Oscar Senecal of New- and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Oram
Hampshire and Florida, Mr. and H. Simpson of 87-D Park street, en
Mrs. Charles Hamilton cf Florida, tertained friends Tuesday afternoon
Clifford Northrop of Chicago, Miss celebrating their birthdays. They
Dorothy Hollman of Boston, Mrs. had many nice cards and gifts.
Nora Brennan of Haverhill, Mass., Those present w’ere Ruth and
and Mrs. Marguerite O’Roark of Amenda Tootill, Joe, Betty Jean,
(Boston, now in Florida. Captain John Billiny, Mary Ellen Brown.
and Mrs. Rich celebrated their 60th David Michael Banks. Billy, Bar
bara, Jean Stewart, Bradbury
^wedding anniversary Dec. 30.
Young, Richard Trask, Ruth Simp
son. Parents present were Mrs
HAVE YOU PROBLEMS?
Brown. Mrs Billy, Mrs. Banks, Mrs.
Wilson. Richard Trask won the
• Send Five Questions, $1.00 and
prize for pinning on the donkey’s
Stamped Envelope to
tail. Two birthday cakes were
REV. RUTH MATHIAS
served.
12 Third St., Bangor, Maine.
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Mrs. George Porter, who has been
visiting her mother, Mrs. A. L Vose,
has returned to her home in Boston.

PARK
©
■ ROCKIAND ■ >

Chief Machinist’s Mate Murce
Christiansen and wife, Geraldine,
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Murray
Eaton at their home at 22 State
street. .Mrs. Christiansen is Mr.
Eaton’s daughter Geraldine, They
plan to leave In the near future for
their home in Portland, Oregon.

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

IsblE N HEWETT, lateat
[deceased.
Petition for*'
li asking that Jerome C
fcockland, or some other
|n. be appointed admlntlut bond.
RANK M SIDELINOHR.
deceased. Petition for
asking that Sadie M.
Jldoboro. or some other
In, be appointed admlnllut bond.
JORGE L OBRIEN, late
[ceased Petition for Adlasking that Mildred E.
Penobscot, or some other
■i. be appointed admlnlfeut bond
|HN E BRADBURY, late
deceased. Petition for
h asking that Myra A.
bwls Head, or some other
In. be appointed admlnlfeut bond
|VfN C RAMSDELL late
deceased
Petition fbr
li asking that Winfield
[f Portland, or some other
In. be appointed admini
[ut bond.
“
[rLEY E. MILLER, late of
por. St. George, deceased.
|dniintstratlon asking that
pr of South Portland, or
[suitable person, be ap
[llstratrlx. with bond.
PBERT I. BROWN, late
, deceased. Petition for
certain real estate sltu|alhaven and fully de
l'd petition, presented by
,by Administrator.
Jltl rARET CRANDON, late
deceased
Petition for
certain real estate sltu|aston and fully described
Ion. presented by SylveaYs. cf Rockport. Admlnl-

Gordon Flint who has been visit
ing his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Flint, has returned to his home in
Cambridge.

%

Shipment of Eversharp pen and
pencil sets just received. See them,
have a set, the perfect gift for any
occasion.
Daniels Jewelers, 399
Main St., Rockland.—adv.

Slating drama of
frontier vongoanco
in dotparato Death
Valley!

DANIELS’
DIAMONDS
Famous For More Than
Fifty Years

WARREN • MARTIN • LONG

15-tf

Serial

’’PHANTOM RIDER’’
Give yourtelf a

SUNDAY and MONDAY

The W.C.T.U. met Friday after
noon at the First Baptist Church.
A program on ‘Something For
Nothing. ’ was presented by the
chairman, Mrs. Emery, with discus,
sions on the questions “Is gambling
allowed in our community?’’, and
“How does gambling affect the
family?’’
It was noted from a recent Gallup
Poll on gambling that 54 percent of
the Americans admit taking chances
in some sort of games for chance
in a year. A large majority were
those buying tickets in church lot
teries or for charitable causes, in
playing private card games, slot
machines, punch-boards and bet
ting on events.
A comparatively small percent bet
on horse races or number games,
but the largest amounts of money
were spent on races A world's rec
ord in betting was broken, last Sep
tember at Belmont Park, N. Y..
when $5,016,745 was wagered in one
day’s betting. At the same time
the secretary of the World Council
of Churches asked its committees if
the American churches could raise
$5,000,000 for Overseas Relief and
Reconstruction The answer was
"probably not."
Who wins in the gambling game?
Only one person in seven ever comes
out ahead. To the question “Will
bills to establish a National or State
lottery be likely to pass the Legis
lature?’’ The answer was "no” be
cause they are not founded on any
established laws of good business.
“Do our State laws prohibit gamb
ling?” With the exception of PariMutuel betting on horse racing most
of the common forms of gambling
are prohibited.
Another question asked was: ‘Why
should the Bible be read in the
public school?" Because this is a
Christian Nation, declares the Su
preme Court of the United States. It
is the Book on which the President
takes his oath of office, and is used
in our Courts of Justice. Chaplains
are paid to teach its truths to our
Army and Navy. The Bible forms
the recorded basis for Christianity
and should be read also to every
future citizen during the formative
period of his life."
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald took
part in the discussions, giving help
ful comment.
Mrs. Amelia Johnson read the
article on. Mary Bannister, sisterin-law of Frances Willard, Woman
of the Month.
Money strips for the collection of
quarters for the “One-Quarter of a
Mile of Quarters’’ State fund for
Alcohol Education were distributed
to members.
At the request of the State presiden.’ it was voted to invite the State
W.C.T.U. Convention to hold its
f946 session in Rockland in Oc
tober.

MRS. ALICE (LANE
Mrs. Alice Marian Lane, 82, of
Rockport, died at South Hope Wed
nesday. Funeral service will be
held at the Russell Funeral Parlors,
Rockport on Saturday at 2 o’clock.
Rev. Andrew Young of Harrison will
officiate, assisted by Rev. C. Vaughn
Overman of Rockport.
She is survived by her husband,
Capt. George W. Lane of Rockport.
Three daughters. Miss Hazel N.
Lane of Rockport, Miss Elsie M.
Lane of Fryeburg and Mrs. Beulah
Baker of Lewiston; one son, Linton
O of Lewiston and a sister, Mrs.
Louise Butler of Gorham and four
grandchildren also survive her.
Mrs. Elsie A. ©ridges is visiting
her daughter, Mrs. Flavilla Kennedy
Hill street.
TODAY and SATURDAY

SPLENDID JEWELRY VALUE

376 MAIN STREET,

[VtLYN KCTIS
PHIl SILVERS
ADELE IERGLNS

wirt, BRENDA JOYCE JACQUELINE Si Wil
ElENA VERDUGO
MARY GORDON

(with cuflwv

■

(dM tai)

WILDE
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Watches

“MARCH OF TIME”
Latest News

CARROLL CUT-RATE

A

4

[US R VINAL, Register.
l«r» w

1 NEWTAHDEN^THEATRE
CAMDEN

e

•

•

PHONE

3.00, 4.30, 6.30, 8.30

Sun.,

Mon.-Tues.,

2 00, 6.25, 8.30

2519

Rings

Reynolds (2 yr.
Pen) Parker
51. Eversharp
and Morrison
(pen and
pencil)

Beautiful
Cluster Rings
for ladies.

and up

„ ,

Beautiful

Stones

$14.95
$1.25 per week

.

Diamonds

Costume

Manhattan
Special 14k
white gold

Jewelry

Bride of a Madman who Mar Surprise-Studded Range Thrill
ried to Murder!
er ... it parks an adventure
punch you’ll never forget!
“Sunset" Carson. Linda Stirling
“MY NAME IS
and Olin Howlin
in
JULIA ROSS”

$22.50
and up

$49.95

25-50%

$1.25 per week

$125 per week

reduction

Watch Repairs

“SHERIFF

Guaranteed Watch Repairing
done promptly and at moderate
cost.

OF CIMARRON”

SUNDAY and MONDAY. MARCH 17. 18

Handsome

Costume Jew- Lockets, Some
se^ w*th
Birthstones

Nationally Ad- Diamond Ring, eiry, excellent
vertised
Wedding Ring
choice
W atehes
jo

240 REASONS TO BE PRESENT

Lockets

$1.25 per week

do*’’",!

SATURDAY, MARCH 16

Pens

$6.00

SH* v.
’$8

WEDNESDAY MATINEB AT 3.45; SUNDAY AT 3.00
OTHER DAYS AT 2.00. EVENINGS FROM 6.30

with
Nina Foeh, Dame May Whitty
and George McCready

ROCKLAND

“ALL THE CREDIT YOU NEED”

SUN.-MON.-TUES.

[LEN H YOUNG, late of
eceased.
First Account
■ allowance by Gladys E W
[utrlx.
(LBERT E WOTTON. late
Ti. deceased
First and
presented for allowance
r Jordan. Administrator
JE R CUSHMAN, late of
leceased.
First Account.
Late claim of executor.
[ allowance by Albert D.
J-cutor.
■LLIAM G LOUCKS, late
|i. deceased First and
presented for allowance
Jordan. Administrator.
Lances e cook lee. of
fourth and Final Account
T allowance by Alan L.
n
[ STEVENS, late of War[ Will aud Petition for
[of asking that the same
fed and allowed and that
[nentary issue to Stuart
| Rockland, he being the
pd therein, without bond.
[RRIET P STEVENS, late
[ceased Petition for Ad
T de bonis non. with the “
I asking that Stuart C.
fcockland. or some other
In, be appointed AdminlL c t.a . with bond.
[LIFFORD B CARROIJ,.
Jn. deceased. Petition for
[n asking that Thelma O.
ferren. or some other sult|be appointed admlnLstra1 bond.
J FULLER, late of RockId. will and Petition for
fccf asking that the same
led and allowed and that
tnentary issue to R. Wyt>f Portland, he being the
led therein, without bond,
frNEST R GLrDDHN late
Jn. deceased.
First and
|t presented for allowance
V Glidden. Admintstra-

Mrs. Louis Wardwell gave an
afternoon party Thursday, honoring
Miss Mabel Snow /who is to make her
home with her brother-in-law,
Commander Carleton, F. Snow.

MANHATTAN JEWELERS

Cold Wave Permanent!

So easy to do right at home!
Soft, natural - looking curls.
Ask for Crowning Glory . . .

10k gold filled

$4.95

$1.25 per week

Just A Word

With The Ladies!
We are anxious for you to

Wedding Sets

see our Spring line of

Highly engraved Wedding Ring
Sets to match

Misses’ Slacks

$14.95

at

$185 per week

$9.79

MANHATTAN JEWELERS
Rockland’s Credit Jewelry Store
139 MAIN ST., BANGOR

376 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

l
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PIERCE’S RADIO SERVICE

Scroan Ploy by Ch.Uer Erskine, Anns Mor
rison Chopin ond Whitfield Cook • Bosed
en the Ploy by Chester Erskine • Directed by
RICHARD WHORf • Produced by EDWIN H.
KNOPF

For Finest Quality Radio Work

To Match Some Styles

100% per cent Wool and

tailored to perfection

60 DAY GUARANTEE

PASCAL AVE. COR. WEST STREET, ROCKPORT

STRAN
TEL. 892

Tattersals Vests

$6.00

AUDREY TOWER
EDDIE "ROCHESTER" ANDERSON
REGINALD OWEN

News—-C artw n
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The Tyler P.T.A.
■1 " 1

shown: “Brazil.” “Ice Carnival,’* consisted of date and nut bread
“Japanese War Relics" was the
The Tyler Parent-Teacher Associ
“Melody Garden/’ The Sports Pa sandwiches with fancy cream cheese
subject presented by Mrs. Blanche ation met Monday night at Tyler
rade,” and “Paul Terry Toons.” I fillings, cookies, angel cake, tea and
Witham at th(e meeting of the building with a goodly number of
Leonard *Galiano was in charge of coffee. The serving committee:
Dea Perry, Maureen Hamalainen,
J Rockland Society for the Hard of parents present and 100% of the
devotions.
• • • •
Eunice Pettis, and Noreen Bartlett;
Hearing Thursday and featured teachers.
By K« S. Fa
A basketball game between the the decorating committee, Noreen
Mrs. Mildred Crie acted as secre
souvenirs brought home by her
boys of Room 6 and Junior High Bartlett. Lucille Tyler, Rita Ham
tary,
because of the illness of Mrs
nephew, Arnold MoOonchie.
boys was played Friday at the mond, Jean Merrill and Alberta
Vivian
Harden. Many matters of
Sprague;
cooking
committee:
Oaire
Henry
VI
was
no
Beau
Brummel,
Community Building, with Room 6
Mr. MoConchie was a machinist
business
were discussed and de
the winner, with a scote of 36-32. Brickley, Donna Gardner, Delores and cne day the Earl of Warwick on an LB.T. which served the Pa
cided
upon.
The program which
Cassidy.
Joan
Chisholm,
Barbara
High scorer for Room 6 was Cokints
took fun to task for the meanness cific area and which the crew* named
was much enjoyed was under the
with 18 points; and for Junior High, dark, Bertha Dondis, Jeanette Es- of h.s attire.
“Jack Pot" because it had the good chairmansh.p of Mrs. Lendon JackProctor with 10 points. Timer, ccrsio, Joanne Gardner, Janice
The monarch heard him out and fortune of never being hit. Mr.
Marilyn Dudley; scorer, Marian Koster, Alice Kinney, Evelyn Pen they quietly said, “it becomes a MoConchie’s war record showed an ] son and included a piano solo.
Tracy; referees. Gamble and Kaler. dleton, and Jeanette Sulides. The King to excel his subjects in virtue, interesting coincidence of dates. He j “Morning Prayer,” by Miss Alice
Cr e; group of piano selections by
centerpiece was of lovely Spring net m venture.”
♦ ♦ ♦ *
went in training Jan. 12, 1944; left, Donald Snowman. The guest speak
* G • •
The annual W.C.T.U, speaking flowers. Mrs Hart and Miss Brown
for
across
Dec 24. 1944; started for er of the evening was Rev. C
contest was held Wednesday in poured.
G ♦ * ♦
Tlie young man at the social the States Dec. 24, 1945; arrived! Wendell Wilson of the Littlefield
Junior High, with these contestants:
gathering
was boasting of his Arc home Jan. 12, 1946. )
Memorial Church who gave a very
The Commercial Service Club
Paul Sulides. Robert Payson, Eunice
Mrs. Witham. /with a large map, interesting paper on "Nat.onal and
tic explorations. He gazed at the
held
its
weekly
meeting
Friday,
with
Pettis, Helen, Holbrook. Gloria Sewbeautiful girl he was trying to im traced his travels among the Pa International Events.’”
all, and John Burns. The medal was President Barbara Lufkin presiding. press.
cific islands to Okinawa, his loca
This
program
was
provided:
Piano
At the close of the meeting, a
awarded to Paul Sulides, and sav
tion when the war ended,, and then
ings stamps to the other contest solo, ’’Missouri Waltz." Barbara “Just imagine,” he said, dramatic to Japan w’here his ship carried “White Elephant Sale” was held
with Mrs. Ruth Campbell in charge,
ants. Mrs. Clara Emery, president Lufkin; vocal solo, “I'm Always ally, “an enermous icefloe!”
“Yes. I’d like an ice,” said the troops and supplies. The beauty of assisted by Mrs. Elizabeth Rogers.
of the local W.C.T.U., conducted Chasing Rainbows," Leatrice Nutt;
Fujiyama, the red flowers of Japan
the ptogram and concluded her re saxophone solos “I Don’t Want to be girl, absently, “but my name isn't and the customs and dress of the The 4th and 5th grades were tied for
Loved"
and
‘
Charmaine,
’
Virginia
Flo!
”
’
having the largest representation
marks on temperance by thanking
people were described.
cf parents present.
the pupils and faculty of Junior Chapman; vocal solo, “The Bells of
Not A Matter Of Indifference
A small silk flag, w’hich is the cus
High for their cooperation in pro St. (Mary," Patricia Wellman; read ‘‘Alas, my hair is growing gray;
tom for every’ Jap soldier to carry,
moting this contest. Albert Flan ing, “Cats," Seth Batty; piano solo, Alas, my years increase.
was shown and also needles, scis The South End P.T.A.
‘
Ah,
Sweet
Mystery
of
Life,
”
Sabra
ders and Richard Tompkins had
Instead cf going out to play
sors and buttons salvaged from a
charge of the stage arrangements Perry; playing of records, and I like to read in peace.
bombed house at Hakodate on Hok
group singing. Refreshments of
• « « *
I
know
that
much
less
time
remains
kaido.
Three of the buttons were Hears John M. Richardson
sandwiches
and
punch
were
served
The girls’ basketball squad, of
me to get somewhere.
porcelain,; the others, military but
which Mrs. Overman is chaperone, On the committee for refeshments For
Put Axe To Gossip and
Can it be that I am growing old tons. were made of wood and gilded
was entertained by her at her home and the program were Barbara Well, say, what do I care?
with a conventional design in re
Rumor
in Rockport, Tuesday evening. Lufkin, Diane Curtis, Helen, Fickett
I
do
some
things
I
used
to
do;
Lorraine
Eagan,
and
Louise
Kirk
as
lief.
Movies were shown and refresh
Mrs. Witham also showed several
At the meet.ng of the South End
ments served.
Those attending mistress of ceremonies Accompa My life seems rich and full,
And
when
it
comes
to
pulling
nists
were
Ava
Wiggin
and
Barbara
large
picture buttons, circa 1880- P.T.A. at Crescent Street School
w’ere Coach Bill Sullivan, Captain Lufkin.
* » • •
strings,
85, which included the (Madonna Monday night, an interested audi
Betty Gray, Jeannette Gardner,
Work
done
during
the
week
in

I
find
I’ve still some pull.
and Child, representing the upper ence listened to John M. Richard
Elizabeth McPhail, Dorothy Ben
portion of Raphael's painting, “The son chairman of the School Beard,
ner, Shirley Drinkwater, Louise cluded 60 copies of bookkeeping tests But, am I strong, as once I was?
Sistine Madonna.’N and made of explain the school situation ln a
Connolly, Louise Ulmer, Mona Joyce by Diane Curtis and Norma Ho I must confess I’m not.
Nathalie Post, Irene Anderson, ward; 30 notices to teachers by Does old age matter much to me bronze finished pressed brass; an talk entitled, ‘ This School Busi
ornate pressed brass button of Arab ness.” Much gossip and many idle
Charlotte Cowan, Joan Prock, Ma Gladys Cuthbertson; poem for I’ll say it dees, a lot!
* * * •
or Turkish trend showing either rumors were d,spelled by Mr. Rich
rian Tracy. Margaret Hughes, Betty Cauldron by Norma Howard; typing
the Queen of Sheba or Scheherzada, ardson and new and better things
Pendleton, Barbara Jackson, Grace for the Rockland Teachers Associa
Why
not
feed
our
families
more
Thompson, Betsey Cooper. and tion by Bernyce Perry; 50 copies of spoon bread in these times of short the relator of the stories in the are ahead for the schools in the
Creswell Gamache, as projectionist. 15 stencils for the City of Rockland age cf flour. And Its a fine way to “Arabian Nights ” and one of the near future.
and 500 absence blanks by Madeline
• * * *
Many questions were answered by
use up that milk that went sour on many different designs of the
Sanford Delano is substituting in Hoffses and Helen Fickett, and you:
Trumpeter button, showing a knight Mr. Richardson in a manner that
typing
items
for
the
Highlite
by
the machine shop. Mr. Delano
blowing his horn from a castle showed vision and forethought and
(Spoon Bread
Lufkin, Madeline Hoffses,
graduated from Rockland High in Barbara
One cup cornmeal, 2-3 cup boiling tower with a background of trees we are fortunate to have him on
Marian Lunt.
1936, after which he was connected Marion Blake, *and
water,
1 teaspoon salt, 1 tablespoon and turrets, one of which is topped our school beard. Two projects
* * *
with the Bicknell Manufacturing
granulated
sygar, 2 eggs, beaten, 1 by a banneret, the forerunner of the were brought before this meeiing
A total of $62.65 was collected last
Co. and the Hyde Windlass Co. in
but no definite steps were taken.
cup
butterrttilk
(or scur milk), ’A weather vane.
Bath. He was in the armed forces week for defense stamps and bonds teaspoon soda, 3 tablepsoons fat,
Among the scenic specimens was More will be prin|ed about them
for three years and served as an by Catherine Young and Margaret melted.
one of brass showing an, Egyptian later.
aerial gunner and instructor in the Steeves, seniors.
Refreshments were served and a
Pour water over meal. After ten scene, Interesting and intricate in
» * »,♦
army air corps. Mr. Delano, who is
detail, with a pyramid in the back social hour enjoyed
minutes
add
rest
of
ingred-ents
and
At a meeting of the 49’ers Club,
now making his home in Rockland,
ground. a sphinx In the foreground,
E P. Jones.
is married and has a daughter 21/,! Friday, with President Ethelyn pour into buttered baking dish. and with trees, a building, a lake, a
Publicity.
Bake
45
minutes
in
moderate
oven.
Thompson presiding, this program
years old.—Leatrice Nutt ’47.
boat and a stork completing the de
* • • ♦
was given in charge of Louise Ul Serve in baking dish.
sign.
FredC. Stewart is ill at his home,
• • * *
Principal Blaisdell’s recent trip to mer; ,Class prophesies, Joanne Ed
Greetings were read from Mrs. 112 Park street, Portland. He was
New York was to attend The Ameri- wards; solo, “You Won t Be Satis
Seme .cities are advocating rules
Hewett who plans to return formerly a teacher in the High
can Association of School Ad fied." Joan IProck; jokes, Rodney for bicycles on streets and it m-ght Bessie
from (Milton, Mass., in April and School in this city. He has recent
ministrators Regional Convention Wooster; vocal solos. Wait and save lives.
Mrs. Julia Marley of Gardiner. The ly retired from Hannaford Brothers,
March >4-7, the theme being “The See,” ‘In My Garden,” “If I Could
» • • *
Unfinished Task.’’ Various educa Tell You” and, “Where My Caravan, The world’s longest electrified next meeting will be held (March 21 Portland, after many years of serv
tional problems were considered in Has Rested,” Paul Payson, guest; railway was in Italy before the war. at 280 p. m. in the vestry of the ice and was tendered a banquet by
First Baptist Church.
his fellow associates.
general sessions and in discussion poem, “Government Issue," Juliette It.
ran
a
distance
cf
620
miles.
Bridges;
piano
solos.
“
Kitten
on
the
groups, including “What the High
School Should Teach, “Planning Keys,” “When I Grow Too Old To'
MacDonald Class held a covered
and Financing New School Build Dream,” (and “Nocturne in, E. Flat,”
dish
supper, Wednesday night with
by
.Chopin,
by
Paul
Halligan,
guest.
ings,” “Scientific Aids to Educa
48 members and guests present.
tion,’’ "Providing for the Atypical
Delicious supper was served. Table
POLK-AMES
Child,’’ “The Continued Education
of Out-of-School Youth” and‘Adult
Miss Priscilla Doris Polk, daugh decorations being in keeping with
Education.’’ The general idea ol ter tf Mr. and Mrs, Thomas Polk of St. Patrick’s Day. The highlite of
the conference was to stress the Vinalhaven, was married to Ken the evening was showing of movies
need for the educational changes neth Morris Ames son of Mrs. of China and India by Raymond
that should be made in the schools Lydia McNeil of Rockland, March 7 Cross. Over 100 were present to en
during this new post-war period.—* by Rev. J. Charles MacDonald, the joy the pictures.
Leatrice Nutt ’47.
double ring service being performed
♦ * * *
Ruth Mayhew Tent, Daughters of
in ttie presence of friends and im
The bi-weekly faculty meeting mediate families.
Union Veterans, will sponsor a game
was held Monday in the library, The bride wore a green suit with party at Grand Army hall next
with Mr. Bowden as chairman. Due a corsage of pink roses.
Monday. Members should note that
to the absence of ClycU Russell,
Mr. Ames recently completed 26 supper will be omitted. Business
executive secretary of the Maine months duty with the Coast Guard session at 7.30 as usual.
Teachers Association, who was to on the Destroyer Rhodes serving in
have been the speaker. Principal both operations.
Mrs. Marion Smith of Tillson
Blaisdell reported on. his recent
Mr. and Mrs. Ames will live at Farm, Warrenton, ’ has closed her
trip to New York. The 8-1 girls Vinalhaven for the present, later home and is driving to California
served tea to the group, with Miss going to Matinicus.
with friends, where she will visit
her son. She was tccompniied as
far as Boston by Miss Frances Col
THE HOME OF
lette.

IN ROCKLAND
Nicoiot")
IM 1ecH>
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Exhibited and Described At Piano Music, Talk By Rev.
Meeting of the Hard of
Mr. Wilson and White
Hearing Society
Elephant Sale

Some Timely Questions Asked
Compiled and edited by the Typewriting Department.
and Answered—“Quarter
At the Senior High assembly.) Berry of the home economics de
Mile Of Quarters”
Tuesday, five short movies were partment in charge. The menu

18F24

MELfNE HILLMAN ABlof Matlnlcus, deceased.
|il account presented for
Carrie E Ripley, Ex-

I LARRY E.
WILBUR,
fee of Probate Court for
Rockland. Maine.

Jap War Relics

White Rihhoners

linday at The Church of
I. will be Bible School
Ion study, •Religion in
le ” Worship will be at
[al music and sermon by
•Faithful Friendship."
People’s Society will
I church at 6 under the
| Mrs. Helen Cramer,
lervice at 7 with special
tmon by Mr, Wolf; subfro Make Wise Choices."

GREGORY’S
TOP TO TOE OUTFITTERS

TELEPHONE CAMDEN <20
20*23

416 MAIN ST.,

TEL. 294

r
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A
BIBLE MIE5TI0n5
VOICE /PROPHECY
INTUMATIONAL BIBLE BXOAOCASTE$ ,

‘Question—When Jeeus wee here,
do you think he really expected to
come back to this earth?

Answer—He said: “I go to pre
pare a place for you. And if I go
and prepare a place for you, I will
come again, and receive you unto
Myself; that where I am, there ye
(nay be also.” John 14:2, 3.
Q.—Is there any way to figure
•ut the day when Chriat will come?

A.—Jesus said: "But of that day
and hour knoweth no man, no, not
the angels of heaven, but My Fa
ther only." Matthew 24:36.

q.

—what is the abomination
spoken of in Matthew 24:15?

A.—Let us read the text: “When
ye therefore shall see the abomina
tion of desolation, spoken of by
Daniel the prophet, stand in the
holy place, (whoso readeth, let him
understand).” The same thought is
expressed in Luke 21:20 and shows
that lt means the Roman armies
that were to surround Jerusalem
and destroy it in A. D. 70.
Q.—Don’t you think the world
generally will turn to God before
Christ returns?

A.—That is not the Bible picture,
es we see it ln Matthew 24:37-39:
“But as the days of Noe were, so
shall also the coming of the Son of
man be. For as in the days that
were before the flood they were
eating and drinking, marrying and
giving ln marriage, until the day
that Noe entered into the ark, and
knew not until the flood came, and
took them all away; so shall also
the coming of the Son of man be.”
(See also Genesis 6:5.)
Q.—Since the day of the Lord is
coming like a thief, how can any
body know anything about It?

A.—In reply we read 1 Thessa
lonians 5:2-4: “For yourselves
know perfectly that the day of the
Lord bo cometh as a thief in the
night. For when they shall say.
Peace and safety; then sudden de
struction cometh upon them, as
travail upon a woman with child;
and they shall not escape. But ye,
brethren, are not*in darkness, that
that day should overtake you as a
thief.” Notice, the day of the Lord
comes as a thief to those who are
saying, “Peace and safety,” but not
so to those who are called “breth
ren.”

Ed. Note’. Address your questions to
the BIBLE QUESTION COLUMN, The
Voice of Prophecy, Box 55, Los Angeles
53, Calif. Bible questions of general in
terest will be answered in this column
as space permits.

Maine In Washington
(By R. Owen Brewster)
Stassen To Maine

The State of Maine was compli
mented this week by the acceptance
of Commander Harold Stassen of
Minnesota to be the keynote speak
er at the Republican State Conven
tion in Bangor on April 11 and 12.
Commander Stassen, former Gover
nor of Minnesota, is ln great de
mand as a public speaker repre
senting the viewpoint of many
Americans young and old and his
words are being widely watched as
one of the formative elements in
Republican policies.
The Maine Republican Convention
in early April furnishes the opening
gun in the national political cam
paign and apparently afforded an
inviting forum for Commander
Stassen to expound his view of Re
publican doctrine to his- fellow Re
publicans in the nation.
Miss Marion Martin
All of the Maine Delegation in
Washington are planning to be in
Bangor for the Convention along
with Miss Marion Martin who for
10 years has been in charge of or
ganization activities for the Repubi
can National Committee among
the women of the nation. Miss Mar.
tin is now conducting the campaign
for the organization of men and
women alike and the indoctrination,
of precinct leaders.
prepared under the direction of
Miss Martin are now being circu
lated throughout the country and
immediately after the Maine Cv..vention Miss Martin starts a series
of sectional meetings to cover the
country meeting with groups of Re
publican Committeemen.
The national organization will
find a finely functioning organiza
tion when he takes over. Miss
Martin has now served under four
different chairmen and is perhaps
more widely acquainted with the
Republican organization throughout
the nation than any other indi
vidual as a result of her long ex
perience
Brewsters Entertain

Senator and Mrs. Owen (Brewster
w’ere hosts at one of the largest din
ners of the Winter given at the
Sulgrave Club on Massachusetts
Avenue with covers laid for 72. The
Maine Delegation in Washington
assisted Senator and Mrs. Brewster

PHOTOSTATIC
COPIES
Military discharges, copied and
printed in sixes suitable for
Veterans Bureau, employer and
school application use; also
pocketbook sizes.
Copies made of any document.
Birth Certificates, Marriage Cer
tificates, Records from the family
Bible, Legal Documents, etc.
24 HOUR SERVICE

Persons living outside Rock
land may send by registered mail.
Original and copies returned tbe
next day by same method C.OJ>.

SIDNEY L. CULLEN
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
“
ROCKLAND. ME.
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Consider the Lilies

In the great sermon on the
Mount. Christ spoke to people
about their daily worries; about
their focd, and drink and cloth
ing. "Why take ye thought for
raiments? Consider the lilies
of the fields, how they grow;
they toil not, neither do they
spin; and yet I say unto you
Solomon in all the glory of his
robes was not arrayed like
cne of these.”
"But seek first the Kingdom of
God and righteousness and all
these other things shall be add
ed to you.” The long cold Win
ter is behind and a bitter one .t
has been in Maine. Spring is at
hand This day, March IB. as
I came from church, I found six
blue crocus in full bloom in my
yard They were 10 days behind
schedule but so is the season. As
I looked at them, I understood
Christ's words, none of the royal
robes of Solomon nor the expens.ve ones recently at Rome,
equalled in beauty these early
lilies of Spring.
One dwells too much on the
common worries of life, but there
is the assurance of Christ that
if one shall seek first the things
of God, worries will evaporate
as dew before the sun.
"Your Heavenly Father know
eth your needs.” Truly the na
tions. tliat are free, need to be
prepared as never before, be
cause the peril is greater than
ever before. Th.s is the time to
consider the lilies as nature
again clothes fields and forests
with the glory of God. If liberty
loving nations seek first the will
of God they are assured of His
care.
Maine people have shared His
grace; it is reasonable that
they should ascertain H.s will,
and seek "first”’ His righteous
ways.
William A. Holman.
“Substance’’ is the subject of the
lesson-sermon that will be read in
all Churches of Christ, Scientist,
on March 17. The Golden Text is:
"By humility and the fear of the
Lord are riches, and honor, and life’’
(Proverbs 22:4).
♦ ♦ • •

* ’ * ’

Rev. Robert Shoff, paster of the
Church of the Nazarene at (Liver
more Falls, will preach at 3 p. m. and
7 ?0 cn Sunday at the local Church
•’Parcntc Ohav Your children” is
of the Nazarene. There will be spe thTK™
seJe°”f“rmc„s on
cial music at both services. Sun
day school meets at 1.30
the Ten Commandments on which
♦ • ♦ ♦
Rev. C. Wendell Wilson will preach
"The Sin That Blights the Soul,” at the Owl’s Head Baptist Chapel
will be the subject of the sermon Sunday at 230 p. m. Sunday
by Rev. C. Wendell Wilson at the School is at 1.30 p. m. Christian
Littlefield Memorial Baptist Church Endeavor service at 6.30 p. m. with
Sunday at 1080. This is the last Russell Woodman as leader. At
in the series on "Modern Life in the Thursday prayer meeting the
the Light of the Ten Command pastor will speak on the Dispensa
ments,” Sunday. School follows tion of innocence.” On March 24,
at 11.45 with classes for all ages. there will be special mus.c by Dean
B.Y.P.U. meets in the vestry at 6 DeShon and Charles Fcote, of
o’clock. At 7.15 folowing singspira- the Littlefield Memorial Baptist
tion period the pastor will speak on Church. The Sewing Circle meets
“Should We Love Our In-laws.” Tuesday at 7 p. m. with Mrs. Con
The third sermon under the Gen stance MacPhail.
eral theme “Marriage.”’ Special
• * * •
musical program by the young peo
At Pratt Memorial Methodist
ple’s choir with Mrs. Florencia Church, Rev. Alfred G. Hempstead
Roach as soloist. Tuesday prayer will take as hts sermon subject, at
and pra.se service at 7.30, subject, 10:45 a. m., “In HLs Will Is Our
The Final Seven Years.” The Peace.” New members will be reLadies’ ’Aid will meet in the vestry ceived at this service. Mrs. Lydia
Wednesday night with Mrs. Mar Storer will be the soloist. Tire
garet Lord as hostess. Thursday at Church School will meet at noon.
2 p. m. the Woman’s Missionary The evening service at 7 o’clock will
Society will meet with Mrs. Sher be devoted to the study of the
man Lord on Brewster street.

Was Beloved Worker

To Be Given Next Week At Matinicus Receives Sad News
When the “Sunbeam”
St. Bernard’s Basement
Hall
Arrives

i 10 o’clock with the Nursery Depart1 ment meeting t 10.45.
Comrades
of the Way will meet Sunday n.ght
at the parsonage at 6.30. Members
of the Comrades of the Way and
of the Men’s Association will meet
in the vestry Monday night at 7
o’clock to clean the cupboards,
cha rs, and floors. Wednesday, sup
per will be served in the vestry at
6.15 under the chairmanship of Mrs.
A J. Murray and Mrs. Prank
Marsh Speaker will be Stewart M.
L. Pollard Mr. Pollard served 53
months in the Pacific and he will
speak to us on "Christian Miss.ons
in th? Pacific.” Music will be fur
nished by Comrades of the Way.
• • • •
At the Universalist Church 10.40
Dr. Lowe will give the second ser
mon in his series on the latest
declaration of faith adopted by the
Universalist Church of America, h.s
purpose being to explain the state
ment and the reasons for it, his '
subject being the first article in the
declaration "God As Eternal and
All-Conquering Love.” The kinder
garten and sub-primary depart
ments for younger ch.ldren w.ll
meet in the children’s rooms during
the preaching service. The Church
School for older classes meets at
noon. The Junior Youth Fellow
ship devotional meeting in the ves
try 5 p. m. The senior group meets
at 7 p. .m. Tuesday evening 7.30
the second Quiet Hour service in ’
the Lenten season with Dr. Lowe |
speaking on • Understanding The
Loyalty of Jesus.” Wednesday 2.30
p. m. in the vestry under the aus
pices of the Mission Circle, Nation
al Wcmen’s Dedication Day will be
observed. The call is for all
Universalist women in the parish
to attend this meeting.

At the First Baptist Church the
men’s and women’s Prayer groups
will meet at 10.15 In the 10.30
service Mr MacDonald will give the
final sermon in the series on "Kingdcm Partnership,” with the top c,
“The How of Partnership.” All
classes in the Church School will
meet from 12 to 1. The Christian
Endeavor Society will have a meeting fcr ycung pecple at 6 led by
Millard Hart. The evening service
will begin at 7.15 w.th the hymnsing, and special music will be an
organ and piano duet, a solo and a
- will
—
choir number. --Mr. MacDonald
begin a new series of evening messages on Bible questions, the first
begin on "A Prosperity Question”

Concert And Play

Here’s an Old, Old Picture

(H U RCHEM

ANSW-CR-CD BY TH<

Tuesday-Friday
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How long ago was this picture taken? And wasn’t anybody superstitious because thene were 13 in it?
The photo was loaned to The Courier-Gazette by Mrs. Helen Lothrope, of 4 Philips road, Melrose, 76, Mass., a
former member of the staff. In the picture, which must have been made about 60 years ago were Will
Keene, John B Porter, Annie Mullen, Augusta Ulmer, Helen York, Rose McNamara, Dora Coombs Curtis,
Annie Emperor, W. O. Fuller, Jr., Arnold II. Jones, Herbert M. Lord, Frank Wheeler and Helen Lothrope.

Given In Detail
Citq Manager Farnsworth report
ing in detail for the month of
February states that all departments
are operating within their budgets
to date with the following exceptjons Advertising and Snow Re
moval which wtll require suppiement ary appropriations.
The departmental reports are
summarized as follows:
City Clerk—One regular and five
special meetings; 9 city licenses, 37
state licenses, 36 recordings of vi
tal statistics, and 46 miscellaneous

care of children and the quarterly
payment of 566.50 for Aid to De
pendent Children.
Public works Department—An
unusual amount of time was worked
during the month due principally to
the heavy snow storm. In snow
plowing 1083 man hours were
worked, and in snow removal 1280
man hours. Other items such as
patching holes in streets, clean.ng
catch basins, sanding streets and
sidewalks, repairing equipment, etc.
took an add tional 15C9 man hours
or 3872 altogether.

Shakespeare Society
Midw inter Rparlinn Was Art
MlOWinier neaaing Was ALI

4 of Midsummer Night’s
Dream

The Shakespeare Society met at
the home of Miss Mabel Spring
Monday night, 28 members answer
ing roll call. The president, Mrs.
Derry, appointed a reading com
mittee consisting of Mrs. Irene
Moran, Mrs. Laura Buswell and
ORFF’S CORNER
recordings 18 ordinances had their
Miss Alice Erskine, and a nomina
Miss Phyllis Johnson of Lynn, ting
flrst printing and 19 had final pubconsisting of Mrs.
Mass., has been guest of Mr. and Emilycommittee,
hcation.
Stevens, Mrs
Elizabeth
q
Attorney—Ten ordinances Mrs. Myron Hutchins.
Pomeroy and Mrs. Eleanor Wasgatt.
Mrs. Vellis Weaver is spending a
Mrs. Laura Buswell was the leadand one order written or revised;
four Council meetings and
two week with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Pr for the evening. Mrs. Ethel
| Lovejoy presented an interesting
conferences attended; 30 opinions Douglass in Lowell, Mass.
George Huntington, of Litchfield, papr on "Puck, Tlie Lob-filled
rendered and one warrant issued.
He also appeared twice at court and recently discharged from service. Spirit.”
reports one case pending and one has been passing a few days with j A musical interlude was enjoyed
prosecution.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Ludwig.
I at 8.30 when the voice of Madam
Tax Collector—Collected $3,983.32
Earl Dearborn spent the week-end Mona Paulee was heard on the
in taxes formerly committed and with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.: Firestone progam. This was of
$3,180.50 in excise taxes and other Clyde Dearborn.
especial interest as she is to be one
taxes paid in advance. Taxes outEdward 'Merry and friend of i of the solosists at the next concert
standing at end of February for all Skowhegan made a recent visit with here.
•' - and Mrs- Charles -------Act 4 of -Mid-summer Night’s
past years, $17,01154; tax liens Mr
Merry,
Dream
” was read. Those taking
Mrs.
Jean
Cuthbertson
and
son,
outstanding. $3,11727.
Police Department—The Chief of George Cuthbertson of Sangerville part were Mrs. Irene Moran, Mrs.
Police reports 26 arrests for various were visitors this week at Raymond Dora Bird. Mrs. Emily Stevens, Mrs.
- •
....
Tantrcnnes
Eleanor Wasgatt, Mrs. Ethel (Lovecauses during
the
month.
Nine Jackson
doors
were
found
unlocked
and
178
'
Mr
and
Mrs
Ormand
Hopkins,
joy. Spring.
Miss Ellen
Ma££>pta «' were
^d In- d.ughters Marion and Lithan. son bel
Mrs. Cochran.
EUpatathMiss
Pomeroy
Erland, and Elmer Small of West- Mrs. Jane Beach, Mrs. Julia Murray,
: vestigated.
Mrs. Alice Jameson, Miss Alice Ers
Fire Department — During the brook were callers Sunday at Albert klne, Mrs. Nettie Frost, Mrs. DorElwell’s.
month there were 30 alarms. Of a
inda Coughlin, Mrs. Josephine Rice
total of 23 fires, 21 were in bu.ldand Miss Ruth Rogers.
Read The Courier-Gazette
ings. The estimated loss for the
23 fires amounted to $2900. Inspec
tions were made in two schools one
theatre. 31 dwellings, one store, four
other mercantile buildings and one
’ •.VVSv. •
garage, a total of 40
Department of Public Welfare—
The case load at the beginning of
the month comprised 93 individuals
made up of 42 chargeable to the
State, 12 to other tcwns and 39 to
the city. There was a net reduction
of nine persons during the month i
reducing the load to 84. The total
expenditure in February was i
*3.064.32 including the semi-annual
Payment of $1316.73 for board and
~
......
=
meaning of church membership. The 1
Boy Scouts will meet on Monday at
7 30 p. m. The Lenten speaker on
Tuesday at 7.30 p. m., will be Rev.
h F. iLeach of Thomaston.

A St. Patrick’s concert and play
will be presented Wednesday and
Thursday nights at St. Bernard’s
Church basement hail by the So
dality of Our Lady of Lourdes.
The play, entitled “Lcvely Ladies”
involves Mary Lamb, portrayed by
Janette Escorsla, who hopes to get
married. . . if her wedd.ng gown
comes, and if the grocm shews up.
As the scene opens, she Ls qu.te
worried about both points.
Wilma (Jacqueline Grispi) with
her sophisticated airs and wise
cracks has little success in quieting
down the bride-to-be.
Minnie
(Joan Gardner, the maid, who isn’t’
just slightly dumb, but goes the full
way, is no asset. Then there’s
Jonesy (Margaret Eagan) a spo.led
hyster.cal young girl who thinks
she is being pursued by gansters.
Mrs. George Crunch (Beverly
Brewer) Man’s aunt, who can
command any situation, so she
thinks, arrives with her niece,
Gloria (Frances Robishaw) who is
completely crushed under the domi
nation of her aunt, and heart
broken because of the harsh treat
ment of her boy-fr end, to take over
the management of the ceremony.
Frem the beginning the plot gets
involved and muddled up by Nan
ette (Maxine Dembow) and Teresa
(Florence Eagan) who are to de
liver and fit the wedding dress, but
who get side-tracked when they
discover that Nanette’s boy-friend
has been posing as an English Lord
with matrimonial intentions to
Minnie. Mary’s’ maid.
A movie actress < Carolyn Chis
holm) in town for a rest also
causes quite a commotion Net to
be overlooked is Greta (Marilyn
Fitzgerald) the Swedish hotel maid,
who nearly collapses when informed
of valuables ,n her carpet sweeper
But leave it all to Sally Rowen
(Carrie Venezia) the news reporter,
who gets a very exciting story for
the lccal paper and incidentally, a
raise.
Throughout the play a weird
stranger makes appearance after
appearance, first as Juliet searching
for her Romeo, then as a ManAbout-Towm in a stolen suit. The
play is complete with howls and
roars.

Matinicus, March 12.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The visit of our ever welcome
Sunbeam was this month accom
panied with a profound sadness,
bringing, as she did, news of the
death of Miss Rebecca M. Douglas
who. for the past -6 years, has been
one of the Sea Coast Mission’s most
efficient and faithful, most beloved
workers.
*
Upon her induction as one of the
Mission Force, Rev. Orville J. Guptill, at that time superintendent of
the Mission, assigned her for
nursing duty to Matinicus.
During Her five Winters of serv
ice there in this capacity, no cold
was too intense, no gale too heavy,
nor snow too deep to keep her from
going wherever suffering or anxiety
could be lessened by her ministra
tion.
The Church service Sunday night
conducted by Rev. Anson Williams
of the mission staff was most fit
tingly dedicated to her memory. Mr.
Williams truly spoke for all when
he said in closing, “Our lives are
richer for having known her.”
Henrietta H. Ames.
OPENS NEXT MONDAY
Diamond Jubilee Spring Flower
Show In Boston The Mecca

Working night and day against
the opening bell next Monday noon,
hundreds of gardeners, carpenters,
electricians, plumbers, painters, and
clerks are tolling to build the great
Diamond Jubilee Spring Flower
Show at Mechanics Building, Bos
ton. Brooks are being built, water
falls and placid pools, hillsides,
houses and walls. Tt‘s a big Job but
more than 100,000 Winter-weary
New Englanders are expected to
visit the spectacle for their pre-vue
of Spring during Flower Show week
March 18-23.
Among the many features of the
Show are: the California hillside
where a waterfall is bowered with
golden flowered acacias, a suburban
garden of flowers with a vegetable
garden in the rear, a Chinese gar
den, a memorial planting, an old
New England homestead in June,
a garden of the Gay Nineties, a pink
and white garden, a Spring garden
and many more together with tre
ST. GEORGE
mendous displays of roses, carna
The Junior class of St. George tions, Spring bulbs, Birds of Para
High School gave an assembly last dise. anemones and all the rest of
Friday for lower and upper class- the floral alphabet.
men. The program, as read by Lu
cille Stone, consisted of songs by senior and excellent pianist, served
the student body; Scripture ana as acompanist. A clever poem, en
prayer, Theo Hupper; Salute to titled ‘St. George High,” unfortuna
the Flag and “Star Spangled Ban tely too long for publication, was
ner; poem, “True Manhood,’’ Shir composed and read by Oily Cline.
ley Fuller; poem, "Work’ by Lily It included the name of every pu
Peterson; piano accordian solo, pil in the school.-4>y Kathy Ander
Charlene Alien. Maxine Lowell, a son, junior class reporter.

NOWYou Can Do
More Than Day
»

Dream About Your
Summer Vacation

♦ ♦ • •

Morning worship at the Congre
gational Church at 10.45 with Rev.
Maflwyn Vaughan Parry preaching
on the theme, "Paradise!” Mrs.
Nettie Bird Frcst will s ng "O, Thou
Man of Sorrows” by Adams and the
quartet will sing "They That Sow
in Tears" from "The Holy City" by
Gaul. Church School wil! meet at
in receiving and entertaining their
guests and as co-hosts at the six
small tables seating 12 guests each
placed about the ballroom of the
Sulgrave Club where an orchestra
entertained during dinner
Among the guests were Secretary
of the Navy and Mrs. Forrestal,
Senator and Mrs. Wallace H. White,
Jr.. Senator and Mrs. Kenneth S.
Wherry. Senator and Mrs. William
F. Knowland, Congressman and
Mrs. Sherman Adams, Congressman
and Mrs Robert Hale, Congressman
and Mrs. Charles R. Clason, Con
gresswoman Margaret Chase Smith,
Congressman Frank Fellows, As.
sistant Secretary of War and Mrs.
W Stuart Symington. Hon. Nellie
Taylor Ross. Director of the Mint.
Mrs. Joseph R. Farrington, Wife of
the Delegate from Hawaii and the
following Maine people: Major
General and Mrs. Frank Lowe,
Colonel and Mrs. Harold Marsh,
Hon Carroll Beedy, former Repre
sentative, Colonel ana Mrs. Charles
E. Dustin and Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Butler Among those also present
were many of the overseas comrades
of Captain Brewster during his
three year tour of duty abroad who
are now serving in Washington.
Maine’s Amateur Champion Bas
ketball Team from the Bath Iron;
Works caught a glimpse of Wash
ington. and Washington caught a
glimpse of the champions when
they came to town last week en
route to the National Amateur
Basketball Tournament at Atlanta,
Georgia. The champions were the
guests of Mrs. Margaret Chase
Smith, Maine’s Congresswoman
from the Second District. After en
tertaining them at Breakfast in the;
House of Representatives Restaur
ant.
where
Senator Brewster
dropped in for a greeting, ’Mrs.
Smith took the boys to the House
Naval Affairs Committee hearing
on the Supef Seniority Bill. Later
in the day Mrs. Smith took them
to the highly coloful Pauley hear
ing where they heard Senator Brew
ster questioning and cross question
ing the witnesses.
i

BEGINNING TODAY — March 15 — all time-limit
restrictions on advance reservations are lifted!

So

even if you’re not planning to make your vacation or

business trip until July or August, you can now go
right ahead and complete your plans by reserving

your berth, compartment, drawing room, bedroom,
or parlor car seats.

And remember!

When you plan to travel by

train, you always get where you’re going when
you want to get there, no matter what the

weather.
from

Not a day — or part of a day — lost

your

vacation

or

week-end

when

you

“sleep your way” to your destination!

FOR RESERVATIONS . . . phone or write to
your local Maine Central ticket agent.

But do it

now; this is going to be a “traveling” summer!

YOU CAN MAKE YOUR
PARLOR CAR OR SLEEPING
CAR RESERVATIONS
AS FAR IN ADVANCE
AS YOU WISH I

